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ABSTRACT
Offshore oil  seepage is a natural phenomena and is believed to be the largest source of 
marine oil, yet very few of their locations and seepage fluxes have been discovered and reported. 
Natural oil seep sites are important as they serve as potential energy sources and because they are 
hosts to a very varied marine ecosystem. These seeps can also be associated with gas hydrates and 
methane emissions, both of which are significant for the global climate system and greenhouse gas 
budget. Locating natural oil seeps can, thereby, provide locations where the sources of greenhouse 
gases from gas hydrates and methane emissions can be studied and quantified. Estimates of global 
seepage fluxes have been produced by extrapolating the values from a few known seep sites and 
more  recently,  remote  sensing  techniques  have  been  used  to  locate  offshore  oil  seeps.  A 
quantification of the amount of crude oil released from natural oil seeps is important as it can be 
used to set  a background against which the excess anthropogenic sources of marine oil  can be 
checked. This will provide an estimate of the 'contamination' of marine waters from anthropogenic 
sources. 
Until  the  onset  of  remote  sensing  techniques,  field  measurements  and  techniques  like 
hydroacoustic  measurements  or  piston  core  analysis  were  used  to  obtain  knowledge  about  the 
geological settings of the seeps. The remote sensing techniques either involved manual or semi-
automatic  image  analysis.  An  automatic  algorithm  that  could  quantitatively  and  qualitatively 
estimate the locations of oil seeps around the world would reduce the time and costs involved by a 
considerable margin. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) sensors provide an illumination and weather 
independent source of ocean images that can be used to detect offshore oil seeps. Oil slicks on the 
ocean surface dampen the small wind driven waves present on the ocean surface and appear darker 
against the brighter ocean surface. They can, hence, be detected in SAR image. With the launch of 
the latest Sentinel-1 satellite aimed at providing free SAR data, an algorithm that detects oil slicks 
and estimates seep location is very beneficial. The global data coverage that can be processed by an 
automatic offshore seep locating algorithm is enormous and the reduction of processing times for 
the large amounts of SAR data would be unmatchable. 
 
The aim of this thesis was to create such an algorithm that could automatically detect oil 
slicks in SAR images, map the location of the estimated oil seeps and quantify their seepage fluxes. 
The  thesis  consists  of  three  studies  that  are  compiled  into  one  of  more  manuscripts  that  are 
published, accepted for publication or ready for submission. The first study of this thesis, presented 
in two parts:  Manuscript 1 (published) and Manuscript 2 (accepted for publication), involves 
the creation of the Automatic Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) which detects oil slicks in marine 
SAR images and estimates offshore oil seepage sites. This, the first fully automatic oil seep location 
estimation algorithm, has been implemented in the programming language Python. Manuscript 1 
presents an early version of the created algorithm and reports the results of testing the algorithm on 
122 SAR images of the Black Sea. The designed system detects slicks in SAR images, distinguishes 
between slicks and look-alikes using direct features based on the objects geometry and backscatter 
and thereafter estimates seep locations by clustering spatially and temporally recurrent oil  slick 
detections. Manuscript 2 presents the extended version of the ASLE in more detail and reports the 
results of processing 178 SAR images of the Black Sea. The efficiency of the ASLE is discussed 
and  the  results  are  compared  and  validated  with  manual  detection  results  of  the  same dataset 
conducted by a human operator. The results also show that the ASLE is a promising tool for the  
estimation of seep locations in SAR images.
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The second study reported in this  thesis:  Manuscript 3 (published) and Manuscript 4 
(ready for submission) focuses on the optimisation of the created ASLE and comparison of the 
ASLE with other existing algorithms.  Manuscript 3  presents the results  of optimisation of the 
ASLE on a dataset of 25 images of the Black Sea and  manuscript 4 presents a more detailed 
explanation. The ASLE was optimised by adding contextual wind information in order to eliminate 
false detections in low and high wind regions. The improvement of adding contextual information 
to the ASLE and the results of testing this new version of the algorithm on the previously used 
Black Sea dataset is discussed in this study. The latter part of the study presents the robustness of 
the ASLE in terms of SAR sensors and its use in global waters. It also describes the efficiency of 
the  ASLE  with  respect  to  other  existing  algorithms  and  the  results  show  that  the  ASLE  can 
successfully detect seeps of active seepages. 
The third  study is  compiled  into  Manuscript  5 (ready for submission)  and  presents  a 
geophysical application of the ASLE. While the annual oil seepage rate in the northern Gulf of  
Mexico is well studied, lesser is known about the seepage arising from the Campeche Knolls. This 
study aimed to provide a better understanding of the seep locations and the seepage rates in the 
Campeche Knolls using SAR images. It presents the status of the offshore seepage in the southern 
Gulf of Mexico estimated from the ASLE using SAR images from ENVISAT and RADARSAT-1. 
The ASLE was used to detect natural oil slicks from SAR images and estimate the locations of 
feeding seeps. The estimated seep locations and the slicks contributing to these estimations were 
then analysed to quantify their seepage fluxes and rates. The seep locations estimated by the ASLE 
were observed to correspond to the summit of knolls and ridges seen in bathymetric data. The result 
of this study shows that the Campeche Knolls is estimated to seep annually at a maximum rate of 
around 30,500 metric tonnes and a minimum rate of around 9,600 metric tonnes. These estimates 
are in the order of the annual seepages reported in the northern Gulf of Mexico (73,000 metric 
tonnes).  This shows that the ASLE can be effectively used to detect slicks and map their  seep 
locations, and also quantify seepage fluxes from the detected seep sites.
The three case studies illustrate that an automatic offshore seepage detection and estimation 
system such as the Automatic Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) is very beneficial in order to locate 
global oil seeps and estimate global seepage fluxes. It provides a technique to detect offshore seeps 
and their seepage fluxes in a fast and highly efficient manner by using Synthetic Aperture Radar 
images.  This  allows global  accessibility  of  offshore  oil  seepage sites.  The availability  of  large 
amounts of historic SAR datasets, the presence of 5 active SAR satellites and the latest launch of 
the European Space Agency satellite Sentinel-1, which provides free data, shows that there is no 
shortage in the availability of SAR data. The result of the work done in this thesis provides a means 
to utilise this  large SAR dataset for the purpose of offshore oil  seepage detection and offshore 
seepage related geophysical applications. The created system will be an important tool in the future 
not  just  to  estimate  offshore  seepage  in  local  seas  but  in  global  oceans  that  are  otherwise 
challenging for field techniques. 
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KURZFASSUNG
Die größte Quelle für marine Ölvorkommen bilden natürliche Öl-Austritte am Meeresboden. 
Über die Anzahl, Position und Größe solcher Sickerstellen sowie die Menge an austretendem Öl ist 
jedoch wenig bekannt. Es wird geschätzt, dass in nordamerikanischen Gewässern 160,000 Tonnen 
Öl aus natürlichen Quellen aussickern, wobei allein die kalifornischen Quellen 20,000 Tonnen dazu 
beitragen (Kvenvolden et al., 2003). Diese Quellen sind nicht nur als potentielle Standorte für die 
Rohstoffgewinnung interessant, sie beherbergen auch ein sehr artenreiches Ökosystem. Natürliche 
Ölquellen stehen in Zusammenhang mit Gas-Hydraten und Methan-Emmissionen, beides wichtige 
Elemente  im  globalen  Klimasystem  und  dem  Treibhausgasbudget.  Die  Lokalisierung  von 
natürlichen Ölquellen hilft somit auch, Standorte möglicher Methan und Gas-Hydrate zu finden und 
diese zu untersuchen und den Austritt an Treibhausgasen zu quantifizieren. Grobe Abschätzungen 
der globalen Gesamtmenge an austretendem Öl werden anhand von wenigen bekannten Ölquellen 
abgeleitet und extrapoliert. In letzter Zeit werden vermehrt Fernerkundungsmethoden angewandt, 
um natürliche Ölquellen zu finden. Eine bessere quantitative Abschätzung der Ölmenge, die von 
natürlichen  Quellen  in  die  Meere  sickern,  wäre  wichtig,  um  vor  diesem  Hintergrund  die 
„Kontaminierung“ der Meere durch anthropogene Quellen zu erfassen. 
Bevor Fernerkundungsmethoden zum Einsatz kamen, wurden Piston Bohrer und ähnliche 
Techniken  benutzt,  um die  geologischen  Gegebenheiten  an  natürlichen Quellen  zu  untersuchen 
(Beisl et al., 2004). Ein auf Satellitenbilder basierender, automatischer Algorithmus, der quantitativ 
und  qualitativ  Standorte  von  Ölquellen  rund  um  den  Globus  bestimmen  kann,  würde  den 
finanziellen  und  zeitlichen  Aufwand  solcher  Untersuchungen  erheblich  reduzieren.  Synthetic 
Aperture Radar (SAR) Sensoren liefern wetterunabhängige Bilder vom Ozean, die für die Detektion 
von marinen natürlichen Ölquellen  genutzt  werden können.  Denn der  an der  Meeresoberfläche 
schwimmende  Ölfilm dämpft  kleine,  vom Wind  verursachte  Wellen  auf  der  Meeresoberfläche. 
Diese  erscheinen  in  den  SAR Bildern  dunkler  als  die  umliegenden  Bereiche.  Deshalb  können 
Ölteppiche mit SAR detektiert werden. Mit dem Start des letzten Sentinel-1 Satelliten, dessen SAR 
Daten  frei  zugänglich  sind,  wird  ein  Algorithmus  zum Detektieren  von  Ölteppichen  und  zum 
Ableiten der dazu gehörenden Quellen sehr nützlich und wertvoll sein. Das Gebiet, das mit solch 
einem  Algorithmus  untersucht  werden  kann,  ist  sehr  groß  und  die  Reduktion  der 
Prozessierungszeiten für die Analyse der vielen SAR Daten wäre unübertrefflich.
Das  Ziel  dieser  Arbeit  war  es,  solch  einen  Algorithmus  zu  erstellen,  der  automatisch 
Ölteppiche  in  SAR-Bildern  erkennt,  die  Position  der  dazugehörigen  Quelle  kartiert  und  die 
Ausflussmenge quantifiziert. Die vorliegende Arbeit besteht aus drei Studien, die jeweils ein oder 
mehrere Mansukript(e) enthalten, die publiziert, eingereicht oder in Vorbereitung zum Einreichen 
sind. 
Die erste Studie dieser Arbeit,  bestehend aus zwei Teilen: Manuskript 1 (publiziert)  und 
Manuskript 2 (akzeptiert für die Publikation), beinhaltet die Erstellung des Algorithmus (Automatic 
Seep Location Estimator -ASLE) – der Ölteppiche in SAR Bildern findet und die entsprechenden 
Ölquellen lokalisiert. Es ist der erste voll-automatische Algorythmus zur Erkennung von natürlichen 
Ölquellen. Er wurde in der Programmierspreche Python implementiert. Manuskript 1 präsentiert die 
erste Version des Algorithmus und berichtet über die Ergebnisse von Testläufen an SAR-Bildern 
vom  Schwarzen  Meer.  Das  System  detektiert  Ölteppiche  in  den  SAR-Bildern,  unterscheidet 
zwischen echten Ölteppichen und unechten (look-alikes), in dem es die Geometrie der detektierten 
Objekte  und die  Rückstreuung in  den SAR-Daten  vergleicht.  Die  Position  der  Quellen  werden 
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mittels räumlicher und zeitlicher Clusteranalyse der detektierten Ölteppiche ermittelt. Manuskript 2 
präsentiert eine erweiterte Version von ASLE und zeigt die Ergebnisse der Analyse von 178 SAR-
Bildern  vom Schwarzen  Meer. Die  Effektivität  von ASLE wird  diskutiert.  Die  Ergebnisse  von 
ASLE werden mit  Ergebnissen einer  manuellen Analyse durch einen Menschen an dem selben 
Datensatz validiert und verglichen. Die Studie zeigt, dass ASLE ein vielversprechendes Werkzeug 
ist, um natürliche Ölquellen in SAR-Bildern zu detektieren.
Die zweite Studie dieser Arbeit:  Manuskript 3 (publiziert)  und Manuskript 4 (fertig zum 
Einreichen)  konzentriert  sich  auf  die  Optimierung  von  ASLE  und  den  Vergleich  mit  anderen 
existierenden Algorithmen. Manuskript 3 präsentiert die Ergebnisse von ASLE an einem Datensatz 
bestehend aus 25 Bildern vom Schwarzen Meer und Manuskript 4 gibt eine detaillierte Erklärung. 
ASLE benutzt nun zusätzlich Winddaten,  um Fehldetektionen von Ölteppichen in Regionen mit 
sehr hohen oder sehr niedrigen Windgeschwindigkeiten zu verringern. Die Verbesserung von ASLE 
durch die Verwendung von diesen Metadaten wird in dieser Studie diskutiert und Ergebnisse der 
neuen Version mit älteren Ergebnissen vom Schwarzen Meer verglichen. Der zweite Teil der Studie 
beschäftigt sich mit der Robustheit des ASLE hinsichtlich verschiedener SAR-Sensoren und der 
Verwendung in globalen Gewässern. Hier wird auch die Effizienz von ASLE beschrieben und mit 
anderen Algorithmen verglichen.  Es zeigt sich,  dass ASLE sehr erfolgreich Ölquellen mit  einer 
höheren Sicherheit detektieren kann.
Die  dritte  Studie  wird  im  fünften  Manuskript  (fertig  zum  Einreichen)  beschrieben  und 
präsentiert  eine  geophysikalische  Anwendung  von  ASLE.  Die  järhliche  Ausflussmenge  im 
nördlichen Golf von Mexiko ist gut dokumentiert,  aber über die Campeche-Hügel im südlichen 
Golf ist ist nichts bekannt. Diese Studie hat das Ziel, anhand von Fernerkundungsdaten, ein besseres 
Verständnis über die Positionen und Ausflussraten der natürlichen Ölquellen im südlichen Golf von 
Mexiko zu geben. Es werden SAR Bilder von ENVISAT und RADARSAT-1 genutzt, um maritime 
Ölquellen im südlichen Golf von Mexiko zu detektieren. Mit ASLE werden Ölteppiche gefunden 
und die Position der dazugehörigen Ölquellen abgeleitet. Die Quellen und die Ölteppiche werden 
dann  detailliert  analysiert,  um  die  Ausflussmenge  und  Ausflussraten  zu  quantifizieren.  Die 
abgeleiteten  Positionen  der  Ölquellen  können  in  Zusammenhang  mit  bathymetrischen  Daten, 
Hügeln und Bergrücken am Meeresboden, gebracht werden. Das dokumentiert die Genauigkeit von 
ASLE bei  der  Bestimmung  der  Position  der  Ölquellen.  Die  Ergebnisse  der  Studie  zeigen eine 
jährliche  Ausflussmenge  an  den  Campeche-Hügeln  von  mindestens  9,600  bis  maximal  30,500 
Metrischen Tonnen Öl.  Diese  Abschätzungen stimmen mit  den  veröffentlichten  Zahlen  für  den 
nördlichen Golf von Mexiko (73,000 metrische Tonnen) überein. Somit wird gezeigt, dass ASLE 
effektiv genutzt werden kann um sowohl Ölteppiche zu detektieren, die dazugehörige Quelle zu 
kartieren als auch die Ausflussmengen zu quantifizieren.
Die  drei  Studien  zeigen,  dass  ein  automatisch  arbeitendes  System  zur  Detektion  von 
Ölteppichen  und  natürlichen  Ölquellen  wie  ASLE  sehr  nützlich  ist,  um  auf  globaler  Skala 
Ölteppiche zu finden und um globale Ausflussmengen abzuschätzen. ASLE stellt eine Methode zur 
Verfügung, die unter der Verwendung von SAR-Bildern schnell  und effizient arbeitet und einen 
globalen  Zugang  zu  maritimen  Ölquellen  ermöglicht.  Die  große  Anzahl  an  historischen  SAR-
Bildern, die Präsenz von fünf aktiven SAR Satelliten und der erst kürzlich durch die europäische 
weltraumbehörde gestartete Sentinel-1 Satellit durch die Europäische Weltraumbehörde zeigen, dass 
eine große Auswahl an SAR-Bildern zur Verfügung steht. Die Ergebnisse der hier vorliegenden 
Arbeit stellen ein Mittel bereit, diese großen Datenmengen für die Detektion maritimer Ölquellen 
sowie  damit  zusammenhängende  geophysikalische  Anwendungen  zu  nutzen.  Der  entwickelte 
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Algorithmus  wird  nicht  nur  bei  der  Untersuchung  von  lokalen  und  regionalen  Ölquellen  von 
großem Wert  sein,  sondern  auch  auf  globaler  Ebene  auf  den  Weltmeeren,  wo  Feldmessungen 
besonders schwierig sind. 
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THESIS OUTLINE
The work conducted in this  thesis  is presented as eight chapters. Chapter 1 provides an 
introduction to the formation of hydrocarbon seepage systems, where they are found, the biological 
and chemical processes associated with them and the different field and remote sensing techniques 
that can be used to detect them. Chapter 2 presents the motivation behind the work conducted 
within this thesis and the questions that this thesis strives to answer. These are the questions that not  
only challenged but also steered the work completed within this thesis. The third chapter presents a 
brief introduction to the geographic and geological settings of the investigated study areas, i.e., the 
Black Sea and the Gulf of Mexico. Chapter 4 provides an overview of Synthetic Aperture Radars 
(SAR), how they image the ocean surface, and how they can be used for the purpose of offshore 
seepage detection. The methods used to detect oil slicks in SAR images and the state of the art of  
the  existing  algorithms  is  also  discussed  in  chapter  4.  Thereafter,  chapters  5  to  7  present  the 
methodology used, main observations and main results of the work conducted in this thesis in the 
form of manuscripts. 
Chapter 5 consists of two manuscripts as listed below:
5.1 An automatic detection system for natural oil seep origin estimation in SAR images.
Gopika Suresh, Georg Heygster and Gerhard Bohrmann
Published in Proceedings of 2013 IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS'13), 
Melbourne, Australia, pp 3566-3569. DOI: 10.1109/IGARSS.2013.6723600
Chapter 5.1. is a short published paper that presents the first version of the created automatic seep 
location system that locates offshore seep sites from SAR images. Gopika Suresh presented the 
work at the conference in the form of a poster. The main work, which includes the creation and 
programming of  the  system,  data  acquisition,  processing,  analysis  of  the results  as  well  as  the 
writing the manuscript was conducted by Gopika Suresh. Georg Heygster and Gerhard Bohrmann 
provided additional comments and suggestions.
5.2 Automatic Estimation of Oil seep locations in Synthetic Aperture Radar images.
Gopika Suresh, Christian Melsheimer, Jan-Hendrik Körber and Gerhard Bohrmann
Published in IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing (2015), vol. 53, issue 8
pp. 4218-4230. DOI: 10.1109/TGRS.2015.2393375
  
Chapter  5.2  is  a  longer  manuscript,  that  presents  a  final  version  of  the  same  system  (titled 
Automatic  Seep  Location  Estimator,  ASLE).  The  designed  detection  system  is  the  first  fully 
automatic offshore oil seep estimation system. A framework for the automatic detection of natural 
oil slicks and estimation of their associated oil seeps using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images 
is presented and the methodology used has been explained in detail.  The results of testing and 
verification of the created system on 178 SAR images of the Black Sea is presented. Gopika Suresh 
created and programmed the ASLE and conducted the main work for this manuscript, namely, data 
processing,  analysis  and  manuscript  writing.  Christian  Melsheimer,  Jan-Hendrik  Körber  and 
Gerhard Bohrmann provided feedback and comments.  
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Chapter 6 consists of two manuscript as listed below:
6.1  Natural  oil  seep  location  estimation  in  SAR  images  using  direct  and  contextual 
information.
Gopika Suresh, Georg Heygster, Christian Melsheimer and Gerhard Bohrmann
Published in Proceedings of 2014 IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium (IGARSS'14), 
Quebec, Canada, pp 1678-1681. DOI: 10.1109/IGARSS.2014.6946772
Chapter 6.1 is a published paper that presents an optimised version of the ASLE and the preliminary 
results  of testing the system in the Black Sea.  This optimised version is  designed to  use wind 
information to eliminate false detections. The main work, including optimisation of the algorithm, 
data  processing,  analysis  and  manuscript  drafting  was  conducted  by  Gopika  Suresh.  Christian 
Melsheimer and Gerhard Borhmann provided feedback and comments. Georg Heygster presented 
the work in the form of a poster at the conference.
6.2  Optimisation of the ASLE with contextual information and testing of its robustness and 
accuracy with RADARSAT data
Gopika Suresh, Christian Melsheimer and Justus Notholt
to be submitted to the Canadian Journal of Remote sensing
Chapter 6.2 is  a manuscript  which presents a  more detailed report  of the results  of testing the 
optimised system on the Black Sea dataset. This manuscript also presents seep locations estimated 
by the ASLE from a RADARSAT-1 dataset of the northern Gulf of Mexico. This manuscript is 
ready for submission to the Canadian Journal of Remote Sensing. The addition of wind information 
helps reduce false detections caused by low and high wind speeds. The ASLE was optimised to 
incorporate  wind information  and the  optimised  version  was  tested  on  the  previously  analysed 
dataset of ENVISAT SAR images of the Black Sea. The results reported in this manuscript show a 
considerable reduction in false detections especially near coastal regions. The latter part of the paper 
focuses  on  the  analysis  of  RADARSAT-1  SAR  data  of  the  Gulf  of  Mexico.  The  successful 
processing of these images shows the robustness of the ASLE in terms of SAR sensors. Comparison 
of the ASLE results and the existing semi-automatic Texture Classifying Neural Network Algorithm 
(TCNNA) results show that the ASLE is successful in detecting known seep locations and works 
better in low wind regions compared to the TCNNA. Gopika Suresh acquired the RADARSAT-1 
dataset  during her research stay in  the group of Prof.  Ian MacDonald at  the Earth,  Ocean and 
Atmospheric Sciences department of the Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A. The 
optimisation of the algorithm, data processing, analysis and manuscript drafting was conducted by 
Gopika Suresh. Christian Melsheimer and Justus Notholt provided feedback and comments. 
Chapter 7 consists of one manuscript:
Campeche Knolls: Detection of slicks and estimation of seepage fluxes from ENVISAT and 
RADARSAT images using the Automatic Seep Location Estimator
Gopika Suresh, Heiko Sahling, Christian Melsheimer and Gerhard Bohrmann
to be submitted to the Journal of Geophysical Research
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Chapter  7 illustrates  the geophysical  application of the ASLE for the quantification of seepage 
fluxes. This manuscript provides the results of offshore seepage in the Campeche Knolls, southern 
Gulf of Mexico, as estimated by the ASLE, and provides a rough estimate of the seepage fluxes in 
this region. The manuscript is ready for submission to the  Journal of Geophysical Research. The 
ASLE  was  used  to  estimate  seep  locations  in  the  Campeche  Knolls  using  SAR images  from 
ENVISAT and  RADARSAT-1.  Eight  sites  of  extensive  seepage  were  identified  and  reported, 
including the Chapopote Knoll, the seepage fluxes were then calculated. Gopika Suresh conducted 
the main work which included SAR image download, processing, analyses and manuscript writing. 
Heiko Sahling, Christian Melsheimer and Gerhard Bohrmann provided feedback and suggestions.
Chapter  8  summarises  the  main  results  and  observations  of  this  thesis  and  presents  the  main 
conclusions and the future research that can be conducted in this area. This is followed by the  
Appendices  which  includes  the  SAR  database  used  (Appendix.  A)  and  an  overview  of  the 
conference contributions (Appendix. B) within the three years of the Ph.D. thesis
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1. INTRODUCTION
The upward flow of liquid and gases through the seafloor is generally referred to as Seabed 
fluid  flow or  seepage  (Judd  & Hovland  2007).  The  fluids  transport  hydrocarbon  gases,  oil  or 
freshwater  and  contain  re-mineralised  nutrients  and  hydrogen  sulphide,  but  most  seepage  is 
dominated by methane. The rising fluid can have different chemical compositions and temperatures, 
depending on their origins and geological contexts and can be thermogenic or microbial in origin 
(Judd & Hovland 2007). Seabed fluid flow affects seabed morphology, mineralisation and benthic 
ecology, and  sustains  unique  chemosynthetic  biological  communities  (Judd  & Hovland  2007). 
Seabed fluid flow features can be divided into two categories based on the temperature of the 
escaping fluid: hot vents and cold hydrocarbon seeps. The hot vents or hydrothermal vents typically 
emit chemically reduced water, heated by magma activities, with seeping temperatures of 100°C – 
400°C. Hydrothermal vents occur mainly in magma active areas e.g. mid ocean ridges and volcanic 
arcs and ocean spreading centres. Cold seeps on the other hand are areas at the ocean floor where 
seepage of hydrogen sulphide, methane and other hydrocarbon rich fluids occur. Cold seeps occur 
in geologically active and passive continental margins (Levin, 2005) and along subduction margins 
(Tunnicliffe et  al.,  2003).  Fig.  1 shows an example of a cold seep site in the northern Gulf of 
Mexico, where prolific seepage of oil and gas bubbles occurs.
1
Figure 1: Underwater photo of a hydrocarbon seep site at GC600 in the Gulf of Mexico. Image 
courtesy Caroline Johansen, Florida State University
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When oil coated bubbles slowly flow out of cracks at cold seep sites (as seen in Fig. 1), 
some undergo microbial degradation and/or are decomposed, but a certain amount of them reach the 
ocean  surface,  forming  an  oil  slick.  Seepage  of  oil  coated  gas  bubbles  are  then  visible  from 
satellites orbiting the Earth at altitudes of 600 – 800 km from the Earth's surface. The oil on the sea 
surface will go through a series of physical and chemical processes like evaporation, spreading, 
dispersion, sinking of heavier hydrocarbons, dissolution and emulsification. The amount of oil, its 
composition and the weathering processes mentioned above will affect its visibility from space. 
The term remote sensing is defined as the acquisition of information about an object without 
being in physical contact with it (Elachi & Zyl 2006). The era of satellites began with the launch of 
the Sputnik 1 on October 4th 1957. Presently, there are more than 18000 man-made objects orbiting 
our Earth (NASA). Satellites that detect and observe the different characteristics and features of the 
Earth like  land,  ocean and atmosphere are  termed 'Environmental  satellites'.  The  first  National 
Oceanic  and  Atmospheric  Administration's  (NOAA)  operational  environmental  satellite  GOES 
(Geostationary operational environmental satellite) was launched in 1975. Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(SAR) is now one of the most used sensors for remote sensing purposes because it is especially 
sensitive to small surface roughness changes of the order of radar wavelength (~1m to ~cm). It is 
independent to solar illumination and is not affected by clouds. It can, hence, observe the Earth both 
at night and day irrespective of cloud cover. The long duration and repetitive analysis allows the 
observation and study of regional and continental scale features. 
1.1 NATURAL OIL SEEPAGE IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
About 47% of crude oil entering the global marine environment emerge from natural seeps 
(Kvenvolden & Cooper 2003). The best estimate of annual releases of petroleum from natural seeps 
obtained by Wilson et al. (1974) and Kvenvolden & Harbaugh (1983) was 600,000 tonnes. These 
estimates were based on global surveying and extrapolations from the seepage quantified a few 
known sites.  Later, remote  sensing  techniques  and studies  in  the Gulf  of  Mexico  and offshore 
California showed that these seepage rates were underestimated (MacDonald. et al. 1993). The new 
seepage rates estimated in the entire Gulf of Mexico was approximated to 140,000 tonnes per year 
with the North American estimate to be 160,000 tonnes per year (National Research Council 2003). 
Natural oil seeps and their associated fluid emissions have a significant impact on the composition 
of the oceans and atmosphere,  and provide sites of potential  future resources (Judd & Hovland 
2007). However, there is a lot of ambiguity associated with the calculation and quantification of 
offshore  oil  seepage.  While  in  situ  or  field  measurement  involving  hydroacoustics  and  water 
column analyses were used to detect and quantify seepage, remote sensing techniques involving 
SAR and air-borne imagery are becoming more frequent for the mapping of the seep sites. The 
advantage in using satellite SAR images is, of course, the global coverage and its independence to 
daylight and weather conditions. 
1.1.1 FORMATION OF HYDROCARBON FLUIDS IN THE DEEP OCEAN
To understand fluid seepage from hydrocarbon seeps, we need to understand where and how 
these fluids are created and the deep ocean mechanism involved in converting organic matter into 
seepage fluids.  Hydrocarbon seeps are  formed when organic matter  is  degraded either  by high 
temperature or micro-organism several kilometres below the seafloor.  Photosynthesis is the main 
process that fuels this process. It supplies to the seabed the organic matter which is later degraded 
and  broken  down  by  microbes  and  other  geochemical  processes  to  produce  methane  and 
petroleum (Fig.  2).  In  the  upper  few  ten  meters  of  the  water  column,  photosynthesis  primary 
production  occurs  where  phytoplankton,  through  photosynthesis,  produce  water  soluble 
2
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carbohydrates and oxygen (Judd & Hovland 2007). The basic constituents of organic matter, called 
biopolymers,  are carbohydrates (cellulose,  starch),  proteins (complex polymers of amino acids), 
lipids (waxes, fats) and lignins (constituents of woody materials). The parts of organic matter that 
are not used or recycled by oxidation reach the seabed sediments. There, in the presence of oxygen, 
biopolymers  are  broken  down  by  microbial  processes,  carbohydrates  are  converted  to  sugars, 
proteins to amino acids and lipids to fatty acid. The oxidants for this decomposition is provided by 
seawater  circulating through the sediment  as  SO42-,  NO3-,  NO2- and iron and manganese oxide. 
Depending on the depth of the sediments, different micro-organisms that use up different oxidants 
are dominant, thereby depleting that particular depth of certain oxidants. When sulphates get used 
up, methane producing micro-organism become dominant.  Hence,  a vertical  profile through the 
seabed shows a downward decline in the concentrations of first oxygen and then sulphate as the 
aerobic organisms and sulphate reducing bacteria are more proactive and deplete supplies.
1.1.1.1 Microbial or Biogenic Methane
Microbial methanogenesis, producing biogenic methane, takes place in completely anoxic 
environments  within  low  sulphate  concentrations  and  temperatures  within  35  –  45°C 
(Judd & Hovland  2007).  Biogenic  methane  constitutes  the  major  volume  of  shallow  gas 
accumulations  within  the  upper  1000  m  of  the  sediment  column  (Floodgate  &  Judd  1992) 
Undertaken by methanogenic archaea, which cannot live in even the slightest presence of oxygen, 
hydrocarbons are formed from a limited number of substrates available in the sediments. Carbon 
dioxide reduction is the most dominant process in marine sediments due to the large availability of 
carbon  dioxide  from  sulphate  reduction  (Whiticar,  1999).  The  most  important  carbon  dioxide 
3
Figure 2: Sources and pathways of geological hydrocarbons (HC). Organic matter composed of 
molecules of H and C are formed during photosynthesis and enter the marine food chain. On 
death, this is converted to simpler HCs near the seabed (through microbial decay) or at a depth 
(by thermocatalytic breakdown) (Judd et al. 2002)
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reduction equation that uses hydrogen and carbon dioxide from fermentation reaction is: 
CO2+4H2→CH4+2H 2O ________________________      [1]
Other  examples  of  substrate  that  are  reduced  to  methane  through  methanogenesis  are 
acetates (CH3COO-), formates (HCOO-), methanol (CH3OH), methylamine (CH3NH2).
1.1.1.2 Thermogenic methane
 As the  temperature begins to rise with time, microbial methanogenesis begins to decline, 
eventually stopping and giving way to thermogenic processes. When the supply of organic matter is 
high,  sedimentation is rapid and fine-grained sediments dominate and restrict  the circulation of 
oxygen through the sediments. Compaction occurs as the mass of overlying sediments increases and 
this causes expulsion of pore fluids. These processes called diagenesis, result in the transformation 
of  sediments  into  sedimentary  rocks  A summary  of  the  processes  involved  within  diagenesis, 
catagenesis and metagenesis is shown in Fig. 3. The types of hydrocarbons formed depend on the 
chemical composition of the source biomolecules, the temperature and pressure conditions.  The 
time scales involved are tens of millions of years. Burial to the depth of 1 km required to initiate 
catagenesis  can  take  10  million  years  assuming  sedimentation  rates  (10  cm  per  1000  years) 
characteristic to marginal seas  (Libes, 2009). The time required for production of oil and gas at 
higher temperatures is much shorter due to the fast reaction rates.  
4
Figure 3: Petroleum maturation process (Tissot & Welte 1978)
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During diagenesis, oxygen is removed from the organic matter as water, nitrogen as N2 and 
sulphur as H2S, thus increasing the hydrogen content of the sedimentary organic matter. If iron is 
present in the sediment, then H2S leads to the precipitation of pyrite and long term burial of these 
iron sulphides converts them into oolitic ironstones which are commonly seen in shales. The unused 
organic materials, usually insoluble and resistant to degradation, form condensed polymers, called 
geopolymers, and eventually kerogen. Reactions at temperatures of 60-200°C (catagenesis) then 
transforms kerogen into petroleum and bitumen (asphalt). At temperatures greater than 200°C, the 
thermal degradation and cracking of the previously formed hydrocarbons results in the formation of 
thermogenic methane (Floodgate & Judd 1992). 
During catagenesis, the organic compounds undergo: 
1. Reduction of double bonds by incorporation of H and S atoms.
2. Cracking  reactions  in  which  short-chain  hydrocarbons  are  broken  off  larger  parent 
molecules. 
3. Condensation reactions in which rings are formed by removing H atoms.
Carbon has two stable isotopes: 13C and 12C, 12C being the most abundant. Carbon-14 (14C) is 
unstable and has a half-life of 5730 years, and is, hence, used for age determinations. An indication 
of whether the methane seeping from the seafloor is of biogenic or thermogenic origin is obtained 
by analysing the molecular ratio of C1 (methane) to C2+ hydrocarbons. Ratios greater than 1000 
usually indicate biogenic sources since methane is the predominant gas generated in this phase and 
lower  ratios  indicate  contributions  from thermogenic  sources  (Claypool  &  Kvenvolden  1983). 
Microbes prefer to use the lighter  12C isotopes thereby resulting in the enrichment of heavier  13C 
isotopes  in the older sediments that  are more prone to thermocatalytic  methane generation.  12C 
isotopes  are  also  used  in  the  Anaerobic  Oxidation  of  Methane  (AOM) thereby  increasing  13C 
isotopes in the older sediments. However, mixing of biogenic and thermogenic methane due to fluid 
migration  from  thermogenic  through  biogenic  accumulations  might  produce  a  mixed  signal 
hampering the identification of the hydrocarbons origin (Pape et al., 2010).
1.1.1.3 Petroleum
About 10-20% of petroleum is formed during diagenesis, either synthesized by organisms or 
generated by biogenic organic matter, while the majority of petroleum is formed via catagenesis and 
metagenesis  of the residual biogenic organic matter. The production of petroleum hydrocarbons 
during catagenesis occurs by thermal 'cracking' of the kerogen molecules to form relatively simple 
hydrocarbon molecules (Fig.  3).  At  lower temperatures  and burial  depths,  oil  generation starts, 
where oil consists essentially of C15+ hydrocarbons (crude oil). During catagenesis, first condensates 
(C8-C15) and thereafter wet gases (C2-C7) are produced. Formation of methane (also called dry gas) 
dominates the thermogenic hydrocarbon generation within the highest temperature field at greatest 
burial depth (Floodgate & Judd 1992). At temperatures above 200°C, cracking of previously formed 
hydrocarbon gases and reservoir oil produces mainly methane (Tissot & Welte 1978). Coal, also a 
hydrocarbon, is formed from kerogens under the influence of temperature and pressure with the 
expulsion of methane. The types of petroleum formed during burial depends on the kerogen type, 
the temperature and the length of time that the rock remains within certain temperatures  (Judd & 
Hovland 2007). Three stages of maturity of petroleum are recognised: immature (from diagenesis), 
mature (from catagenesis) and post-mature (from metagenesis). If buried deep, organic matter will 
be converted to inert carbon or graphite. Areas where source rocks with petroleum are present and 
there is prolific petroleum generation are known as 'Kitchens' (Judd & Hovland 2007)
Petroleum is composed of a great variety of molecules that range in molecular weight from 
5
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methane to asphaltenes and the compounds can be present as gases, liquids and condensates. The 
condensates are hydrocarbons, retrieved as gases or liquids, that upon cooling change into liquids or 
solids. The natural gases are methane, ethane, propane and butane. The liquid phase of petroleum is 
called crude oil. The main hydrocarbon groups of petroleum are paraffins or alkanes, napthenes or 
cycloalkanes and the aromatic group (Fig. 4). Paraffins (CnH2n+2), are straight-chain hydrocarbons 
formed without any double or triple bond and contain the maximum number of hydrogen atoms. 
Those molecules with 20 or more carbon atoms are solid and called paraffin waxes and those that 
have at least one branch in their carbon chain are called isoparaffins and have a higher boiling 
point. Naphthenes (CnH2n) are rings that contain 5,6 or 7 carbons and compose about half of the the 
average  crude  oil.  Olefins  (CnH2n-2)  contain  one  or  more  carbon-carbon  double  bonds  and  are 
unsaturated. During petroleum formation, the double bonds are reduced by the incorporation of 
hydrogen  or  sulphur  atoms  thereby  generating  either  paraffins  or  non-hydrocarbons.  Aromatic 
(CnH2n-6) molecules contain benzene rings and are highly unsaturated due to their multiple carbon-
carbon double bonds. We can find out how the petroleum was formed (biogenic or thermogenic) by 
analysing 'biomarkers',  which are hundreds of compounds in petroleum. For e.g. odd numbered 
short-chain  (C15-C21)  paraffins  are  characteristic  of  marine  organism  while  land  plants  tend  to 
generate longer odd-numbered chains (C21-C37).
1.1.1.4 Gas hydrates
These are crystalline solids which form at high pressure and temperatures less than 25°C 
(Sloan, 2003) where hydrocarbon gases form ice-like structures within the sediments. The depth 
range within the sediments over which gas hydrates are stable  depend on the water depth,  the 
6
Figure 4: Chemical composition of crude oil with its different hydrocarbon 
groups (Hunt, 1996)
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temperature  gradient  in  the  sediment  and  the  pore  water  salinity.  The  presence  of  higher 
hydrocarbons and other gases like CO2  or H2S will  increase their  stability while an increase in 
salinity will decrease the stability field. Methane, either from biogenic methanogenesis, diagenesis, 
or  abiotic  sources  produced  during  catagenesis  or  metagenesis,  can  accumulate  in  the  marine 
sediments as gas hydrates. These occur in regions where huge amounts of methane are available 
and  temperatures  are  low enough  that  hydrates  are  stable  at  shallow  depths,  or  along  marine 
continental margins and deep lakes where organic matter accumulates rapidly enough to support 
methane  production  (Kvenvolden  & Harbaugh  1983). The  upper  boundary  of  the  gas  hydrate 
stability  zone  (GHSZ)  is  controlled  by  the  local  geothermal  gradient  (Kvenvolden  1993).  Gas 
hydrates  can  contain  different  types  of  gas  molecules,  that  fit  into  five  types  of  water  cages 
depending on the molecular diameter. Three different crystal structures may occur: Structure I, II, 
and H. Structure I gas hydrates have the smallest cage types and can enclose gas molecules smaller 
than propane and methane gas hydrates are the most common structure I type hydrates (Bohrmann 
& Torres 2006). 
During the last decade, gas hydrates have been the focus of extensive research as they have 
been identified as potential energy sources where vast amounts of carbon are stored (Boswell, 2009; 
Boswell and Collett, 2011). They have also been identified to bear a large geohazard risk as they 
occur along shallow marine sediments on long continental  slopes and their  decomposition may 
cause slope instabilities (Kvenvolden, 1993). These may thus trigger earthquakes and tsunamis. 
1.1.1.5 Anaerobic Oxidation of Methane (AOM)
As sulphate is two orders of magnitude more abundant than oxygen in seawater, a major 
portion of the seabed is anoxic and the most important sink for methane is the AOM. At cold seeps, 
AOM coupled with sulphate reduction tends to be a dominant process and methanotrophic archaea 
and sulphate reducing bacteria have been identified to mediate these AOM processes (Boetius et al., 
2000). It is a metabolic process with sulphate as the catalyst, mediated by a symbiosis of methane 
oxidising  (methanotrophic)  archaea and sulphate reducing bacteria.  The end products  of  which 
produce hydrogen, bicarbonates, sulphide ions and water. 
CH4+SO4
2-→HCO3-+HS
-+H 2O ____________________     [2]
The formation of hydrogen sulphide represents an energy source for the chemosynthetic 
organisms living on the seafloor such as bacterial mats, macro-fauna, clams, mussels or tubeworms 
(Sahling et al., 2002). AOM is an important carbon sink for methane and limits its transfer to the 
water column. This process, however, only occurs for the methane dissolved in pore water and not 
the methane bubbles that enter the water column. Microbial activities at the seep sites leads to the  
formation of carbonates which can then be detected using hydroacoustic systems as the backscatter 
signal is modified due to the different sediment properties  (Anderson & Bryant 1990).  Highest 
backscatter values are reached when the cold seep is within the most active phase, where carbonates 
have precipitated and organism are settled. 
1.1.2 FLUID MIGRATION FROM DEEP SEDIMENTS TO THE SUB-SEAFLOOR
The source bed, where organic matter undergoes diagenesis and catagenesis is known as a 
source rock, usually an organic-rich shale or limestone. The production of petroleum within the 
rock increases pressure within the rock and because oil and gases are less dense than solids, they 
take up more volume. The overpressure causes fractures (1 – 3 mm in diameter) in the source bed 
enabling migration of the gas and oil into adjacent permeable rocks (Libes, 2009). The migration of 
petroleum can be vertically into structural traps or laterally into stratigraphic oil traps (Fig. 5) until 
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the fluids hit an impermeable barrier. Here, the oil and gas get trapped or accumulated forming a 
concentrated deposit  (Libes, 2009). Lateral migration can occur over hundreds of kilometres and 
vertical migration over thousands of kilometres at orders of centimetres per year  (Libes, 2009). 
Siltstones,  sandstones,  fractured  shales,  limestones,  chalks,  dolomites,  fractured  or  weathered 
igneous  and  metamorphic  rocks  make  good  reservoir  beds  because  of  their  high  porosity 
(Libes, 2009). Some examples of the types of stratigraphic and structural oil traps are shown in 
Fig. 5. For petroleum to accumulate in a trap, it must encounter a cap rock and gas hydrates form 
the best seals due to their low permeability. A fold trap called an anticline (Fig. 5a) is formed when 
rock layers are pushed upwards into an anticline. The fluids move to the uppermost porous layer of 
the arch until they hit the impervious rock seal. In a fault trap (Fig. 5b), the reservoir rock is sealed 
off along a fault or fracture when Earth's movements shift the impermeable rock layer over the 
reservoir rock. A dome trap (Fig. 5d) is created when salt or another non-porous material is pushed 
up by pressure from within the Earth to create a 'dome'. The salt dome breaks through the layers and 
blocks the path of the hydrocarbon fluids when it reaches the reservoir rock. 
Migration of smaller hydrocarbons (<C26) can also take place through the pore spaces (<10 
nm in diameter) in the sedimentary rocks. Migration also acts to separate the petroleum from its  
asphalt. It occurs in two stages: primary migration takes place within the source rock following a 
pressure gradient or fracture. Hence, it is important that the source rock can crack or fracture easily. 
During primary migration, the gas and oil travel together as a single liquid phase due to the high 
pressures within the rock (greater than 270 atm) (Libes, 2009). Once the pressure inside the source 
rock is released by migration, the fractures or pores close and pressure declines, especially if the 
migration  is  vertical  (Libes,  2009).  When  the  petroleum is  out  of  the  source  rock,  secondary 
migration takes place which accounts for migration of the petroleum fluids to the reservoir bed. Oil 
and gas separate during secondary migration, the gas travelling out ahead of the oil. As petroleum 
undergoes primary and secondary migration, it  continues to mature, and at temperatures around 
80°C,  microbial  degradation  takes  place.  As  the  petroleum  fluids  migrate  upwards,  anaerobic 
bacteria degrade the low-molecular weight hydrocarbons leaving behind heavy oil and thus heavy 
pools  in  sandstone  to  form  tar  sand,  representing  the  largest  reservoirs  of  oil  on  the  Earth 
(Libes, 2009). At a stratigraphic trap, if a breach or crack occurs, usually due to tectonic activity, 
petroleum can leak out of the reservoir and seep into the seafloor. 
Once secondary migration is complete, two major transport mechanisms become significant 
in transferring the fluids to the seafloor: advection and diffusion. Advection involves movement of 
particles according to a pressure gradient, from high to low pressure or density gradient driven 
where the fluid with lower density is pushed to the top. Advective transport may occur either when 
the hydrocarbon fluids dissolved in the pore-water will be advected with it, or bubbles of gas, oil, or 
oil coated gas will be advected along faults or through pore space  (Etiope & Martinelli,  2002). 
Bubble movement along faults of fractures in the source rock is the fastest mechanism for oil and 
gas  migration.  The  larger  the  bubbles  are,  the  faster  they  will  rise  and  (Clarke  & 
Cleverly, 1991) report that for oil seepage oil droplets must contain sufficient amount of gas as this 
increases buoyancy. During advection of oil coated gas bubbles, hydrostatic and lithostatic pressure 
decreases,  causing the expansion of the gas entrained in  the bubble and accelerating migration 
(Clarke  & Cleverly, 1991).  In  migration  pathways  with  widths  of  1  mm,  gas  bubbles  may be 
advected with velocities between 0.001 and 20 cm/s (Etiope & Martinelli, 2002). The second means 
to transport fluids from the reservoir to the seafloor or seeps is through diffusion which is slower 
than  advection.  It  involves  the  movement  of  molecules  along  a  concentration  gradient  from 
locations of higher concentrations to lower concentrations. Here, there is no mass movement of 
sediments,  water  or  fluids.  Diffusion  rates  are  proportional  to  the  concentration  gradient 
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(Judd & Hovland, 2007) and  is  only  relevant  in  capillaries  and  fine  porous  media 
(Etiope & Martinelli, 2002).
1.1.3 DIFFERENT TYPES OF COLD SEEP SYSTEMS
Cold  seeps  can  be  categorised  based  on  their  seeping  material  as  water  seeps  e.g. 
groundwater  seeps,  fluid  seeps  e.g.  hydrocarbon  seeps  and sites  of  mud  transport  like  at  mud 
volcanoes. Some seafloor features of cold seeps are:
• Pockmarks
These are depressions or negative morphological features, most probably resulting from gas 
eruptions and are 10-1000 m in size and a few meters deep. They are found on soft, fine-
grained sediments  (Judd & Hovland, 2007). Pockmarks may also be caused by erosion of 
surface sediments where the eroding agents may be from beneath the seafloor. It can form 
by seep fluid washing over sediments, or explosive events when pressurised shallow fluids 
are released. They could also be formed by depositional events when ascending fluids in the 
water  column  prevent  deposition  of  sediments  at  their  surroundings.  The  first  set  of 
pockmarks  were  identified  in  the  North-Sea  and  gas  seepage  was  most  predominant 
(King & Maclean, 1970) 
• Mud volcanoes and diapirs
Mud volcanoes are positive morphological features, with a centrally pointed, flat or crater-
like top (Milkov, 2003), where the seeping mass is fluidised mud emitted and stacked on the 
surface  forming  volcano  like  mounds.  They  are  large  seabed  structures  with  diameters 
between 1-10 km and are formed by gas, pore fluids, and mud eruptions. The viscosity of 
the emitted solid material dictates the shape and slope angle of these volcanoes and low 
porosity, high cohesive materials form mud domes while high water content, low cohesive 
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Figure 5: Different possible types of oil traps. a) Stratigraphic trap, b) fault trap c) anticline 
and d) salt dome (structural trap) (Ross, 1988) 
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materials form mud pies (Kopf, 2002). Mud volcanoes tend to appear repeatedly stacked one 
upon another and can extend to great depths. The conduits used to transport the uprising 
mud may be typically narrower than the diameter of these volcanoes and will be in the range 
of  several  sub-meter  to  meters  (Kopf,  2002).  The  nature  of  seeping  fluids  from  mud 
volcanoes can vary from water, water-gas mixtures (Sassen et al., 2003) or water and higher 
order hydrocarbon mixtures (Whiticar et al., 1995). If mud volcanoes are buried or intrude 
only in the subsurface, they are called mud diapirs. Mud diapirism occurs due to the upward 
movement  of  low-density  or  over-pressured  sediments  creating  mud  volcanoes  on  the 
seafloor, which expel fluids and fluidised sediments.  (Judd & Hovland, 2007). If the fluid 
migration in a mud diapir is decoupled from sediment migration and fluidises the adjacent 
sediments, a mud diatreme is formed (Kopf, 2002). 
• Gas Chimneys
A gas chimney is a rising column of natural gas, mainly methane that occurs within a water 
or  sediment  column.  They extend kilometres  into  the  seabed and form large  pipes  that 
facilitate the upward migration of gas  (Foucher et al., 2009). They are visible in seismic 
records and hydroacoustics as blank zones. 
• Hydrate mounds
These are formed by deposits of gas hydrate at the surface of the seafloor. They are hilly 
landscapes which are formed through the expansion of gas hydrate accumulations and the 
escape of buoyant chunks of hydrates (Fisher et al., 2007; Boetius & Suess 2004).
• Other indirect indications
Cold seeps do not necessarily have to have distinct morphological features associated with 
them. An example is the seep at the Hydrate Ridge, Cascadia Margin (Tryon et al., 2002), 
where the seeping fluids migrate through a fracture network beneath the crest of the ridge 
and there is no distinct morphology around the seepage except for a few carbonate mounds 
and colonies of chemosynthetic communities. Pervasive seepage may also occur, which is 
slower than the above mentioned fast floor rate seeps and these have low fluid emission 
rates distributed over larger areas. These seeps can emit the same fluid volume into the 
environment as the above seeps  (Tryon et al. 2001). The occurrence of gas hydrates and 
carbonates are indirect indication of the existence of a dispersive/pervasive flow seep.
1.1.4 GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF COLD SEEPS
Hydrocarbon migration through shallow marine sediments is a widespread phenomenon on 
the continental margins throughout the world (Kvenvolden, 1993). Seeps tend to form when there is 
sufficient  deposition  of  organic  matter  for  the  formation  of  biogenic  and  the  thermogenic 
hydrocarbons and where the tectonic and seismic activity or shallow sediment dynamics provide 
pathways  through  which  the  hydrocarbons  can  migrate  up  (Judd  &  Hovland,  2007).  Most 
continental margins are composed of thick sedimentary sequences and contain enough methane so 
that the gas moves upwards either in a dissolved form or as free gas. Cold seeps are known to exists 
at many sites worldwide (Fig. 6) along active and passive continental margins as well as margins 
which are under the influence of transform plate boundaries  (Suess, 2010). Most of the studied 
seeps are however, seen to occur at  convergent plate boundaries (Fig.  6), where oceanic plates 
subduct  beneath  the  continents  and  lateral  compression  results  in  removal  of  water  within  the 
sediments and fluid expulsion at the seafloor (Suess, 2010). 
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At  active  margins,  subduction  could  be  either  accretionary  subduction  or  erosional 
subduction.  At accretionary subduction margins, sediments that are deposited on the subducting 
oceanic plate get scraped off by the overriding continental plate and added or accreted to it. This in 
turn forms an accretionary prism that extends the continental plate while pushing the subducting 
oceanic front seawards. The pore fluids from these subducted marine sediments are released due to 
temperature and pressure driven forces and hence migrate upwards along the gliding plane between 
the  two  plates,  called  the  decollement  zone,  towards  the  accretionary  wedge  or  prism 
(Talukder, 2012). If thrust faults or cracks reach the decollement zone, fluids may migrate upwards 
to the seafloor  (Suess, 2010). These over-pressured fluids may initiate diapirism, that may permit 
hydrocarbon migration from shallower accumulations and transport  dissolved gases towards the 
upper  seafloor.  At  erosive  active  margins,  the  sediments  formerly  accreted  to  the  overriding 
continental plate (frontal erosion) or basal rock of the core of the continental plate (basal erosion) 
are eroded by subduction of the oceanic plate. The sediments being subducted are a mixture of 
oceanic sediments and continental crust. Fluid migration generally follows the same mechanisms as 
with accretionary prisms. 
Cold  seeps  have  also  been  found  at  passive  margins,  related  to  a  variety  of  different 
geological settings, like buried canyons, salt and shale diapirs or seas at continental margins with 
high sedimentation rate or an anoxic environment. The main factors driving fluid flow in these 
settings  are  sediment  load,  differential  compaction,  overpressure  and  facies  change 
(Suess, 2010) and tectonic setting has,  once again,  a  great  influence on the generation of  fluid 
pathways. Fig. 7 shows the cold seeps discovered at the lower Congo basin (Gay et al., 2007) and 
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Figure  6:  Known locations  of  hydrothermal  vents  (red squares)  and cold  seeps  (blue  squares).  
Compiled by Marcon (2012), from Campbell (2006); Suess (2010); Dover et al. (2001); Ondréas et  
al. (2005); Yoerger et al. (2007); Sahling et al. (2008a); Westbrook et al. (2009) and Rogers et al.  
(2012) 
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illustrates the various fluid escape pathways at a passive continental margin. In Fig. 7, the up-slope 
areas  represent  extensional  regimes,  while  the  down-slope  areas  are  compressional  regimes 
(Gay et al., 2007).  On the  side closer  to  land,  extensional  faults  could serve as  fluid  migration 
pathways  and  the  compressional  regime  might  induce  salt  or  shale  diapirism  which  create 
compressional faults providing pathways for fluid migration  (Gay et al., 2007). The surface fluid 
flow  features  at  the  passive  and  active  margins  are  similar  and  may  encompass  pockmarks 
(Andresen  &  Huuse,  2011;  Sahling  et  al.,  2008;  Ussler  et  al.,  2003),  hydrate  mounds 
(Paull et al., 2008) carbonate pavements  and chimneys  (Dupré et  al.,  2010) and mud volcanoes 
(Feseker et al., 2010) 
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Figure 7: 3D model describing the geologic processes and cold seep processes and features at 
passive continental margins (Gay et al., 2007) 
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Cold seeps releasing oily hydrocarbons occur where great amounts of organic matter were 
buried  in  ancient  geologic  history,  burial  rates  were  fast  enough  to  prevent  the  microbial 
degradation  of  organic  matter  and  enough  time  was  given  for  thermocatalytic  hydrocarbon 
generation.  Hence  oil  seepage  tends  to  occur  predominantly  along  passive  margins  and  in 
sedimentary basins (Wilson et al., 1974). Oil seepage has been reported along passive margins off 
the eastern Canadian coast (Jauer and Budkewitsch 2010), in the Gulf of Mexico (Beisl et al., 2004; 
Garcia-Pineda  et  al.,  2010;  Ding,  2008;  MacDonald  et  al.,  1993;  Quiñones et  al.,  1902; 
Hood et al., 2002; De Beukelaer et al., 2003; Miranda et al., 2014; MacDonald et al., 2003) and off 
Vietnam (Traynor & Sladen, 1997). Seepage of oil was also found along active margins off Alaska 
(Page et al., 1997) and offshore Vancouver Islands  (Hester & Brewer, 2009). Seepage is normally 
seen  to  be  associated  with  deltas  of  major  rivers  that  deposit  large  amounts  of  organic  rich 
sediments on shelves and continental slopes. Examples are the Nile fan off Egypt where seepage 
associated with carbonate crusts and mud volcanoes have been described (Feseker et al., 2010) or 
the Congo river fan (Sahling et al., 2008). Oil seeps were also reported recently in the south eastern 
part of the Black sea (Körber et al., 2014). 
The northern Gulf of Mexico off the coast of Louisiana is known to be the world's prolific 
oil and gas seepage region and is associated with salt tectonic driven deformation of sediments from 
the Mississippi fan  (MacDonald et al.,  2003; Sassen et al.,  2001). There exist about 200 active 
seeps, previously determined by satellite remote sensing,  80% of which are concentrated in the 
region south of Louisiana  (MacDonald et  al.,  2002). As salt  is  less dense than the compacting 
sediments the salt  domes tend to push upwards,  forming deep cracks in the hydrocarbon layer 
causing the methane and hydrocarbon to escape (Tunnicliffe et al., 2003). 
1.1.5 FATE OF THE FLUIDS IN THE WATER COLUMN
The hydrocarbon fluids that reach the seafloor get released into the hydrosphere either in a 
dissolved phase, free gas or as an oily fluid. In cases where gas is dissolved in the pore water  
seeping from the seabed, it will mix with the ambient seawater. When the concentration of methane 
is  greater  than  20 nmolL-1,  it  will  be  oxidised  aerobically  by  microbes  (Kessler  et  al.,  2011; 
Valentine et  al.,  2001).  Hence,  it  is  assumed  that  the  dissolved  methane  either  remains  or  is 
consumed in the water column and does not reach the atmosphere. Fluxes of bubbles at cold seeps 
inject much more methane into the water column during periods of active venting than dissolved 
fluxes  do.  However, it  is  widely accepted that gas bubbles released from seeps in deep waters 
(> 100 mbsl)  do not reach the sea surface due to rapid bubble dissolution caused by the steep 
concentration gradient between the gases (methane) in the bubbles and the water column (Leifer & 
Judd, 2002). Hence, these bubbles do not directly contribute to atmospheric methane (McGinnis et 
al., 2006; Schmale, 2005). As the bubbles rise, they may dissolve when CH4 outflows or grow as N2 
or  O2 inflows  into  them  (Leifer  et  al.,  2000).  Furthermore,  expansion  may  occurs  due  to  the 
decreasing hydrostatic pressure. The gas flux for a bubble F is 
F=dn
dt
=K B 4π r
2(C−
PB
H
)  _________ [3] (Leifer et al., 2000)
where n is the molar concentration,  Kb is the bubble gas transfer rate for a specific gas, r is the 
bubble equivalent radius assuming the bubble is a sphere, H is Henry's law coefficient, C is the 
aqueous concentration and PB  is the bubble partial gas pressure which is the sum of hydrostatic 
pressure and the pressure due to surface tension, PST. PST is small for all but the smallest bubbles 
(PST = 0.1 ATM for a r = 15  μm bubble)  (Leifer  et  al.,  2000). If the aqueous concentration is 
elevated due to bubble dissolution then the gas outflow from bubbles decreases and more gas is 
transported upwards and released into the atmosphere. Gas bubble dissolution is impeded within the 
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GHSZ due to the formation of hydrate shells on the bubble surface (Rehder et al., 2009; McGinnis 
et al., 2006) and the shell tends to rapidly decompose upon reaching the upper boundary of the 
GHSZ in the water. After hydrate shell formation, the gas exchange between bubble and water 
column is no longer controlled by differences in the chemical potential of free gas and gas dissolved 
in the sea water, but instead by the potential difference between hydrate and dissolved gas phase 
(Rehder et al., 2009). Methane hydrate has a lower chemical potential than gaseous methane and a 
lower concentration gradient between bubble and water column causing slower bubble dissolution. 
If the bubble forming gas contains thermogenic gas, gas hydrate shells of structure II hydrate can be 
formed which are thermodynamically more stable than structure I shells, and hence decompose in 
shallower depths.
Bubbles coated with oil were shown to have hindered dissolution comparable to hydrate 
shells (MacDonald et al., 2002; Solomon et al., 2009). However, in contrast to gas hydrate shells, 
oil coated bubbles do not decompose during vertical transit through the water column and hence 
transport the oil and gas to the sea surface (De Beukelaer et al., 2003; Solomon et al., 2009). Pure 
oil droplets might not be buoyant enough to be advected within the sediments and water column 
without the gas as carrier  (Clarke & Cleverly, 1991). Hence marine oil slicks may be taken as 
indicators of combined oil and gas transport through the sediments and from the seeps to the water-
atmosphere interface. As oily bubbles rise, the more volatile components dissolve into the water 
(Spies et al. 1996). When the oily bubbles reach the surface, the gas is released into the atmosphere 
and the oil remains on the sea surface where it forms an oil slick. 
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Figure 8: Schematic of the various process affecting oil slicks on the sea surface (Chen & Denison 
2011)
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The oil on the sea surface drifts and spreads out as per the wind and current conditions while 
undergoing a series of changes in physical and chemical properties that are termed 'weathering' 
processes'. These include spreading, evaporation, dispersion, sinking/sedimentation, dissolution and 
emulsification (Mackay & McAuliffe 1989) (Fig. 8). Spreading depends on the thickness of the oil 
and thin oil  spreads  more than thick oil  and crude oil  tends  to  spread to a  mean thickness  of 
approximately 0.1 mm, with patches of thicker oil  being present  (Mackay & McAuliffe 1989). 
Evaporation is the most rapid weathering process in which the light volatile portion of the oil will 
evaporate and about 50 - 70% of the oil will evaporate in 10-12 h  (Mackay & McAuliffe 1989). 
Dispersion of oil may occur in turbulent seas where the oil may break into smaller droplets of 0.01-
1.0 mm diameter (Mackay & McAuliffe 1989). 
1.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF HYDROCARBON SEEPS
Hydrocarbon seeps have a significant impact on the ocean and atmospheric compositions 
and the emission of methane has important implications for the global climate. While hydrocarbon 
seeps  provide  indications  of  potential  reserves  of  natural  energy  they  also  represent  sites  of 
spectacular ecosystem behaviour. This thesis however, focuses on the amount of oil that seeps from 
these cold seeps. This is of particular importance as it sets a background against which man-made 
marine oil pollution (oil spills from ships, oil pipeline bursts) can be set against  (Kvenvolden & 
Cooper 2003). For the sake of comparison, the total amount of crude oil seepage into the marine 
environment from offshore cold seeps is estimated at 600,000 metric tonnes per year  (National 
Research Council 2003). This is the same amount of crude oil that was released into the marine 
environment from the PEMEX well blow-out in 1981 (Kvenvolden & Cooper 2003) in which oil 
flowed out for 300 days in the the Gulf of Mexico. More recently, the Deepwater-horizon disaster in 
2010 released about 172 million gallons of oil into the Gulf of Mexico  (Chen & Denison 2011) 
equivalent to 558,695 metric tonnes of oil. This amount of oil was released over a period of 84 
days.  Since  then,  a  lot  of  research  has  concentrated  on  the  natural  responses  of  the  marine 
environment  to  crude oil.  Identifying offshore seeps  would provide areas  that  can be furthered 
explored by field measurements in order to learn about the micro-organisms and fauna, the ecology 
and the natural processes that aid in breaking down of crude oil. This may play an elementary role if 
another large scale petroleum disaster ever were to occur. Some other significant processes and 
mechanisms involved with offshore seepage are:
1.2.1 Climate and environment
          The fluids expelled from cold seeps contain different hydrocarbons such as methane or higher 
hydrocarbons that are later converted to carbon dioxide. The global emission of methane through 
cold  seeps  is  estimated  at  8-65x10  Tg/yr  ⁶ (Hovland  et  al.,  1993;  Etiope  & Martinelli,  2002). 
Methane emissions from mud volcanoes may have been affecting our climate system since the 
Paleozoic (Kopf, 2002). Today, it is widely accepted that anthropogenic sources contribute a large 
amount to climate change. Hence,  it  is  becoming even more important to find how the natural 
sources  of  greenhouse  gases  contribute  as  greenhouse  gas  sources.  The  most  abundant  and 
important greenhouse gases are water vapour, carbon dioxide and methane. The Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2013 stated that the current atmospheric concentration of carbon 
dioxide  was  390.5  ppm  and  methane  was  1803  ppb,  with  a  150%  increase  in  methane 
concentrations between 1750 and 2011 (Rhein et al., 2013). While the increase in methane is lower 
than  that  of  carbon dioxide,  methane is  a  potent  greenhouse  gas  because  the  same amount  of 
methane is more efficient at trapping radiation compared to an equal amount of carbon dioxide. 
Methane also has a twenty times greater effect on climate change than carbon dioxide does over a 
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100  year  period.  The  thermogenic  sources  of  methane  are  natural  emissions  from marine  and 
terrestrial seepages, geothermal vents and mud volcanoes, or from leakages in fossil fuel extraction. 
The biogenic sources include natural emission from wetlands, termites, animal husbandry and some 
small emissions from the ocean while the pyrogenic sources are incomplete burning of fossil fuels 
and wildfires (Rhein et al., 2013). Natural sources are estimated to produce 37 percent of the total 
CH4 flux into the atmosphere every year (United States Environmental Protection Agency 2010) of 
which  wetlands  contribute  the  largest  amount.  While  emissions  from  wetlands,  wildfires  and 
vegetation are understood and well studied, the emissions from marine geologic sources are still 
unclear. United States Environmental Protection Agency (2010) stated that about 60% of the total 
CH4 emission from oceans are emitted from continental shelves while the other 40% are from the 
open ocean and estuaries or rivers. Since hydrocarbon seepage is abundant at continental shelves 
and margins,  we could infer  that  high methane emissions may be associated with hydrocarbon 
seepage in these areas. IPCC 2013 also states that about 2x10  – 9.3 x 10  Tg(CH⁶ ⁶ 4) of CH4 exist in 
the form of frozen hydrate deposits (clathrates) in shallow ocean sediments and on the slopes of 
continental shelves (Archer 2007; Rhein et al., 2013).
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Figure 9: Cold seep methane fluxes at continental slopes. DOC: dissolved organic carbon, 
DIC: dissolved inorganic carbon, POC: particulate organic carbon, AOM-SMTZ: Anaerobic 
oxidation of methane in the sulphate-methane transition zone. Brown arrows indicate fluxes in 
diffusion driven systems, blue arrows indicate advective seep systems (Boetius & Wenzhöfer 
2013)
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           Methane that ascends upwards along seabed fractures is intermediately stored in hydrate 
deposits which host around 500-2000 Gt of Carbon worldwide (Wallmann et al., 2012). Hence the 
total reservoir of methane in the seabed is even larger as methane can be found in dissolved form 
below the hydrate stability zone as well as gas bubbles above the hydrate stability zone (Buffett & 
Archer 2004). Several times in Earth's history, sudden environmental changes may have caused 
temporary  meltdown of  the  global  hydrate  reservoirs  in  the  seabed,  resulting  in  the  release  of 
substantial  quantities  of  methane  (Dickens,  2003).  Some  of  the  methane  fluxes  released  from 
processes at cold seeps are illustrated in Fig. 9. The magnitude of natural methane emissions has 
been widely cited as a driving factor for climate change. The prevalence of gas hydrate deposits on 
continental margins and the likelihood that these deposits would decompose in response to elevated 
water temperatures or lowered sea-level indicate that this pool of hydrocarbons could provide a 
large source of rapid methane emission. With rising sea temperatures, the methane hydrates could 
become destabilised and release large amounts of methane into the atmosphere, thereby adding to 
global warming creating a kind of positive feedback system. 
1.2.2 Biological implications
Seeps supply organic carbon to the benthos and water column and are often associated with 
productive chemosynthetic communities in the deep-sea environment  (MacDonald et  al.,  2003). 
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Figure  10:  Cold seep fauna. a)Gassy sediments at  the centre of the Amon mud volcano in the  
Eastern  Mediterranean  (1120m  water  depth,  RV  Merian  MSM13/3)  b)Bacterial  mats  the  the  
Makran cold seeps with gas bubbles (Arabian Sea, 1000 m water depth, RV Meteor M74-3) c)  
Bacterial  mats  at  the  Hakon  Mosby  mud  volcano  (Norwegian  sea,  1250  m  water  depth,  RV  
Polarstern ARK24-2) d) Vesicomyid clams and (e) bathymodiolen mussels at the giant pockmark  
REGAB, Congo Margin (3200m water depth,  RV Meteor M76-2) f) Sibolinid tubeworms of the  
Athina mud volcano (Eastern Mediterranean, 1800 m water depth,  RV Meteor M70-3).  Images  
from ROV Quest and MARUM, Univ. Bremen (Boetius & Wenzhöfer 2013)
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Exploration of seeps in the Gulf of Mexico show the existence of of symbiont-bearing tubeworms, 
mussels and clams (Fig. 10) and a variety of macro-fauna and meio-fauna (Levin, 2005). Cold seeps 
also host a variety of chemosynthetic communities that feed on the hydrocarbons and sulphides rich 
water and sediments as seen in the Gulf of Mexico  (Cordes et  al.,  2009). Once the seepage of 
hydrocarbons and sulphides has declined, the relict seeps are represented by authigenic carbonates 
and deep-water corals may colonise this region. The biomass of benthic communities at cold seeps 
reach tens of kilometres per square meter and exceeds those of any nearby non-seep slop settings by 
orders of magnitude (Boetius & Wenzhöfer 2013). The greatest densities of biomass are reached by 
chemosynthetic tubeworms and bivalves with intracellular symbionts that consume methane and/or 
sulphide. The fauna dwell in the gassy sediments while sulphide consuming bacterial mats benefit 
from  the  upward  transport  of  sulphide  produced  by  AOM  (Boetius  &  Wenzhöfer  2013).  A 
formidable about of methane is consumed by the seafloor biota, termed as 'the benthic filter for 
methane' (Boetius &Wenzhöfer 2013) and this influences the amount of methane emitted from the 
seafloor. At continental slopes, the anaerobic oxidation of methane in sulphate-penetrated sediment 
strata by microbes removes almost all the methane from the underlying methane production zones. 
However at the cold seeps, a certain portion of the methane escapes the benthic filter and is emitted 
into the hydrosphere. 
1.2.3 Geological implications
Seeps  provide  indications  of  potential  energy  reserves  especially  since  they  are  often 
associated with gas hydrates (Sassen et al., 2001). Fluids that seep at convergent margins may have 
a  fundamental  control  on  the  ambient  stress  field,  on  fault  dynamics  and  thermal  evolution 
(Platt, 1990). This could be caused by geopressure or overpressure that the fluids induce on the 
surroundings. The high geopressure may significantly reduce the effective stress and shear strength 
of  host  formations  or  even  fluidise  them to  form materials  for  mud  volcanoes  and  volcanism 
(Ding, 2008).  These  over  pressured  formations  act  as  lubricants  and  may  influence  the  slope 
stability  at  passive  margins  (Dugan,  2000).  These  may  in  turn  increase  the  likelihoods  of 
earthquakes in these regions.
1.3 STATE OF THE ART IN OFFSHORE OIL SEEPAGE DETECTION
Offshore seepage can be detected by using field techniques like hydroacoustic surveys and 
water column analysis as well as remote sensing techniques involving aircrafts and satellites.
1.3.1 Field measurements
Detection  of  offshore  oil  seepage  can  be  conducted  on  the  sea-bed,  subsurface,  water 
column or on the water surface. It is a difficult task as it involves great depth and pressures, apart  
from being very time-consuming and expensive. A description of some common field methods for 
oil seepage detection is given below
1.3.1.1 Seabed
Many seep sites like mud volcanoes and pockmarks have surface features as can be seen in 
Fig. 11. Those that are greater than 10 m in scale can be detected in multi-beam bathymetric data. 
Carbonate mounds and more detailed observations of smaller pockmarks can also be achieved by 
using AUV mounted swath sonars. Backscatter information of underground structures also provides 
indications as to their locations (Fig. 12). Many hydrocarbon seeps are associated with carbonate 
precipitation or are colonised by chemosynthetic communities such as tubeworms, mussels and 
corals,  as  stated  earlier. The  presence  of  carbonates  enables  detection  in  hydroacoustic  signals 
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where the backscatter is dependent on the different sediment properties (Anderson & Bryant 1990). 
The most active phases of the cold seep, where carbonates have precipitated and organism have 
settled result in highest backscatter of the hydroacoustic signal. Thus side-scan sonars are capable 
of  detecting  mud  volcanoes  and  pockmarks.  Analytical  tools  on  video-guided  submerged 
underwater  platforms  such  as  remote  operated  vehicles  and  benthic  landers  can  yield  direct 
measurements of gas consumption versus seepage at the seafloor (de Beer et al., 2006; Caprais et 
al.,  2010).  Multibeam echosounders (MBES) mounted on ships  or  underwater  vehicles  provide 
information about  bathymetry and micro-bathymetry respectively. The principle  involved is  the 
measurement of the strength or backscatter of a transmitted acoustic signal. The backscattering will 
be affected by type or rock or carbonate depositions on the sub-seafloor structures. The multi-beam 
sensors send a series of pulses perpendicular to the path of the vessel and an array of receivers on 
board record the reflected echoes. They normally operate at frequencies ranging from a few kHz to 
a few hundred kHz.. The resolution of MBES is coarser than that of side-scan sonars. MBES can 
operate with opening angles of up to 150°.
1.3.1.2 Subsurface
Sediment  profilers  and seismic reflection techniques  produce 2D vertical  profiles  of  the 
sediments. In order to measure subsurface features, low frequency systems that are less than 4 kHz 
are used as that is the frequency that is capable of penetrating through sediments. High frequency 
echosounders and sediment profilers (chirp, boomer, parasound etc.) have typical frequencies in the 
range of 2-10kHz and are used to image shallow sub-seafloor of 10 m to 200 m. The penetrating 
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Figure 11: High resolution bathymetric map of the Hakon Mosby mud volcano showing three 
main morphological units: 1. the flat central and southern part interpreted as the area of recent 
mud flows, 2. a seabed area composed of deformed old mud forms and 3. a pronounced moat at 
the periphery of the volcano (Foucher et al., 2009)
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power of the signal depends on the soil lithology and is limited in the water by the wide beam of the 
echosounder and the spreading energy of the signal. For imaging deeper subsurface, air guns, GI 
guns or water guns have been used that use seismic sources. Large gun arrays can also be used that 
produce stronger signals that penetrate down to the upper crust but with a lower resolution. Multi 
seismic  systems  with  long streamers  (12  km)  and  large  gun receiver  offsets  can  acquire  deep 
subsurface  structure  and  also  the  rock's  physical  properties  and  information  about  the  seismic 
attributes.
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Figure 12: Block diagram showing the impact of seafloor fauna on the intensity  
of the backscattering signal (Gay et al., 2007)
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1.3.1.3 Water column
The velocity of sound in water changes with the salinity, water temperature, pressure and 
density.  The  Atlas  PARASOUND  or  the  Kongsberg  EK60  (Nikolovska  et  al.,  2008)  are 
echosounders that are able to image free gas in the water column. High frequency acoustic signals 
can also be used to detect free gas in the water column, called flares, where the gas bubble will 
produce  a  strong  and localised  backscatter  signal  (Greinert  et  al.,  2006).  This  is  used  for  the 
detection  of  gas  plumes  at  hydrocarbon  seeps.  Their  limitation  is  the  small  beam  width  of 
approximately 4-7°. MBES, having a opening angle of 150°is more frequently used to map flares. 
Some new software even allow the storage of water column and bathymetric data from MBES in 
different files that are processed further to extract height, deflections etc. of flares. 
1.3.2 Remote Sensing
Oil slicks are visible on the sea surface as shiny, rainbow sheens or dark features depending 
on the type of sensor used. Heavier oil is the easiest to detect because it has a longer residence time 
at  the  sea  surface  and  because  condensates  and  light  oils  evaporate  much  more  rapidly 
(O’Brien et al., 2005). Oil slick detection depends on the local weather conditions like wind speeds 
and ocean currents  (Nirchio et al.,  2007). As described earlier, oil slicks on the sea surface are 
affected by weather processes, which in turn affect detectability from remote sensing sensors. 
Airborne  surveillance  is  limited  by  the  high  costs  and  is  less  efficient  for  wide  area 
surveillance due to its limited coverage (Brekke & Solberg 2005). Satellite-borne remote sensing of 
offshore oil  seepage is  gaining popularity  as  it  offers global  coverage and more frequent  data. 
Remote sensing sensors are divided into active and passive sensors based on whether they provide 
their own energy source for illumination or whether they measure energy that is naturally available 
(e.g.  from the  sun),  respectively. Active  sensors  (Fig.  14)  emit  radiation  towards  a  target  and 
measure the reflected return signal. Hence, they can be used both during the day and night. Passive 
sensors (Fig.  14) on the other  hand measure the sun's  energy returned by the target,  either  by 
reflection, absorption or re-emission in different wavelengths, and can, hence, be used only where 
the sun is illuminating the Earth. However, some passive sensors measuring the thermal emissions 
from the Earth are independent of the sun's illumination. Oil slick detection by optical sensors is 
limited as it is heavily affected by clouds and sun glint and can only be used during the day. Passive 
sensors such as those in the visible spectrum, Ultraviolet (UV), Infrared (IR) and thermal spectrum 
may be used to detect oil slicks (Fig. 13). They are described briefly below :
1.3.2.1. Visible spectrum sensors
Optical sensors work at frequencies within the visible spectrum (700 nm – 400 nm). Thin oil 
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Figure 13: Electromagnetic spectrum of light (NASA)
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slicks appear silvery-gray due to increased reflectance relative to seawater, rainbow slicks have oil 
thickness’s near  the  wavelength  of  light  that  they reflect  and metallic  slicks  may have  a  layer 
thickness of 5 to 50  μm (Leifer et al., 2012). Slicks greater than 50 μm that exhibit the oil's true 
colour are mostly dominated by absorption. However, the slick appearance varies with petroleum 
type, view angle and solar angle (Leifer et al., 2012).
1.3.2.2. Infrared spectrum sensors
Oil  absorbs  solar  radiation and re-emits  a  portion of it  as  thermal  energy. Infrared (IR) 
sensors observe thick oil slicks as hot and intermediate thickness of oil as cool while thin oil is not 
possible to detect  (Fingas & Brown 2004). A thick oil slick can. however, appear cooler than the 
water at night as it releases heat faster than the surrounding water. Another disadvantage is that oil 
slicks  may not sometimes have a significant  temperature difference than the surrounding water 
making it hard to detect in IR images (Brekke & Solberg 2005). 
1.3.2.3. Ultraviolet spectrum
Ultraviolet radiation can also be used to detect oil slicks as they display high reflectivity in 
this spectrum even when they are very thin. However, ultraviolet sensors cannot be used at night 
and wind streaks, sun glints and slicks caused by biogenic material can cause false alarms in the UV 
data (Brekke & Solberg 2005) 
1.3.2.4. Microwave radiometers
These measure the natural, thermal multi-spectral electromagnetic radiation of oil slicks in 
the cm to mm electromagnetic  wavelength spectrum expressed as brightness temperatures.  The 
brightness temperatures are an oscillatory function of the thickness of the oil slick (Alpers, 2002).
Active sensors that emit their own radiation towards a target and measure the reflected return signal  
are independent of solar illumination. Some active sensors are: 
1.3.2.5. Laser Fluorosensors
Certain compounds in petroleum get electronically active when they absorb UV light. These 
compounds then release their excitation energy in the form of fluorescence in a longer wavelength 
in the visible spectrum which can then be detected by fluorosensors such as the Airborne Laser 
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Figure 14: Active and passive satellites
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Fluorosensor (ALF) developed by British Petroleum's research centre in the 1980's (O’Brien et al. 
2005). Slicks that were less than 1 μm thick could be detected by the ALF.
1.3.2.6. Hyperspectral Sensors
More  than  200  wavelengths  can  be  observed  by  a  hyperspectral  sensor  and  hence  the 
spectral signature of oil can be distinguished according to whether it is crude oil or light oil. This 
helps eliminate false detections of look-alikes caused by other ocean features that have the same 
colour and appearance as oil  (Brekke & Solberg 2005). There are no space-borne hyperspectral 
sensors at present.
1.3.2.7. Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
It is the most efficient and superior satellite sensor for oil spill detection even though it does 
not  have  the  capabilities  for  oil  spill  thickness  estimation  and oil  type  recognition  (Brekke  & 
Solberg 2005). It is a high resolution, low cost alternative to in situ measurements and has the 
advantage of high global coverage, wide data availability, independence to weather and daylight 
conditions. More details about SAR and its working will be described in the upcoming sections. An 
example of slicks imaged by SAR sensors is shown in Fig. 15.
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Figure 15: Natural oil slicks visible in ENVISAT images acquired on 14 May 2009 and 01 Aug 
2007 in the Black Sea (Suresh et al., 2015) 
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CHAPTER 2. MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
Motivation 
Natural seeps are estimated to be the largest marine oil sources, yet very few seep locations 
and  their  seepage  fluxes  are  known  and  reported.  Annually,  North  American  seeps  emit  an 
estimated 160,000 tonnes of oil with the Californian seeps contributing to 20,000 tonnes of oil 
making up 12% of North American total emissions (Kvenvolden et al., 2003). The importance of 
discovering different offshore oil seep sites is not just for the obvious geological and biological 
reasons mentioned earlier  in Chapter  1,  but  also to  set  a  background against  which the excess 
anthropogenic sources of marine oil can be checked against in order to estimate the 'contamination'  
of marine waters. The association of gas hydrates and methane emission with the seepage of oil is 
also of importance in order to estimate the other sources of greenhouse gases. A fundamental step in 
offshore  seepage  estimation  is  the  location  of  the  seeps.  Piston  core  surveys  and  related 
technologies have been used to provide information on the geographic extent of petroleum systems 
prior  to  drilling  (Beisl  et  al.,  2004).  An  automatic  algorithm  that  could  quantitatively  and 
qualitatively estimate the locations of oil seeps around the world would reduce the time and costs 
involved  by a  considerable  margin.  With  the  launch  of  the  latest  Sentinel-1  satellite  aimed  at  
providing free SAR data, an algorithm of this sort would be very beneficial. The global coverage 
that can be accomplished by an automatic offshore seep locating algorithm has the potential to be 
enormous and the  reduction  of  processing  times for  the  large  amounts  of  SAR data  would be 
unmatchable. 
 
The thesis tittle involves three key words: automatic detection, mapping and quantification 
and describes the three major parts of the work done within this study. The bigger part of the work 
done in this Ph.D. was the creation of an automatic system that can detect oil slicks in marine SAR 
images  and estimate  offshore oil  seepage sites.  Since  no such algorithm was  reported  to  have 
existed  before  the  creation  of  the  designed  one,  a  lot  of  open  questions  were  required  to  be 
answered at the beginning of the Ph.D. in order to decide the design of the algorithm. The creation 
of this algorithm was assigned the maximum amount of time within this study. The results of the 
algorithm was a map with the location of offshore seep location estimates,  hence fulfilling the 
second objective of this thesis. A fair amount of work within this thesis was the optimisation of the 
algorithm and testing it at different geological settings and with different SAR sensors. Comparing 
the  algorithm  with  other  existing  algorithms  was  also  conducted  to  verify  the  efficiency  and 
effectiveness of the algorithm in comparison to other existing algorithms. The third part of this  
thesis was the application of the algorithm to estimate seep locations and quantitatively measure 
seepage fluxes, thereby, completing the last objective of the thesis, quantification. During the course 
of this thesis, certain question arose that steered the work in this study forward. These questions  
were later used as objectives that the thesis strived to answer.
Objectives
The objectives of the thesis have been formulated in the form of open questions:
1. Can offshore seeps be detected automatically from Synthetic Aperture Radar images?
Oil slicks appear dark in Synthetic Aperture Radar images as they dampen the small gravity 
waves that are present on the ocean surface, thereby reducing SAR backscatter. However, they are 
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not the only ocean features that can do this, and these other features, that we collectively call look-
alikes, challenge automatic detection of slicks in SAR images. Since the human eye can distinguish 
between the various features in SAR images effectively, human operators are mostly chosen to 
detect  oil  slicks.  However, this  is  a  task that  requires  a  large  amount  of  time.  Semi-automatic 
algorithms were also created that can do the same and they are becoming increasingly popular. 
However, no automatic algorithm to detect slicks and estimate seep locations was known to exist 
before this study. Automatic slick detection and seep estimation is a particularly hard task as dark 
objects  in  SAR  images  may  correspond  to  look-alikes  caused  by  atmospheric  phenomena  or 
biological slicks and hence detection of dark objects must be combined with discrimination between 
slicks and look-alikes. A challenging task is to make the algorithm mimic the human brain in the 
discrimination of the slicks and look-alikes. 
The early stages of the Ph.D. aimed to answer this particular question by creating a new 
fully automatic oil seep and slick detection system. This system will therefore play a beneficial part 
in the future research of offshore seepages. Since this was to be the first fully automatic algorithm, 
and a lot of open question needed to be answered. Some examples of the questions that arose are 
listed below:
• Why do only semi-automatic  methods for  offshore oil  seepage exist?  Can an automatic 
system be created? 
• Which programming language should be used for the creation of this system? Matlab, IDL, 
Python?
• Which filter to use for speckle filtering of SAR images? What filter size?
• What kind of  thresholding must  be used to  extract/segment  dark objects  from the SAR 
image?
• What are the characteristics of oil slicks and look-alike objects in SAR images?
• What  kind  of  classifier  should  be  used?  A complicated  but  efficient  neural  network 
algorithm or a simple and fast decision rule based algorithm?
• Which object features can be used to discriminate between slicks and look-alikes in the 
classification unit?
• What clustering distance must be used for seep location estimation?
• From the images of a region, how many slicks were correctly detected? Does the detection 
percentage of slicks increase as the seep clustering distance is increased?
These questions are discussed further in Chapter 5 to Chapter 7.
2.  How  does  automatic  oil  seep  location  estimation  compare  to  manually  estimated  seep 
locations?
As described earlier, the human brain, via the human eye, can effectively and efficiently 
distinguish between slicks and look-alikes in SAR images. The human brain classifies dark objects 
in SAR images as slicks based on its appearance (contrast and darkness), its shape and its vicinity to 
known seeps. While the ASLE must be created to mimic the working of the human brain, the results 
of the slick detections and the seep locations estimated must be compared to the results of manual 
detection and classification of oil  slicks and seeps in order to see how the automatic algorithm 
compares to manual detection.  
3.  How  can  the  algorithm  be  optimised  to  eliminate  false  detections  and  how  does  the 
algorithm compare to other existing algorithms?
Detection of oil slicks in SAR images is heavily dependent on the prevailing wind speeds at 
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the time of acquisition of the image. Oil slicks are not visible on the ocean surfaces if the contrast 
between the slick and the surrounding water is not sufficiently high (at low wind speeds) and at 
high wind speeds, the oil slicks tend to break up into smaller parts thus hindering detectability from 
SAR sensors.  Using wind information  can  optimise  the  classification  results  by  increasing  the 
confidence  of  the  estimated  seep  locations  and  reduce  false  detections  in  low  and  high  wind 
regions. This is explained in detail in Chapter 6. An algorithm such as the one created in this study 
is only useful when it can be used with any SAR sensor at any location on Earth. The algorithm 
must, hence, be tested on SAR images acquired by different sensors in different regions around 
Earth in order to verify its robustness. By comparing the results to those of other algorithms, a 
comparison between the accuracy and the efficiency of the created algorithm can be conducted. 
Chapter 6 discusses the results of processing the second SAR satellite dataset and the results of 
comparing the ASLE with an existing semi-automatic system.
4. Can a quantitative and qualitative estimate of seepage fluxes be derived from the results of 
the automatic estimation of oil seep locations?
Along  with  slick  detection  and  seep  location  estimation,  a  major  part  of  locating  and 
mapping hydrocarbon seepage systems should involve the quantification of seepage fluxes  and 
estimation of seepage rates at these sites. Not very much is known about where offshore natural oil  
seepage occurs and only very rough estimates of the amount of oil released into global waters is 
known. The estimated total seepage into North American waters is 160,000 tonnes per year, of 
which 140,000 is  estimated to be contributed by the Gulf of Mexico seeps (Kvenvolden et  al., 
2003).  By  using  the  slicks  detected  by  the  ASLE,  the  volume  of  oil  within  the  slick  can  be 
estimated, and from that, a rough estimate of seepage fluxes at seep locations can be quantified. The 
quantified seepage fluxes, though rough, will contribute to the global estimates of crude oil. Using 
the ASLE to locate seep sites in global waters and to quantify seepage rates and fluxes at these 
locations provides a faster alternative to filed measurements. Chapter 7 presents the results of the 
seep locations estimated in the southern Gulf of Mexico and their  associated seepage rates and 
fluxes calculated using the ASLE. 
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CHAPTER 3. STUDY AREAS
3.1 The Black Sea
The Black sea is located between Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania. 
It is a large intra-continental basin with a maximum depth of 2 – 2.2 km and a surface area of 
432000 km² (Nikishin et al., 2003). It is a marginal sea composed of two deep basins (Fig. 16): The 
western Black Sea basin and the Eastern Black Sea basin. These are separated by two prominent 
ridges: the Andrusov Ridge and the Archangelsky Ridge. The Black Sea is believed to have formed 
as a result of back-arc spreading during the northward subduction of the Tethys plate and is believed 
to have undergone several phases of extension and compression since the Cretaceous (Nikishin et 
al., 2003). The sedimentary thickness of both subbasins is enormous with the western Black Sea 
basin being underlain by oceanic to suboceanic crust and containing sedimentary cover of up to 19 
km thick (Nikishin et al., 2003). The eastern Black Sea basin is underlain by a thinned continental 
crust approximately 10 km in thickness and 12 km thick in sediments. Many mud volcanoes and 
seafloor  features  are  known  to  exist  in  the  north  central  Black  Sea  (Sahling  et  al.,  2009; 
Kruglyakova  et  al.,  2002;  Aloisi  et  al.,  2004;  Bohrmann  et  al.,  2003).  The  central  Black  Sea 
sediments  show mostly uniform bedding of sedimentary horizons that  only reduce towards  the 
margins and slopes separating the mid-Black sea-high. Both basins seem to be characterised by thin 
pre-rift sediments that are overlain by thick post-rift sediment sequences dominated by massive 
Quaternary sediment. During the period of the Oligocene to Miocene, the organic-rich Maikopian 
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Figure 16: The geological settings of the Black sea with the major geological features shown 
(Körber, 2012)
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formation  was  deposited  and  due  to  its  high  sedimentation  rate  and  rapid  subsidence,  is 
undercompacted  (Robinson  et  al.,  1996).  Large  rivers  like  the  Danube,  Dniester  or  Dnieper 
deposited huge amount of terrigenous sediments to the north-west and northern parts of the Black 
Sea creating wide shelf areas and this organic-rich material in the fan deposits is thought to be the 
source of the biogenic methane seepage (Limonov et al., 1997) which has been widely observed on 
the shallow shelf  (Naudts et al., 2006; Dimitrov, 2002). An important feature of the Black Sea is 
that oxygen is dissolved in the upper water levels, below depths of 70-100 m in the centre and 100-
150 m near the edges the sea is completely anoxic with high levels of hydrogen sulphide. Most 
ocean currents are wind driven and are counter-clockwise, mostly with eddies. 
Mud volcanoes  (Bohrmann et al., 2003), and pockmarks  (Çifçi et al., 2003; Naudts et al., 
2006) have been discovered in the Black Sea and some sites with no real sea-bed morphological but 
with gas emissions  (Naudts et al., 2006) have also been reported. Shallow gas hydrates deposits 
(Römer et al., 2012) have also been reported. Gas hydrates have been reported in sediments below 
720 m water depths and the occurrence of gas seepage above the upper boundary of the GHSZ 
suggests  that  gas  hydrates  may  act  as  a  cap  for  upward  migrating  free  gas,  thereby impeding 
seepage  (Naudts  et  al.,  2006).  Seepage  of  both  biogenic  and  thermogenic  methane  is  well 
documented,  but  the  oil  seepage is  less  common.  One oil  seep  offshore  Turkey is  reported  in 
Kruglyakova et  al.,  (2004) and Robinson et  al.,  (1996) and four sites in the Eastern Black Sea 
offshore Georgia have been reported in Reitz et al., 2011. These four sites are named the Pechori, 
Iberia and Petroleum mound and the Colkheti seep. Apart from these, satellite and hydroacoustic 
techniques were used by  Körber (2012) and  Körber et al., (2014) and revealed the location of 8 
more seep sites in the eastern Black sea which have been named G1, G2, G2b, G3, G4, G5, G6, 
G6b. The Black Sea dataset used in this thesis is the same dataset used by Körber (2012) in order to 
test and validate the created automatic oil seep location algorithm.
3.2 Gulf of Mexico
The Gulf of Mexico is a nearly enclosed oceanic basin encompassing nearly 1.6 x 10  km²⁶  
bounded by North America in the north, Mexico in the west and the Yucatan Peninsula and Cuba in 
the south.  It  is  believed to have opened up as part  of the breakup of the late Paleozoic- early 
Mesozoic super continent Pangea  (Stern & Dickinson 2010).  The Gulf of Mexico is one of the 
many continental margins where large hydrocarbon systems occur in the uppermost portion of the 
seafloor (MacDonald et al., 2002) and this region has been studied extensively over the past decade. 
The evidence of natural hydrocarbon seepage in the continental slope as seen in remote sensing 
image  due  to  oil  slicks  has  been  documented  and  reported  earlier  in  Hood  et  al.  (2002)  and 
MacDonald et  al.,  (1993).  The northern Gulf  of Mexico has more than 200 hydrocarbon seeps 
releasing up to 1.1 x 10  litres per year of oil into the water column ⁸ (Ziervogel et al., 2014). The 
Green Canyon oil reservoir, 300 km from the Louisiana coast contains about 80% of these seeps 
(MacDonald  et  al.,  2002).  The  oil  is  driven  upwards  through  faults  generated  by  active  and 
extensive salt tectonics (MacDonald et al., 2002). The hydrocarbon and saline seeps in the Gulf of 
Mexico are home to some of the most varied seep communities in the world. The presence of gas  
and oil on the upper continental slope off the coast of Louisiana was first discovered in gas samples 
at underwater vents (Bernard, 1979). Thereafter, many studies were conducted in this region of the 
Gulf of Mexico providing the location of many oil and gas seeps in this region. Individual seepage 
sites are located on mounds or in grabens associated with subsurface salt structures, and the relative 
age of the seepage source is generally related to the amount of carbonate precipitation that has 
occurred at the site  (Cordes et al.,  2009). The upper Louisiana slope is host to generally young 
mound structures that exhibit active fluid venting associated with sediment transport, giving rise to 
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mud volcanoes in this region (Cordes et al., 2009).
The southern  Gulf  of  Mexico  is  made up of  a  salt  regime provided by two active  salt 
provinces,  the Sigsbee Knoll  and the Campeche Knolls  (Fig.  17).  They are separated from the 
Mississippi-Texas-Louisiana salt province by the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain (Bryant et al., 1991). These 
two regions were named knolls as they were seen to be made of a series of uplifted domes in 
previously analysed seismic data. However, today, it is known and reported that salt diapirism is the 
cause for the formation of these knolls (Watkins et al., 1978; Salvador, 1991). The Sigsbee Knolls 
(Fig. 18) are located to the north-east of the Campeche Knolls and are bounded by the carbonaceous 
Campeche  Bank  and  the  Sigsbee  Abyssal  Plain.  The  Campeche  Knolls  are  bounded  by  the 
Campeche Bank to its east, the bay of Campeche to the south and the Sigsbee Knoll to the north. A 
salt-free abyssal  plain called the Veracruz Tongue  (Bryant  et  al.,  1991) is  located between the 
Campeche Knoll and the Mexican ridges further west. 
When exploring the seafloor in the southern Gulf of Mexico numerous deeply dissected salt 
domes with extensive slumps at depths of 3000 m or greater were discovered (MacDonald et al., 
2004). Most of the salt is inferred to have been deposited during the Late Jurassic during the rifting 
stage of the Gulf (Salvador, 1991). About 5-7 km of sediments are believed to have been deposited 
upon the salt in the deep southern Gulf of Mexico since then with thicker sediments being deposited 
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Figure 17: The geological settings of the Gulf of Mexico (from Google Earth). The red blocks 
represent the two regions studied in this thesis
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in the onshore and near shore regions (Ding et al., 2008). Salt activities and hydrocarbon generation 
create petroleum seeps that produce natural oil slicks on the sea surface that have been previously 
reported by MacDonald et al. (2004). The visible slicks were seen to be concentrated at the top of 
the knolls (MacDonald et al., 2004). 
Chapopote, meaning tar in Aztec, is located in the northern tip of the Campeche Knolls. 
Natural Asphalt and chemosynthetic communities were first discovered at Chapopote during the 
2004 R/V Sonne Cruise (SO-174)  (Bohrmann & Schenck 2004; MacDonald et  al.,  2004). This 
region was seen to be different to the other existing Gulf of Mexico asphalt sites due to its large 
spatial distribution over many individual patches and extending over hundreds of square kilometre 
(Ding et al.,  2008). The more recent 2008 R/V Meteor cruise (M67/2) revisited Chapopote and 
located both gas and oil seeps at these previously discovered asphalt sites (Bohrmann et al., 2008). 
Bathymetric studies by Ding et al. (2008) showed that Chapopote is a ridge knoll system made up 
of a  knoll  and a  small  ridge extending south-westward.  The knoll  was then named 'Chapopote 
Knoll'  while  the  small  ridge  was  called  'Chapopote  ridge'  (Ding  et  al.,  2008).  The  knoll  was 
measured to be about 7 km wide across the strike of Chapopote (entire ridge-knoll system) and was 
seen to be uplifted by about 400 m above the surrounding seafloor with a 50m deep, 500 m wide 
depression in the centre of the knoll. The asphalt site was seen to be located on the outer rim of the 
depression to the south of the centre of the knoll. The Chapopote Ridge extends south westwards 
about  6  km from the  knoll  with  an  elevation  of  150 m above  the  seafloor. It  is  a  much  less 
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prominent topographic feature. The Chapopote knoll has a highly reflective thick sediment overlain 
by an acoustically more transparent interval deposited during the late Miocene to early Pliocene age 
(Ding et al., 2008) both of which are significantly uplifted and domed to form the sediment core of 
Chapopote.  High amplitude patches in  the Seismic data  indicate  accumulation of  hydrocarbons 
inside the reservoir  (Ding et al., 2008) and a thin seal above the reservoir facilitates hydrocarbon 
leakage (Ding et al., 2008) and there are indications that hydrocarbons are migrating to shallower 
seal sediments. Two theories for hydrocarbon migration have been speculated: 1. The deeper part of 
the  Chapopote  may  represent  a  buried  fossil  passive  diapir  that  may  actively  be  piercing  the 
relatively thick roof sediments or 2. A small scale anticline may have been initiated by a regional 
compression in the late Miocene with salt in the core of Chapopote near the Knoll  (Ding et al., 
2008). 
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CHAPTER 4. METHODS AND MATERIALS USED
SEASAT, launched in 1978, was the first civilian SAR satellite and was operational for 105 
days. Though a short mission, it proved the functioning and efficiency of the instruments and paved 
way for the later SAR sensors and satellites. Since then, many satellites have been launched for 
different  research  and commercial  purposes  such as  the  ERS-1/2,  ENVISAT, RADARSAT-1/2, 
COSMO-SkyMed,  TerraSAR-X,  TanDEM-X  and  now  the  most  recent  SENTINEL  mission 
launched in 2014. Space-borne SAR data have been available for over a decade and its capabilities 
to detect and locate oil spills,  bathymetric features in shallow water and ships have lead to the 
systematic use of SAR images in operational surveillance associated with marine coastal pollution, 
bottom mapping and fisheries (Johannessen et al., 2001). 
SAR sensors work in the microwave range, which are wavelengths large enough to pass 
through the clouds without scattering within the clouds. and are hence not affected by clouds like 
visible sensors are. Being an active instrument, it is not dependent on solar illumination and can 
hence map the Earth during the night as well as the day. There exist  many SAR satellites that 
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Table 2: Overview of the past and present of SAR satellites
Table 1: Different SAR bands with their respective frequencies and wavelengths 
(Trivero & Biamino 2010)
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employ  various  microwave  bands  for  different  purposes:  L-Band  SAR  sensors  work  well  for 
earthquake and ground remote sensing while C- and X-band work well for ocean remote sensing. 
X-Band  is  extensively  used  for  military  reconnaissance  and  terrain  mapping.  The  different 
wavelengths and frequencies used by SAR sensors are summarised in Table.1. An overview of the 
past and presently operational SAR satellites is presented below in Table. 2.
4.1 Fundamentals of Synthetic Aperture Radar
RADAR stands for Radio Detection and Ranging and was developed to detect targets like 
ships or aeroplanes from a distance. The underlying principle of radar is that it transmits a radio 
signal and listens for a reflected signal. Objects in the path of the signal will reflect (scatter) the 
radar pulse and if the signal is reflected in the direction of the receiver, it will be recorded as a 
higher radar return. The width of the transmitted pulse determines its range resolution and hence a 
short pulse means a fine range resolution. To improve resolution in the azimuth direction, a large 
antenna is required and for a L-band radar of 20 cm to achieve a range of 25 km, an antenna 880 m 
long would be required.
A Synthetic Aperture Radar is a side-looking imaging radar that operates from a moving 
platform. The SAR imaging geometry is shown in Fig. 19. It sends a pulse of energy to the target  
and measures the strength of the returned echo, or backscatter, thereby creating a 2D image of the 
target area. A series of microwave frequency pulses are transmitted towards the Earth in a direction 
perpendicular  to  the  platform track.  The pulses  illuminate an elliptical  footprint  on the Earth's 
surface owing to the directional properties of the antenna. The strength of the signal that is returned 
from an area covered by the footprint depends upon the physical characteristics of the surface. The 
amount of energy reflected from a point target is given by the Radar Cross Section, RCS, defined as 
the projected area (πr²) of a metal sphere (r >> wavelength) that returns the same echo signal as the 
target. 
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Figure 19: A simple model illustrating the SAR imaging geometry 
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SAR data  has  a  very  high  resolution  because  the  SAR sensor  synthesises  a  very  large 
antenna aperture by making use of the forward motion of the platform on which it is located. The 
spatial  resolution  of  an  aperture  is  directly  proportional  to  the  wavelength  used  and  inversely 
proportional to the aperture dimension (Apel & Jackson 2004). Hence for a spacecraft at 800 km 
altitude from the Earth, a few tens of metres is achievable. For wavelengths in the microwaves 
range (centimetres), the resolution will become coarser unless the camera aperture is increased to 
the same amount. To achieve a 10 meter resolution at microwave frequencies, a spacecraft would 
need a antenna aperture size of 10 or so kilometres (Apel & Jackson 2004). For a radar that directs 
its beam orthogonally to the direction of travel, the large beam-width will cause the target on the 
ground to be illuminated and linearly traversed by the radar beam for an extended period of time. 
During  this  time,  the  radar  collects  phase  and  Doppler  measurements  that,  through  signal 
processing, synthesises an aperture size equivalent to the distance the physical antenna moves while 
the target remains in the beam. This is the technique that SAR employs which makes radar imaging 
within a few meters of resolution using a synthesised aperture several orders of magnitude larger 
than the transmit and receiving antenna (Apel & Jackson 2004).
 Fig. 19 shows a simple SAR imaging geometry model and the terms used in this model are 
defined below:
• Azimuth axis (x): defines the position of the scatterer along the sensor trajectory of motion.
• Slant range axis (r): is the line between the sensor and the scatterer and defines the distance 
between the scatterer and the SAR sensor.
• Ground range (y): Projection of the slant range on the ground.
• Look angle (θ): represents the angle between the sensor-to-scatterer line and the nadir
• SAR sensor:  The sensor is carried on a platform, either a satellite of an aircraft,  which 
moved  along  its  trajectory  while  transmitting  electromagnetic  pulses  and  recording  the 
echoes in a coherent manner. 
• Beam footprint: The area illuminated by the SAR sensor on the ground. The position and 
shape of the beam footprint depend upon the antenna beam pattern as well as the geometry 
of the ground surface.
A SAR works by transmitting several hundred coherent modulated electromagnetic pulses to 
the target in a side looking fashion while the parent spacecraft is moving along its trajectory or 
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Figure 20: How the SAR antenna synthesises a large antenna
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flight direction. The microwave pulses from the SAR sensor are emitted at regular intervals and 
focused  by  the  antenna  into  a  radar  beam  (beam  footprint  in  Fig.  19  and  Fig.  20)  directed 
downwards to the side (left or right side depending on the sensor). This beam footprint illuminates 
the surface obliquely at a right angle to the motion of the platform and the objects on the ground 
within this beam footprint reflect microwave energy depending on roughness of the surface. By 
measuring the time delay between the transmission and return of the echo, the distance to the target 
can be acquired.  Thus a 2D array of pixels in  slant  range and azimuth directions,  respectively 
creates the 2D SAR image. Each pixel corresponds to a small part of the Earth's surface and is 
called a resolution cell. The SAR sensor transmits pulses and stores the backscattered signal as it 
moves along its direction of motion. The resolution cell consists of coherent summation of all the 
pulses returned by the target during the time the target has been illuminated by the SAR beam. As it  
collects backscattered pulses along its path, it  will have sampled from points along a very long 
virtual antenna synthesising a very long linear array. The area must be illuminated by the radar 
beam for all pulses for it to be mapped in high resolution. Each pixel in the 2D image (azimuth and 
range  direction)  is  then  represented  by  a  complex  number  that  carries  amplitude  and  phase 
information about the backscattered energy from the scatterers within this resolution cell. In this 
thesis, only the amplitude information from SAR sensors is used and hence we will focus only on 
the how the amplitude signal is formed. The amplitude of the SAR image is determined by the 
surface roughness, terrain slope and the die-electric constant or relative permittivity.  
A  SAR  sensor  is  described  by  the  frequency  or  wavelength  it  uses,  the  polarisation, 
incidence angles, swath width, image resolution and pixel size. These terms are explained below:
1. Polarisation
Microwave polarisation refers to the orientation of the electric field of the transmitted signal 
vector with respect to the horizontal direction. If the electric field vector oscillates along the 
direction parallel to the horizontal direction, the signal is said to be a horizontally polarised 
or 'H' signal. If the electric field vector oscillates perpendicular to the horizontal direction, 
the bean is vertically or 'V' polarised. A SAR sensor with a HH polarisation indicates that it 
transmits a horizontally polarised signal and is designed to detect a horizontally polarised 
return signal. Similar to HH polarisation, VV, HV and VH polarisations exist.  The SAR 
sensor on board ENVISAT is a 'VV' polarised sensor while RADARSAT is a 'HH' polarised 
SAR sensor.
2. Local incidence angle (θinc in Fig. 19)
This angle is the angle at the ground surface between the transmitted radar signal and line 
perpendicular to the ground surface. The local incidence angle does not equal the look angle 
because of the curvature of the Earth surface. SAR sensors may be built with fixed incident 
angles or varying incident angles like those on ENVISAT and RADARSAT. 
3. Swath width
This is the width of the imaged scene. SAR images can be from 20 km to up to 400 km in 
width and are normally designed to image the Earth's surface in different modes of operation 
with  different  swath  widths.  The  different  modes  of  operation  for  ENVISAT  and 
RADARSAT-1 are explained in detail in the DATA section. 
4. SAR ground resolution and pixel spacing
This  represents  the  size  of  the  smallest  object  that  can  be  imaged  by the  SAR sensor. 
ENVISAT'S ASAR sensor has a ground resolution of 30 m implying that the smallest object  
that can de detected is 30 m in size. Pixel spacing represents how much area each SAR 
image  pixel  covers.  A larger  swath  usually  implies  lower  resolution  and  larger  pixel 
spacings. ENVISAT ASAR has a pixel spacing of 12.5 in range and azimuth directions in its 
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Image mode Precision (IMP) mode which has a swath width of 100 x 100 km whereas it has 
a pixel spacing of 75 m in its Wide Swath Mode (WSM) which has a swath of 400 x 400 
km.
4.2 SAR imaging of the ocean surface
A satellite-borne SAR sensor transmits a radar signal and receives the backscattered return 
which  is  directly  dependent  on  the  roughness  of  the  ocean's  surface.  SAR sensors  operate  at 
frequencies from 0.4-10 GHz equal or 3-75 cm wavelengths and these are very negligibly scattered 
from or bounced between air and water droplets in the clouds enabling SAR signals to generally 
pass unchanged through clouds (Apel & Jackson 2004). The radar return is a complex interaction of 
the transmitted signal and the illuminated surface. The transmitted signal is characterised by the 
radar frequency, polarisation and viewing geometry and the illuminated surface is characterised by 
the surface roughness, dielectric properties and composition of the material. The sea surface tends 
to be rough due to the presence of short waves of wavelength up to a few tenths of centimetres 
appearing on the sea surface due to wind (Trivero & Biamino 2010). These waves produce radar 
backscatter according to Bragg scattering theory and are hence also called Bragg waves (Alpers & 
Espedal 2004). The wavelength velocity and other dynamics of the short waves is driven by the 
physical characteristics of the sea water like density and surface tension. 
The  radar  backscatter  is  caused  by  these  wind-generated  short  waves  that  are  of 
approximately the same wavelength as the radar wavelength. Common ocean features that can be 
seen in SAR images include surface waves, mesoscale ocean circulation structures like eddies and 
currents, oil slicks and other slicks caused by surfactants and internal waves. The SAR is also very 
sensitive to the interaction of wind with the ocean surface and hence will show wind patterns and 
structures within the atmospheric boundary layer as well as identifiable surface imprints  (Apel & 
Jackson 2004). Wind plays a crucial role in defining what is visible on the ocean SAR image as  
high  wind speeds  allow identifiable  interactions  between  waves  and currents  or  oil  and ocean 
surface and low winds make the sea too smooth and flat for Bragg scattering to occur. 
Oil slick detection in SAR images (Fig. 21) is possible because of the dampening effect that  
oil has on the Bragg waves present on the ocean surface  (Alpers & Espedal 2004). Due to this 
dampening effect, oil slicks appear dark against the brighter radar backscatter produced by Bragg 
waves. A precondition for detecting these slicks on the sea surface is that the wind is strong enough 
to generate Bragg waves (2 – 3 ms-1) (Alpers & Espedal 2004) and the ideal wind conditions for oil 
slick detection was found to be between 3-7 ms-1 (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2008). If the wind speeds are 
too low, the contrast between slicks and their surroundings are too low for detection and at higher 
wind speeds, the slicks tend to break up, hindering detection. Also, weathering processes such as 
evaporation,  emulsification  and  dispersion  (Brekke  & Solberg 2005) affect  the  visibility  of  oil 
slicks.   
SAR backscatter caused by oil slicks is mainly affected by the following factors: 
1. Wavelength of the SAR sensor: The contrast between the slick and the sea surface seen in 
SAR images  tends  to  be  larger  at  higher  radar  frequencies  (lower  radar  wavelengths). 
C- band is reported to the be the most suitable wavelength for oil slick detection as it allows 
the maximum contrast until wind speeds of 13 ms-1 (Girard-ardhuin et al., 2003). C- band, 
however, allows a narrow incidence angle range from 18° - 32° while L- band allows a 
larger incidence angle range from 16° - 38° (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2013).
2. Incidence angle of the SAR sensor: Bragg scattering on the ocean surface only takes place at 
incidence angles greater than 20° (Nirchio et al., 2007). 20° - 45° was seen to be the most 
suitable incidence angles for oil slick detection (De Beukelaer et al., 2003; Espedal, 1999; 
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Girard-ardhuin et al., 2003; Miranda, et al., 2004).
3. Wind speed:  Wind speed affects  the  roughness  of  the  sea  surface  thereby affecting  the 
detection ability of the SAR sensor. The best wind speeds for oil slick detection by SAR 
sensors was reported to be 2 – 10 ms-1 and the ideal wind speed for detection of natural 
seepage in RADARSAT images was reported to be between 3 - 7 ms -1 (Garcia-Pineda et al., 
2008)
4. Die-electric  properties  of  the  surfactant:  Oil-in-water  emulsions  consist  of  water  in  its 
continuous  phase  and  in  seawater,  the  bulk  electrical  conductivity  of  the  oil-in-water 
emulsion  is  large  compared  to  pure  oil,  an  electric  insulator  (Alpers  & Espedal  2004). 
Absorption  and  Bragg  scattering  of  the  transmitted  SAR signal  will  correspond  to  the 
variations in electrical conductivity. Garcia-Pineda et al. (2013) reports that thick patches of 
floating emulsions will scatter SAR energy more effectively than a thin layer of pure oil due 
to  the  increase  in  the  electrical  conductivity,  volume scattering  and  the  altered  surface 
texture of the emulsion.
 
Oil slicks from natural seeps are not the only features that appear dark in SAR images. Some 
natural features that appear dark are wind fronts, grease ice wind speed thresholds, wind sheltering 
by  land,  rain  cells,  sheer  zones,  internal  ocean  waves  and  biological  slicks  from  algae  or 
phytoplankton blooms  (Espedal,  1999).  Man-made oil  pollution from ships,  oil  rigs  or  leaking 
pipelines, also produce dark signatures in SAR images. These features are collectively termed as 
'look-alikes' (Brekke & Solberg 2005) or L-A for short. The SAR backscatter from natural oil slicks 
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Figure 21: Mechanism of backscattering at the ocean surface and due to the presence of a 
surfactant on the ocean surface
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and look-alikes are all low and are not unique which poses a problem when distinguishing between 
them. Hence detection of natural oil slicks in SAR images involves not just the detection of dark 
objects in SAR images but also the discrimination between slicks and look-alikes. During the visual 
analysis of verified oil slicks in Suresh et al. (2013), oil slicks were observed to be long and thin in 
shape, relatively large in area in comparison to look-alikes, very heterogeneous in backscatter and 
were  seen  to  have  higher  mean  (gray  value)  than  look-alikes,  indicating  lower  mean  contrast 
between slicks and surrounding water. We discuss how slicks are detected and distinguished by a 
human operator as well as in automatic algorithms in the next section. 
4.3 4.3 Basic framework for oil slick detection algorithms
Before explaining oil  slick detection algorithms and techniques, it  must be noted that while 
many  oil  spill  detection  algorithms  exist  to  detect  oil  spills  from  ships,  platforms  and  other 
anthropogenic sources of oil pollution, very few oil slick detection algorithms exist. However, since 
both oil  slicks and oil  spills appear similar in SAR images,  the same techniques may be used.  
Offshore seep location estimation from SAR images involves, first, the detection of oil slicks in 
SAR images. Since oil slicks in SAR images appear darker than the ocean surface, detection can be 
accomplished  by  identifying  and  extracting  dark  objects,  also  called  segmentation.  These 
segmented  objects  must  then  be  differentiated  or  distinguished  as  look-alikes  or  slicks.  Three 
approaches exist for oil slick detection in SAR images: a manual approach where operators are first 
trained to analyse images to detect oil slicks, the semi-automatic approach where a computer detects 
all the dark objects in the SAR image after which an experienced human operator classifies these 
objects  as  slicks  or  look-alikes,  and  finally  the  automatic  system that  uses  complicated  image 
processing  and  programming  techniques  to  perform both  segmentation  and  classification.  It  is 
important to point out that until this thesis work, no fully automatic system for oil slick and seep 
location estimation was known to exist and the work done in this thesis produced the first ever such 
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Figure 22: Basic framework for a) Manual detection b)semi-automatic and c)automatic oil slick 
detection. The SAR image is an ENVISAT ASAR image acquired on 08.Apr.2008
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system. Such a system decreases processing time and human workload and can achieve global 
coverage, all of which is not possible with field methods or manual and semi-automatic methods. 
The  reason  why  manual  and  semi-automatic  methods  are,  however,  preferred  is  because  it  is 
difficult to program a computer to distinguish between oil slicks and look-alikes that appear very 
similar in contrast and shape to the oil slicks. The section below presents a brief explanation of the 
techniques  involved  in  manual  and  semi-automatic  detection  before  getting  into  the  details  of 
automatic detection. The basic framework for oil slick detection is shown in Fig. 22. 
4.3.1 Manual detection
Manual  detection,  seen  in  Fig.  22a,  is  conducted  by  experienced  and  trained  human 
operators who detect slicks in individual SAR images. However, it is not very reliable as it depends 
on the experience of the human operator (Topouzelis 2008), and the results may vary from operator 
to operator. Another disadvantage is that a human operator requires more processing time. The first 
stage of manual detection of slicks involves the operator choosing dark objects or features in the 
SAR images. The operator then uses his/her experience and training to distinguish between the dark 
objects to choose only those that he/she thinks are slicks. The human brain can can immediately 
distinguish between slicks and the surrounding water based on its appearance and with features 
such a shape, length and contrast. It can distinguish between natural oil slicks and spills from ships 
based on the vicinity of the oil to ships. Biological blooms can be distinguished because of the 
shape that they take due to interactions with eddy currents. Look-alikes caused by atmospheric 
disturbances, rain cells or wind fronts can also be distinguished by the human eye by analysing the 
shape and contrast.  Since slicks emerging from the same seep will appear at approximately the 
same location, viewing all the manually identified slicks in a GIS system would produce spatial 
clusters of slicks emerging from the same seeps. Manual oil seep location estimation was conducted 
in Zatyagalova & Golubov (2007).
4.3.2. Semi-automatic slick detection
This technique,  illustrated in Fig. 22b, is one of the most popular methods for oil  slick 
detected  and  many  different  techniques  for  segmentation  exist.  In  semi-automatic  methods,  a 
computer is used to first detect dark objects, after which a human operator's experience is used to 
distinguish between the detected dark objects. This technique reduces considerable processing times 
but again, is dependent on the experience of the human operator. After the preprocessing of SAR 
images is  conducted (explained in  the  next  section),  the  images  are  segmented  to  extract  dark 
objects.  Some  previously  used  segmentation,  or  dark  spot  extraction  techniques  are  adaptive 
thresholding  (Solberg et  al.,  1999),  hysteresis  thresholding  (Kanaa et  al.,  2003),  edge detection 
using Laplace of Gaussians or Difference of Gaussians  (Chang et al., 2008), wavelets  (Liu et al., 
1997) and mathematical  morphology  (Gasull  et  al.,  2002).  Neural  network based segmentation 
techniques were demonstrated in Garcia-Pineda et al. (2009); Angiuli et al. (2006) and Del Frate et 
al. ( 2013).    
4.3.3 Automatic algorithms
Automatic  oil  slick  detection  (Fig.  22c)  employs  a  computer  and  with  the  help  of 
complicated  programs,  performs SAR image segmentation  to  extract  dark objects.  It  then  uses 
different techniques to teach the computer to classify them as slicks or look-alikes in an automatic 
manner. The discrimination between natural oil slicks and L-As is challenging, even for a human 
operator, which emphasises the need for automatic detection. Classifiers using a Gaussian density 
function based statistical model approach (Solberg et al., 1999), a Mahalanobis classifier (Fiscella 
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et al., 2000) and neural networks have been successfully used in Del Frate et al. (2013), Del Frate et 
al. (2000) and  Garcia-Pineda et al. (2009) to discriminate oil spills from look-alikes. The ASLE 
(Suresh et al., 2015) segments dark objects and classifies them as slicks or L-As using a direct rule-
based approach based on object features. The ASLE then estimates the slick origins and by spatial 
clustering of temporally recurrent slick origins their feeding seep locations are estimated.  
While  there have been many studies aimed at  oil  spill  detection using SAR images,  no 
completely automatic offshore oil seep location estimator existed until the Automatic Slick location 
estimator, ASLE  (Suresh  et  al.,  2013;  Suresh et  al.,  2014;  Suresh et  al.,  2015).  This  designed 
algorithm, designed and implemented in the open source programming language Python, allows for 
a wide range of geophysical applications (Suresh et al., 2015). The advantage of automation ensures 
that ASLE can be used for larger datasets where human operators would have huge workloads 
(Suresh et al., 2015). Since the recently launched C-band Sentinel-1 SAR satellite aims to provide 
free and open access data and has similar image parameters as the ENVISAT ASAR images, the 
ASLE will prove to be an effective tool for oil seep location estimation as well as oil slick detection 
in  the  years  to  come  (Suresh et  al.,  2015).  We will  now briefly  discuss  the  various  processes 
involved in automatic oil slick detection and seep location estimation (Fig. 23).
4.3.3.1 Processing of the raw SAR image
Before segmentation and classification, a SAR image must undergo a few processing steps 
which include: metadata extraction and georeferencing. These are briefly discussed below:
1. Metadata extraction
The metadata of SAR images, irrespective of the satellite, contains important information 
about  the  acquisition  parameters,  image parameters  and orbital  parameters.  The date  of 
acquisition, pixel spacing, corner coordinates and swath width are some of the parameters 
that we extract from the metadata of the image as they are of importance for the designed 
slick algorithm.
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Figure 23: Basic units of the automatic oil slick detection unit 
described in Suresh et al. (2013) 
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2. Georeferencing or geocoding
Georeferencing means to associate the SAR image with locations on the Earth in terms of 
latitude and longitude of a certain projection system. This involves the process of finding 
geographical  coordinates  from  the  SAR  image  coordinates.  SAR  images  are  normally 
acquired in their sensor related azimuth and slant-range related coordinates where each pixel 
represents the specific distance to the ground. However, the corner latitude and longitude 
coordinates and the centre coordinate of the image are provided in the image metadata. The 
image is,  hence,  converted into  a  coordinate  system,  georeferencing must  be performed 
which involves mapping the data onto a standard grid - such as a Mercator projection. This 
makes the image more accessible as it can then be opened in a GIS system or overlayed in 
Google Earth allowing it to be compared with non-SAR datasets. We use the standard World 
Geodetic  System  (WGS)  84  as  the  reference  system  for  our  thesis.  An  example  of 
georeferencing of a SAR image is shown in Fig. 24.
4.3.3.2 Converting the SAR image digital counts to Normalised Radar Cross section or 
grayscale values
          Raw SAR images are 2D gray value images that contain the SAR backscatter of a particular 
ground target in terms of digital counts. The digital count value of a target on the ground depends 
on various factors like type, size and orientation of the scatterer. These are usually converted into a 
quantity that has a physical meaning like radar backscatter in decibels (called Normalised Radar 
Cross Section, NRCS) or backscatter intensities in gray values from 0 – 255. The Normalised Radar 
Cross  Section  (NRCS) values  for  ENVISAT ASAR images  can be calculated  from  ESA Earth 
Online (2013) as:
 _____________________   [4]
where DN² i , j is the digital number or pixel intensity for the pixel (i,j),  αi , j is the incidence 
angle for the pixel i,j and K is the absolute calibration constant. NRCS values are usually within +5 
dB for very bright objects and -40 dB representing very dark objects.
Gray values may be determined by scaling the image between 0 and 255, 0 representing lowest 
backscatter and 255 representing the highest backscatter. As described in Suresh et al. (2014), the 
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Figure 24: Georeferencing of the ENVISAT ASAR image acquired on 08. Apr 2008. 
Original ASAR image (left) and georeferenced image (right)  
σi , j
o =10∗log {DN i , j2K sin (αi , j)}
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original SAR image with digital numbers is converted first from 16 to 8 bits and bytescaled using a 
min-max algorithm which thresholds the image to 99.73% of the gray value distribution as per 
(Topouzelis et al., 2007)
4.3.3.3 Landmasking
       Since we only deal with offshore slicks, we must remove all traces of land in the SAR image 
in order to eliminate possible false detections from dark objects that may be on land. We perform 
landmasking using a 1.25' spaced Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical, High-resolution Shoreline 
database (GSHHS) coastline mask (Suresh et al., 2015); (Whitaker 2011).
4.3.3.4 Speckle filtering
SAR image content is dependent on the removal of speckle. Speckle is a granular noise and 
is caused by the interference of waves reflected from many elementary scatterers (Lee et al., 1994). 
As the SAR antenna transmits pulses very rapidly while moving along the spacecraft trajectory, it 
may obtain many backscattered signals from the same object. The SAR processor uses all these 
backscattered signals to calculate the object's radar cross section. A strong signal is received if all  
the backscattered responses from the target add relatively constructively and a weak signal occurs 
when the returning waves  are  out of  phase.  The coherent  processing of the SAR returns  from 
successively transmitted pulses causes a pixel to pixel variation in intensity, manifesting itself as a 
granular pattern. 
       Speckle  is  a  multiplicative  noise  (Lee  et  al.,  1994),  which  means  that  speckle  noise  is 
stronger for stronger return signals and weaker for the weak backscattered signals. It is normally 
reduced by dividing  the  grid  cell's  responses  into  separate  groups  which  are  then  individually 
processed and the the brightness estimates are then combined at the end of the SAR processing 
(called multi-looking). It can also be reduced by using speckle filters which aim at reducing the 
effect of speckle noise without sacrificing the information content of the image. An ideal speckle 
filter should adaptively smooth speckle noise, retain the edge and feature boundary sharpness, and 
preserve the subtle features like thin linear features or point targets (Lee et al., 1994). 
    Since oil slicks are elongated, dark features in SAR images, preserving the sharpness of the 
boundaries between gray value variations and edges is particularly important. Mean and median 
filters were tested but were found to smooth the image resulting in the reduction of sharpness of the  
feature boundaries required in oil slick detection. Lee filters are based on a multiplicative noise 
image model  (Lee 1981) which works better  for  multiplicative noises  like speckle.  A study of 
suitable speckle filters was conducted as part of the initial work of this thesis. Three filters were 
tested:  the  Hybrid  Mean  Median  filter  (Shanthi  &  Valarmathi  2011),  Modified  Hybrid  Mean 
Median filter (Vanithamani et al., 2010) and the Enhanced Lee Filter (Lopes et al., 1990). Different 
filter sizes were also tested in order to determine the best filter and best filter size. Fig. 25 shows an 
example of the results of using different speckle filters of filter size 7 x 7. The Enhanced Lee filter  
was seen to be the most suitable for ocean SAR images of oil slicks. The Enhanced Lee filter works 
by dividing the image into three classes: The first corresponding to homogeneous areas in which 
speckle may be eliminated using a low pass filter, the second corresponding to heterogeneous areas 
in which speckle must be reduced while preserving texture and the third, containing isolated point 
targets which require the observed value to be preserved (Lopes et al., 1990). This ensures that the 
edges of the darker slicks and the contrast between the dark features and the brighter ocean surface 
is not lost. In Suresh et al.  (2015), speckle filtering of the grayscale image is achieved using a  
combination of a 3 x 3 Enhanced Lee filter followed by a 5 x 5 Enhanced Lee filter. To maximise 
the  contrast  between  the  potential  slicks  and  water,  histogram  equalisation  is  performed  after 
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speckle filtering. 
4.3.3.5 Segmentation
Once processing of the raw SAR image is completed, segmentation is performed to extract 
dark  objects.  This  can  be  accomplished  using  simple  thresholding  based  on  a  single  constant 
(Topouzelis  2008).  This  is,  however,  not  preferred  because  the  sea  surface  tends  to  vary  in 
brightness due to variations in sea state and surface roughness (from wind or ocean currents) and 
also due to the varying incidence angles of the satellite  (Suresh et al., 2015).  Adaptive filters are 
those in which the segmentation threshold is calculated locally in a moving window of a defined 
size. A description of the various adaptive algorithms for segmentation is presented in (Topouzelis 
2008).  In  this  thesis  we  used  a  non-linear  filter  implemented  using  mathematical  morphology 
(Suresh et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2014; Suresh et al., 2015); Meyer 1986 and Gasull et al., 2002). 
Here, the adaptive threshold is calculated using a combination of gray value closing and opening of 
the  original  image  using  a  structuring  element  (SE)  of  a  set  size.  More  details  about  the 
thresholding based on mathematical morphology are presented in  Suresh et al. (2015). Once the 
dark pixels are segmented, they are joined together to form objects as described in  Suresh et al. 
(2015).
4.3.3.6 Feature Extraction
Once dark objects are segmented, the slick objects must be distinguished from the look-
alikes. In automatic algorithms, this is usually done by extracting object features and providing 
them as inputs to the classifier. Hence, the combination of features which discriminate better the oil 
slick  from  look-alikes  is  highly  important  for  the  classifier  and  the  classification  accuracy 
(Topouzelis 2008). In general, oil slick detection algorithms use arbitrary selected quantitative and 
qualitative  statistical  features  for  classifying dark objects  in  SAR images  as  slicks  (Topouzelis 
2008).  The features  that  may be  used for  the  purposes  of  oil  slick  detection  are  elaborated  in 
Solberg et  al.  (2007);  Topouzelis  (2008) and Suresh et  al.  (2015).  The extractable  features are 
usually divided in three categories: Geometric features that refer to the shape or size of the object, 
radiometric features that relate to the backscatter and appearance of the object and textural features 
that relate to the homogeneity. Some very commonly used features are stated below:
1. Geometric features
a) Spread (S): Defined in Del Frate et al. (2000), it is low for thin and elongated shapes such as 
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Figure 25: Subset of the ASAR image acquired on 08. Apr 2008 showing the result of using 
different speckle filters. a) Speckled SAR image, b) Enhanced Lee filter, c) Modified Hybrid Mean 
Mean filter and d) Hybrid Mean Median filter. All filters were implemented with window sizes of 
7 x 7
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natural oil slicks and higher for more circular shapes. 
b) Area (A) [km²]: the product of the number of pixels in the object and the pixel spacing of the 
image.
c) Aspect Ratio (AR): It takes low values for linear shapes and high values for irregular shapes 
(Suresh et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2014). 
d) Centre of Mass [pixels]: derived from the eigenvalues of the Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA). This is useful to find the position of and distance between objects.
2. Radiometric Features:
These features are calculated using the NRCS values of the SAR images and are:
a) Object Backscatter Mean (OMEAN) [dB] : The mean of the NRCS values of the dark object  
pixels.
b) Object  Backscatter  Standard Deviation (OSD) [dB]:  The standard deviation of the NRCS 
values of the dark object pixels.
c) Background Backscatter Mean (BMEAN) [dB]: Mean of the NRCS values of the pixels in the 
enclosing rectangle around the dark object.
3. Texture Features:
a) Object Power to Mean Ratio (OPMR): defined as OSD/OMEAN of the dark-object. According 
to Solberg et al., (2007), high PMR values indicate low wind regions and hence high contrast 
between slick and surroundings is expected due to less weathering of the slick from wind.
There  is  an absence  of  a  systematic  research  on the  features  extracted  as  well  as  their 
contribution  to  the  classification  results  which  forces  researchers  to  try  different  methods  and 
combinations of features, in a trial and error method, in order to choose the best for their classifier 
(Topouzelis, 2008). A similar trial and error based analysis was conducted in Suresh et al. (2013) in 
which  different  combinations  of  features  were  tested  before  finally  choosing the  most  suitable 
features in  Suresh et al.  (2015). Some examples of the features calculated for a few segmented 
objects in the SAR image from 08. Apr. 2008 are shown in Fig. 26. 
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Figure 26: Direct features extracted for a few objects in the SAR image from 08.Apr.2008
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Apart  from extractable  features,  also  called direct  features  because  they can  be directly 
extracted from the object, contextual features like wind information, ocean currents, phytoplankton 
bloom models etc. may also be used to aid the classifier in correctly choosing natural oil slicks. 
Since oil slicks are best detectable at wind speeds between 3 - 10 ms -1 (Brekke & Solberg 2005) or 
under ideal wind conditions of 3 – 7 ms-1 (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010), dark objects detected in wind 
speeds above and below these may be eliminated if the wind speed information is available. The 
addition of context wind information was proved to help in eliminating false detections near coastal 
regions caused by wind-related look-alikes (Suresh et al., 2014). 
4.3.3.7 Object Classification
Classifiers use the previously extracted object features to distinguish oil spills from look-
alikes.  The task of  the classifier  is  to  mimic how the human brain works when distinguishing 
between look-alikes and slicks, and in a way, use the same techniques. The same way humans 
require training before they feel competent enough to begin classification, programmable classifiers 
require a dataset on which they can be trained, where they learn from examples. A training dataset  
of visually analysed images in which the oil slicks and look-alikes have been identified can be used. 
By analysing the features  of  these identified slicks  and look-alikes  and conducting a  statistical 
analysis of them, classification rules can be acquired as conducted by  Solberg et al. (1999) and 
Suresh et al. (2015). Rules can also be designed based on just visual observations of oil slicks as 
conducted in  Suresh et al. (2013). During the visual analysis of verified oil slicks in Suresh et al 
(2013), oil slicks were observed to be, long and thin in shape, relatively large in area in comparison 
to look-alikes, very heterogeneous in backscatter and were seen to have higher mean (gray value) 
than look-alikes, indicating lower mean contrast between slicks and surrounding water. Most known 
classifiers are  the statistical  classifiers in which classification is  based on probability. They are 
popular as they are rather simple, reliable and can be easily reproduced (Topouzelis 2008). Suresh 
et  al.  (2013) proposed a  rule-based classifier  that  used  4 direct  features  (Area,  Spread,  Object 
standard deviation and mean contrast) for object classification which was updated in Suresh et al. 
(2015) to a classifier that used 6 object features (Area, Spread, Aspect Ratio, Background Standard 
deviation,  Object  Mean backscatter  and Background mean backscatter).  More details  about  the 
methods used to determine the classification rules are available in Suresh et al. (2013) and Suresh et 
al. (2015). When contextual features are used, less false detections were encountered (Suresh et al. 
2014).
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Figure 27: Classification rules used in Suresh et al. (2015). An example of an object and its 
background is also shown on the left
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The  classifier  used  in  the  Automatic  Seep  Location  Estimator  (ASLE)  (Suresh  et  al., 
2015) was designed to run in two modes of operation: a relaxed mode MODE-R and a strict Mode-
S (Fig. 27). Mode-R was designed with more relaxed classification rules to prevent missing out on 
possible slicks and MODE-S was designed with strict classification rules to avoid false detections. 
The advantage of having two modes of operation is the flexibility for the user to choose rules for 
classification based on the the size of the dataset and the required accuracy (Suresh et al. 2015).
4.3.3.8 Slick origin and seep location estimation
While the above presented sections are together sufficient for oil slick detection in SAR 
images,  and are collectively called the ASDU: Automatic  Slick Detection Unit  in  Suresh et  al. 
(2014), it is not sufficient for oil seep location estimation. Slicks from the same seep site emerge at 
roughly the same location (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010 and Körber et al., 2014). The shape of the 
emerging slick is determined by the wind and current conditions at the time of seepage and due to 
this, slicks from the same seep can take on very different shapes and directions. Fig. 29 shows an 
example of slicks emerging from the same seep in the southern Gulf of Mexico. Similar results can 
also be seen in Suresh et al. (2015). Once the slicks in the SAR images are detected, irrespective of 
manual, semi-automatic or automatic detection, they are spatially and temporally analysed to find 
feeding seep locations. Hence, automatic seep estimation algorithms employ a temporal clustering 
of spatially recurrent slicks detected in the dataset. 
Before the feeding seep location is estimated, the slick origins of all the classified slicks 
have to be found. The slick origin is the point on the sea surface where the oil first emerges at the 
sea surface. At this point, the oil would be the freshest compared to the rest of the slick. This in turn  
would have the largest dampening effect on the incident SAR waves. Slicks were also seen to be 
wider at their origin and taper towards their older (trailing) end (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010). This is 
used to detect the slick origins in SAR images. However, in some images, it was noticed that the 
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Figure 28: The different versions of the ASLE. Left: The ASLE using only direct features (Suresh 
et al. 2015). Right: using direct and contextual features (Suresh et al. 2014)
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trailing end of the slick was wider than the origin, possibly due to oil accumulation during calm 
ocean and wind conditions  (Alpers & Espedal 2004).  Some semi-automatic techniques such as a 
Genetic Algorithm (Beisl et al.,2004) for determining clusters of slicks and their origins, the theory 
of  Near  Inertial  Oscillation  (NIO)  (Li  et  al.,  2013) for  oil  seep  trajectories  determination  and 
texture-classifying neural network algorithm (TCNNA) by  Garcia-Pineda et al. (2009) have been 
developed. 
During the course of the work done in this thesis, it was noticed that slick origins do not 
always correspond to the widest ends of the slick and that the darkest part of the slick, with lowest 
backscatter, was usually the middle of the slick, rather than the end. An example of this is visible in 
Fig. 30. Hence, the algorithm designed in this thesis detects both ends of the detected slick
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Once the slick origins are determined, a spatial clustering provides us with feeding seep 
locations. For estimating the feeding seep location in SAR images, slick origins from more than one 
image is required because slick origins detected at approximately the same location, but on different 
days are more prone to be caused by natural seeps than look-alikes. Hence, by using all the detected 
slicks,  and in turn,  all  the detected slick origins,  the feeding seep location can be estimated  In 
Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010), slick origins within 2500 m were chosen to belong to the same seep 
cluster. The same distance is used in this thesis and slick ends in spatial distances of 2.5 km from 
each other are grouped together to belong to the same cluster  (Suresh et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 
2015; Suresh et al., 2014). The mean centre of the cluster is then estimated as the seep location. 
During clustering, if both ends of the slick are within the same cluster, then the slick end closest to 
the mean centre of the cluster is chosen as the slick origin (Suresh et al., 2014). The seep location 
estimates are then plotted on a map. A count of the number of slick origins in each cluster is made 
which describes the number of times a slick has been detected in a cluster within the temporally 
varying dataset. A detection percentage, defined as the slicks detected count divided by number of 
SAR  images  of  that  area  is  calculated.  The  higher  the  detection  percentage,  the  higher  the 
confidence  in  the  estimated  seep  location.  The  end-product  of  the  algorithm is  a  map  of  the 
estimated seep locations and their corresponding detection percentages.
4.4 MATERIALS USED
Data from two satellite-borne SAR sensors were used in this study. Their descriptions and 
the datasets used are described below:
4.4.1 ENVISAT Images
In March 2002, the European Space Agency (ESA) launched ENVISAT, a polar-orbiting 
environmental satellite that aimed to provide measurements of the atmosphere, ocean, land and ice. 
Sized like a bus of 25 m in length, it was launched with 10 different instruments, or payloads, one 
of them being the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR). The ASAR was a C-band (5.6 cm, 
5.6 GHz) SAR sensor which could image the Earth in various swath widths and resolutions. More 
details about the satellite is available in Fig. 31. ENVISAT imaged the Earth's surface for 10 years 
before it  was declared non-operational in April 2012. There are,  however, high resolution SAR 
images from ASAR for all the years that it was operational. These images can be downloaded from 
the European Space Agency website. 
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Figure 31: ENVISAT and its specifications. Left: artist's interpretation of ENVISAT in space 
(copyright ESA) and right: specifications of the ENVISAT satellite
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The dataset used in this thesis contains 178 images of the Black Sea covering a temporal 
range from 2003-2011, and 45 images of the southern Gulf of Mexico for the years 2002 – 2011. 
The dataset used is shown in Fig. 33 where the different blocks represent individual images. The 
colours of the blocks vary as per the mode of image acquisition. Though ASAR can produce images 
in various swaths and resolutions, three modes of operation were used in this thesis: Image mode 
Precision (IMP), Image Mode Medium Resolution (IMM) and Wide Swath Mode (WSM). The 
scene sizes, pixel spacing and resolution of each mode is provided in Fig. 32. IMP images are 100 x 
100 km in scene size, and each pixel in an IMP image is 12.5 m in size. Similarly, the larger WSM 
images are 400 x 400 km in scene size with pixel spacings of 70 - 75 m. The ENVISAT images 
were downloaded from the EOLISA website provided by the European Space Agency under the 
project C1.P7157. The names and date of acquisitions of the ASAR images used in this thesis are 
provided in Appendix. A.
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Figure 32: Different modes of operation of ENVISAT ASAR. Left: Different imaging geometries of 
ENVISAT (copyright ESA) and right: Description of the ENVISAT images in the dataset
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4.4.2 RADARSAT Images
Launched in November 1995 by the Canadian Space Agency (CSA), RADARSAT-1 was 
operational until April 2013. Orbiting at a height of around 800 km, it had a repeat cycle of 24 days. 
On board, it hosted a C-band SAR sensor (5.6 cm, 5.3 Ghz) which provided data in various swaths 
and resolutions, the highest resolution being 8 m in stripmap mode. More details about the satellite 
and its characteristics are shown in Fig. 34 and the different modes of operation are shown in Fig. 
35. The RADARSAT images used in this thesis were provided by Ian MacDonald of the department 
of Earth,  Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences at the Florida State University, Tallahassee,  Florida, 
United States of America. In total, 50 RADARSAT-1 images were used in this thesis. These images 
mapped  the  northern  and  southern  Gulf  of  Mexico.  The  spatial  coverage  of  the  RADARSAT 
datasets in the northern and southern Gulf of Mexico are shown in Fig. 35. The images in the 
dataset were acquired in mostly three modes of acquisition: ScanSAR Narrow (SNA/SNB) mode, 
ScanSAR Wide (SWB) and Standard (ST1) mode. These are images of scene sizes of 300 x 300, 
500 x 500 km and 100 x 100 km, respectively. 
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Figure 35:Different modes of operation of RADARSAT-1. Left: Different imaging geometries of 
RADARSAT-1 (copyright CSA) and right: Description of the RADARSAT-1 images in the dataset
Figure 34: RADARSAT-1 and its specifications. Left: Artist's impression of RADARSAT-1 in space 
(copyright CSA) and right: satellite specifications
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The  16  RADARSAT-1  images  of  the  northern  Gulf  of  Mexico  (Fig.  36  left)  were  all 
acquired in the Standard (ST1) mode with scene sizes of 100 x 100 km and pixel spacings of 12.5 x  
12.5 m. A majority of the 45 images of the southern Gulf of Mexico (yellow in Fig. 36 right) were 
acquired in SNA/SNB modes with scene sizes of 300 x 300 and pixel spacings of 25 x 25 m. 
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ABSTRACT
A framework for the automatic detection of natural oil seeps using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
images,  implemented  in  Python,  is  presented.  Dark  objects  are  detected  using  morphological 
thresholding. For each object, features are computed, which are used to classify the object as either 
a natural oil slick or a look-alike. The classification scheme has been implemented using a rule-
based approach. The slick origins are detected and clustered together spatially, in order to detect the 
seep origin. A dataset of 122 images from ENVISAT Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) 
were used to test the algorithm. In this paper, only preliminary results are reported.
KEYWORDS
Automatic detection, Feature Extraction, Hydrocarbon seeps, Oil slick, SAR
I. INTRODUCTION
Hydrocarbon seeps are natural leaks of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons fed by underground 
deposits of oil and gas. Faults or fractures in the seabed provide natural fluid pathways through 
which gas bubbles, sometimes coated with oil, are released into the water column. While most of 
these dissolve in the water column, a certain amount reaches the surface. There, the gas is released 
into the atmosphere and the oil forms an oil slick on the sea surface. Hydrocarbon seeps are sites 
where the fate of crude oil in the marine environment can be studied. By locating these seeps, more 
information  on  how to  treat  man-made  marine  oil  pollution  can  be  acquired.  Quantifying  the 
amount of oil  seepage from oil  seeps will  also provide a background against which man-made 
marine oil pollution could be referenced. 
Oil slick detection by means of SAR images is possible because of the dampening effect that 
oil has on the small wind-induced surface waves called Bragg waves that are present on the ocean 
surface. As a consequence, the oil slick appears dark against the brighter radar backscatter produced 
by Bragg waves. Though detectable within 2-10 ms-1 wind speeds, the ideal wind conditions for oil 
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slick detection is found to be between 3.5–5.8 ms-1 (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2008). Detectability of oil 
slicks depends on weathering processes such as evaporation, emulsification and dispersion (Brekke 
& Solberg 2005). The detection of slicks is also challenged when the wind speeds are too low, such 
that the contrast between the slick and its surrounding is inadequate for detection. At higher wind 
speeds,  the  tendency of  the  slick  to  break  up is  higher, which  also  hinders  detection.  Another 
challenge is the discrimination between natural oil slicks and false detections, also called look-
alikes. These occur in areas where low wind conditions produce extensively dark areas  (Garcia-
Pineda et al.,  2009), from oil related films indigenous to oil rigs, leaking pipelines and passing 
vessels or from natural algae bloom films, grease ice (Brekke & Solberg 2005) etc.. However, since 
natural  oil  slicks  originating  from  the  same  oil  seep  are  spatially  recurrent,  they  can  be 
discriminated from look-alikes.
Taking these specifications into consideration, our goal has been to develop a system in 
which natural oil slicks and the location of the oil seeps associated with them are automatically 
detected and estimated. The advantage of using an automatic algorithm is not just the reduction in 
processing time, but also the global coverage that can be accomplished. 
II. STUDY AREA
The Black Sea is located between Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania 
(Fig. 37). It has a maximum depth of about 2200 m, a surface area of 4.2x105 km², a volume of 
5.3x10⁵ km³ and represents the largest land-locked basin in the world (Özsoy & Ünlüata 1997). It 
has limited water exchange with the Mediterranean Sea through the Bosporus and is the largest 
surface reservoir of dissolved methane (Reeburgh et al., 1991). A lot of research has been done on 
the methane sources in the Black Sea, but very little is known about the oil seeps. Until now, one 
site located north-east of the Turkish city of Rize (Robinson et al., 1996) and eleven sites offshore 
Georgia  (Körber 2012) have been discovered. Thermal modelling of hydrocarbon generation by 
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Figure 37: The geological setting of the Black Sea. Image acquired from Körber (2012) 
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Robinson et al., (1996) shows that the central part of the Black Sea is producing gas while the 
margins appear to be present-day oil kitchens (Körber 2012).
III. THE OIL SLICK DETECTION ALGORITHM
An analysis of the verified oil slicks (VOS) identified and verified with ground-truth by 
Körber (2012) were used to understand the characteristics of natural oil  slicks in SAR images. 
Based on this research, the designed algorithm consists of 7 steps (Fig. 38). In the first step, the 
original  SAR image is  geo-referenced  and metadata  information  is  extracted.  Thereafter,  land-
masking is done using the in-built python ocean-land mask. In the second step, speckle filtering is 
achieved using a combination of a 3x3 Enhanced Lee filter followed by a 5 x 5 Enhanced Lee filter. 
This combination has been used previously by Topouzelis et al., (2007) in combination with a 7 x 7 
Local Region filter. This has been modified in our algorithm, where histogram equalisation is used 
in  order  to  minimise  speckle  and  maximise  the  contrast  between  the  darker  slicks  and  the 
surrounding water (Fig. 38). 
A. Segmentation or Dark Object Detection
Oil slicks are mainly detected as dark objects set in a brighter background. This suggests the 
use of segmentation based on a set threshold. Non-linear filters can track the slow variations of the 
background while preserving the contours of the dark spots  (Gasull et al., 2002). Hence, a non-
linear filter implemented using mathematical morphology is used as in Meyer (1986) and Gasull et 
al. (2002). It is implemented using a combination of grayscale closing and opening of the original  
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Figure 38: Basic structure of the designed Automatic Oil Seep 
detection algorithm. ASAR image subset shown was acquired on 
08.Apr.2008
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image using a structuring element of a set size. A size of 44 x 44 pixels is chosen in order to best 
preserve  the  entirety  and  shape  of  the  slick.  Thereafter,  the  pixels  in  an  8  neighbourhood 
connectivity are combined to form objects. Small objects less than 0.065 km² and 0.7 km2 in Image 
Mode Precision (IMP) and Wide Swath Mode (WSM) or Image Mode Medium (IMM) images, 
respectively, are not processed any further based on the analysis of the extents of natural oil slicks 
identified in Körber (2012).
B. Object Feature Extraction
For each dark object,  features are computed.  These are either geometric features,  which 
describe the shape and geometry, or radiometric features, that describe the backscatter information. 
To calculate the radiometric features of the background, pixels in a window of 10 x 10 around the 
object are analysed. The following features are extracted:
 1. Geometric features
 a) Spread (S): derived from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). S will be low for long and 
thin objects (Del Frate et al., 2000)
 b) Area (A) [km²]
 c) Aspect Ratio or elongatedness: computed using the PCA, as the ratio of minor axis and major 
axis.
 d) Width [km]: length of minor axis as per PCA.
 e) Length [km]:length of major axis as per PCA.
 f) Perimeter [km] 
 g) Complexity: takes on small values for objects with a simple geometry (Del Frate et al., 2000).
 h) Centre of Mass [pixels]
 2. Radiometric features
 a) Object Backscatter Mean [dB]
 b) Object Backscatter Standard Deviation (OSD) [dB]
 c) Background Backscatter standard deviation [dB]
 d) Mean Contrast (MeanC) [dB]: defined as the difference between the mean backscatter of the 
background and the mean backscatter of the object.
 e) Max Contrast [dB]: defined as the difference between the mean backscatter of the background 
and the lowest backscatter of the object.
C. Object Classification
Dark objects  are  classified  as  either  natural  oil  slicks  or  look-alikes  using  a  rule-based 
classifier. The classification rules were obtained by manually analysing images that contained VOSs 
from  Körber (2012). It was observed that oil slicks are long and elongated in shape (low spread 
value) and relatively large in area in comparison to look-alikes. We also observed that oil slicks are 
very heterogeneous in backscatter. The main reason for this is that the more recent oil in the slick 
appears darker as it  is  not as weathered as the older parts.  The heterogeneity of the slick also 
depends heavily on the wind conditions. It was also observed that due to this heterogeneity, oil 
slicks have higher mean values than look-alikes and hence low mean contrast.
Based on the above observations,  the object classification unit  has been implemented as 
follows. First, the Area and Spread for the dark objects are calculated. The dark objects are then 
categorised as big-long (A>3.75 km² & S≤11), medium-long (1 km²<A≤3.75 km² & S≤11), small-
long (A≤1 km² & S≤11) and small-round (A≤1 km² & S>11) objects. The big-long and the medium-
long objects are retained. For the small objects, distance criteria are used. Those small-long and 
small-round  objects  that  are  within  2 km and 7  km,  respectively, of  big-long  or  medium-long 
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objects are retained. This is because these small objects are likely to be part of an existing larger 
slick. Thereafter, the OSD and MeanC of the retained dark objects are calculated and those dark 
objects that satisfy the rules (OSD>8 dB & MeanC<7 dB) are classified as natural oil slicks.
D. Slick Origin and Seep Origin Estimation
The slick origin is defined as the point where the oil is the most recent. This part of the slick 
tends to be darker than older more weathered parts. Though this theory has been used successfully 
in Körber (2012), it failed to yield results with our algorithm mainly due to the presence of speckle 
noise. Hence, another technique to find the seep origin introduced by Garcia-Pineda et al. (2009) 
has been used. Here, it has been suggested that as the slick origin is the point closest to the source 
of seepage, it will contain the most amount of oil undisturbed by ocean and wind conditions, and 
will be the widest part of the slick. Using this theory, the widest part of the slick is detected using a 
chessboard distance transformation. 
The slick origins are then used to estimate the seep origin or the location of the oil seep on 
the  seabed.  Based  on  Garcia-Pineda  et  al.  (2010),  slick  origins  detected  in  different  images, 
clustered within a 2.5 km radius, are considered to emerge from the same seep. Hence, oil slick 
origins  that  were  detected  in  different  images  were  clustered  using  a  2.5 km cluster  radius.  A 
detection percentage defined as the ratio of slick origins detected in a cluster to the number of 
images that capture the region is used as a confidence measure. The higher the detection percentage, 
the higher the confidence in the estimated seep location. The end-product of the algorithm is a map 
where the geographic locations of the detected seeps are provided and marked, along with their 
corresponding detection percentages.
IV. DATASET USED AND RESULTS
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The estimation of the location of the oil seeps from natural oil slicks requires the availability 
of a large dataset of SAR images. For a preliminary implementation and testing, a dataset of 122 
SAR images from the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) on board the European Space 
Agency's (ESA) Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT) have been used (Fig. 39). The ASAR images 
acquired are in Image Mode Precision (IMP), Wide Swath Mode (WSM) and Image Mode Medium 
(IMM) Resolution. These modes have scene sizes of 100 x 100 km, 400 x 400 km and 56-100 km in 
across-track direction and up to 4000 km for a stripe in along-track direction, respectively. Their 
pixel spacings are 12.5 m, 75 m and 75 m, respectively. Our dataset has a temporal coverage of nine 
years from 2002-2011. 
The algorithm required 4 hours to analyse the dataset of 122 images.  Fig.  40 shows an 
example of the output of the origin classification and slick origin estimation unit. The shape and 
extent of the slick have been preserved to a good extent. Preliminary end results for the Black Sea 
are shown in Fig. 41 where the locations of oil seeps with their detection percentages are indicated. 
Only detection percentages greater than 30% are shown. The 11 known seeps from Körber (2012) 
are indicated by the pink dots. Our algorithm has detected those seeps with detection percentages 
between 30% and 42%.
V. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
Improvements need to be made to prevent wind-induced look-alikes from being detected 
near  the  coast.  A statistical  analysis  of  the  features  of  both  oil  slicks  and look-alikes  must  be 
conducted in order approximate the range of feature values that they have. Further improvement 
could  be  to  use different  classification  rules  for  different  image modes.  This  is  because  of  an 
observation where slicks detected in WSM images were seen to be much larger in area and more 
homogeneous in backscatter intensity than those detected in IMP images. Improvements also need 
to be made to the slick origin estimation unit to avoid origins from being detected in the middle of a 
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Figure 40: a) ASAR IMP image acquired on 08.Apr.2008. The yellow rectangle denotes the 
image subsets in b) and c). b) Object classification results showing the classified natural oil  
slicks. c) The red dots mark the slick origin estimates 
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slick. This can be achieved by locating the ends of the slick and choosing the end closest to the 
widest part of the slick. Our results also need to be validated by comparing them to the results of 
Körber (2012). 
VI. CONCLUSION
The results of our detection algorithm show that it is a very efficient and effective way to 
detect  oil  seeps and natural  oil  slicks  in SAR images.  This will  help reduce the workload and 
computational  time  involved  in  the  manual  inspection  of  SAR images  for  the  same  purpose. 
Hydroacoustic surveys of global water for the detection of oil seeps are not just impractical but also 
expensive. Our algorithm will be very valuable for the preliminary indications of possible oil seeps 
that could then be investigated further with hydroacoustic techniques. 
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Figure 41: Estimated locations of oil seeps in the Black Sea. The yellow dots indicate the 
estimated hydrocarbon seeps with their detection percentages. The pink dots indicate the VOSs 
from Körber (2012)
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ABSTRACT
A framework for the automatic detection of natural oil slicks and estimation of their associated oil 
seeps using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images is presented and the methodology used has 
been explained in detail. The designed detection system is the first automatic oil seep estimation 
system known to exist. The system detects oil slicks in individual SAR images and estimates their  
origins on the sea surface. Spatial clustering of temporally recurrent slick origins is conducted in 
order  to  estimate  the  locations  of  the  associated  oil  seeps  on  the  sea  floor.  The  system  is 
implemented in the programming language Python and a direct rule-based approach is employed 
for  the  classification  unit.  A dataset  of  178 images  of  the  Black  Sea  acquired  by  ENVISAT's 
Advanced Synthetic  Aperture Radar  (ASAR) was used to  test  the algorithm. In this  paper, the 
methodology used to design the algorithm and the automatically estimated oil seep locations are 
reported. The efficiency of the system with respect to manual detection is discussed. 
Index Terms
Synthetic  Aperture  Radar,  ENVISAT, ASAR,  Oil  seep,  Oil  slick,  automatic  detection,  feature 
extraction, classification
I. INTRODUCTION
Not all of the crude oil in the ocean is released from anthropogenic sources. In 2003, the 
National Academy of Sciences published that about 47% of the crude oil input into global oceans 
were from natural oil seeps  (National Research Council 2003). The Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution states that 'as much as one half of the oil that enters the coastal environment comes from 
natural seeps of oil and natural gas'  (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 2014). These seeps, 
abundant in the Gulf of Mexico and in other coastal margins worldwide (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2009) 
are leaks of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons fed by subsurface deposits of oil and gas  (Garcia-
Pineda et al., 2010). Faults or fractures in the seabed provide natural fluid pathways through which 
gas bubbles, sometimes coated with oil,  are released into the water column. While most of the 
bubbles dissolve in the water column, a certain amount reaches the surface where the gas will be 
released into the atmosphere and the oil forms an oil slick on the sea surface (Garcia-Pineda et al., 
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2010).  Oil  seeps  provide  sites  where  the  evolution  and  ecology  of  crude  oil  in  the  marine 
environment  can  be  studied  (Kvenvolden  & Cooper  2003).  Since  oil  seeps  often  entrain  gas, 
particularly methane,  locating them could provide an indication of the location of some natural 
sources of these greenhouse gases (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010). 
The locations of many active oil seeps have been discovered by hydroacoustics and other 
field sampling techniques  (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2009). However, these techniques are expensive 
and  time  consuming.  Satellites  equipped  with  Synthetic  Aperture  Radar  (SAR)  are  the  most 
efficient and superior sensors for oil spill detection  (Brekke & Solberg 2005) and provide a well 
established alternative. This is mainly due to their global coverage in high horizontal resolution, 
independence  of  weather  and daylight  conditions  and the  wide  availability  of  data  (Brekke & 
Solberg 2005). 
Oil slick detection in SAR images is possible because of the dampening effect that oil has on 
the short gravity-capillary waves present on the ocean surface  (Alpers & Espedal 2004). These 
waves  have  wavelengths  in  the  centimetre  to  decimetre  range,  producing  radar  backscatter 
according to Bragg scattering theory and are hence also called Bragg waves  (Alpers & Espedal 
2004). Due to the dampening effect, oil slicks appear dark against the brighter radar backscatter 
produced by Bragg waves. A precondition for detecting these slicks on the sea surface is that the 
wind is strong enough to generate Bragg waves (2 - 3ms -1) (Alpers & Espedal 2004) and the ideal 
wind conditions for  oil  slick detection was found to be between 3-7 ms -1(Garcia-Pineda et  al., 
2008). If the wind speeds are too low, the contrast between slicks and their surroundings are too low 
for detection and at higher wind speeds, the slicks tend to break up, hindering detection. Also, 
weathering  processes  such  as  evaporation,  emulsification  and  dispersion  (Brekke  &  Solberg 
2005) affect the visibility of oil slicks.   
Automatic detection and identification of natural oil slicks in SAR images is a very complex 
task because of the presence of look-alikes (L-A). These occur in areas where low wind conditions 
produce extensively dark areas, from man-made oil spills or biogenic films. The discrimination 
between natural oil slicks and L-As is challenging, even for a human operator, which emphasises 
the need for automatic detection. We aimed to develop an automatic system that detects dark objects 
and distinguishes between natural oil slicks and L-As and estimates the locations of oil seeps on the 
sea floor. This would reduce or even omit the workload on human operators who have to manually 
detect the same, especially with the increased amount of SAR data available  (Brekke & Solberg 
2005). The advantage of using an automatic algorithm is not just the reduction in processing time, 
but  also  the  global  coverage  that  can  be  accomplished.  The  presented  algorithm  has  been 
implemented in the programming language Python and uses a novel technique for discrimination 
between  slicks  and  L-As.  Though  many  automatic  oil  spill  detection  algorithms  exists,  no 
completely automatic oil slick and oil seep estimation algorithms have been reported. The algorithm 
runs completely automatically once the user specifies the mode of operation and the clustering 
distance for seep estimation (both are explained in detail in section 5).
II. STATE OF THE ART
There  have  been  many  studies  aimed  at  oil  spill  detection  using  SAR  images  but  no 
completely automatic natural oil seep estimator exists. A review of some of the automatic detection 
algorithms used for oil spill detection is presented in  Brekke & Solberg (2005). Some previously 
used segmentation,  or dark spot extraction techniques are adaptive thresholding  (Solberg et  al., 
1999), hysteresis thresholding (Kanaa et al., 2003), edge detection using Laplace of Gaussians or 
Difference  of  Gaussians  (Chang  et  al.,  2008),  wavelets  (Liu  et  al.,  1997) and  mathematical 
morphology (Gasull et al., 2002). Neural network based segmentation were demonstrated in Garcia-
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Pineda et al. (2009); Angiuli et al., (2006) and Del Frate et al. (2013). In semi-automatic oil spill 
detection, experienced human interpreters classify the segmented dark objects as slicks or L-As. 
Automatic algorithms employ classifiers to do the same. Feature based classifiers use features based 
on geometry, shape and physical characteristics of the backscatter of the segmented dark object or 
contextual  features  describing  the  slick  in  relation  to  its  surrounding  (Solberg  et  al.,  2007) to 
classify  objects.  Classifiers  using  a  Gaussian  density  function  based statistical  model  approach 
(Solberg et al., 1999), a Mahalanobis classifier (Fiscella et al., 2000) and neural networks have also 
been successfully used in Del Frate et al. (2013),  Del Frate et al. (2000) and Garcia-Pineda et al. 
(2009) to  classify  oil  spills  from  look-alikes.  Previous  studies  have  used  the  Unsupervised 
Semivariogram Textural Classifier (Miranda et al., 2004), (Bannerman et al., 2007), (Pedroso et al., 
2007) and (Quintero-marmol et al., 2003) for slick detection and classification of slicks from look-
alikes. Manual oil seep location estimation was conducted in (Zatyagalova & Golubov 2007), and 
semi-automatic techniques such as a Genetic Algorithm (Beisl et al., 2004) for determining clusters 
of slicks and their origins, the theory of Near Inertial Oscillation (NIO) (Li et al., 2013) for oil seep 
trajectories determination and texture-classifying neural network algorithm (TCNNA) in  Garcia-
Pineda  et  al.  (2009) have  been  developed.  While  many  automatic  slick  detection  and  semi-
automatic seep location algorithms exist, no fully automatic seep location algorithm was reported, 
apart from the preliminary version (Suresh et al., 2013) of our presented algorithm. 
III. TEST SITE
The Black Sea is located between Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania. 
It has a maximum depth of approximately 2200 m, a surface area of 420,000 km² and represents the 
largest land-locked basin in the world (Özsoy & Ünlüata 1997) and surface reservoir of dissolved 
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Figure 42: Illustration of oil slicks identified on ENVISAT ASAR images. Filled polygons 
are slicks from the recently reported seeps (G1, G2, G2b, G3, G4, G5, G5b, G6, G6b). The 
slicks from the Pechori Mound (PM) and Colkheti Seep (CS) are shown as empty polygons. 
Bathymetry: GEBCO 1 min. (Körber, 2012)
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methane (Reeburgh et al., 1991). It is largely anoxic due to the high methane oxidation rates and 
restricted water mass exchange (Reeburgh et al., 1991). A lot of research has been conducted about 
sources of methane in the Black Sea, but very little is known about oil seeps. Until now, one site 
located north-east  of the Turkish city  of Rize  (Robinson et  al.,  1996) and eleven sites [named 
Colkheti Seep, Pechori Mound, G1, G2, G2b, G3, G4, G5, G5b, G6 and G6b] offshore Georgia 
(Körber, 2012) have been discovered (Fig. 42). It has been suggested that the exclusive occurrence 
of oil seeps in the Eastern Black Sea is related to the combination of the depth of hydrocarbon 
deposit, compressional tectonics fostering diapiric sediments and fluid migration and the relatively 
thin sedimentary overburden on the potential source rocks  (Körber, 2012). Thermal modelling of 
hydrocarbon  generation  suggests  that  at  present  thermo-catalytic  processes  produce  gas  in  the 
central parts of the Black Sea while oil is generated only at the basin's margins, increasing chances 
of oil emerging from seeps in the margins (Robinson et al., 1996).
IV. DATASET USED
A dataset of 178 images from ENVISAT's ASAR sensor was used (Fig. 43a) with a temporal 
coverage of 9 years from 2002-2011 (Fig. 43b). Acquired in different imaging modes, 127 of these 
were in Image Mode Precision (IMP), 52 images in Wide Swath Mode (WSM) and 3 images were 
in Image Mode Medium (IMM). These modes have scene sizes of 100 x 100 km for IMP images, 
400 x 400 km and 56-100 km in across-track direction for WSM images and up to 4000 km for a 
stripe in along-track direction in IMM images. Their pixel spacings are 12.5 m for images acquired 
in IMP mode and 70 - 75 m for both IMM and WSM modes. 
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V. AUTOMATIC OIL SEEP LOCATION ESTIMATION (ASLE) 
The SAR signature of an oil slick will depend on the wavelength of small surface Bragg 
waves, the radar wavelength and the incidence angle of the sensor (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2009). The 
contrast between the oil slick and its surrounding, as well as the shape of the slick, depends on 
parameters like the wind speed and sea state,  ocean currents and the magnitude of oil  seepage 
(Garcia-Pineda  et  al.,  2009).  A  preliminary  version  of  the  ASLE  was  reported  in 
Suresh et al. (2013).  The ASLE system is  implemented  as  two main units:  An Automatic  Slick 
Detection Unit (ASDU) that detects oil slicks and estimates their origins in individual SAR images, 
and a Seep Location Estimator (SLE) that uses the previously estimated slick origins to estimate the 
geographic location of oil seeps on the sea floor (Fig. 44). The system is implemented such that oil  
slicks can be detected in single SAR images, but seep locations can be estimated only when a larger 
dataset of more than 2 images is  provided, due to the spatial  clustering routine.  A preliminary 
version of the ASLE was reported in Suresh et al. (2013).
Metadata information like date of acquisition, incidence angle, orbit description, calibration 
factor and corner coordinates are initially extracted to a separate file. The ASDU is designed to 
process the data in two modes: MODE-R, with relaxed classification rules, produces fewer misses, 
but  may  generate  more  false  detections.  MODE-R is  designed  for  small  datasets  where  every 
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Figure 44: The designed Automatic Oil Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) using N SAR 
images
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missed slick will matter. MODE-S consists of stricter classification rules and should be used with 
larger datasets. In each mode, the ASDU processes the SAR images in two branches (Fig. 44): the 
first branch calculates the Normalised Radar Cross Section (NRCS) values from the SAR image 
digital numbers as per (ESA Earth Online 2000-2014)
______________________[5]
where  DN² i , j is the digital number or pixel intensity for the pixel (i,j),  α i , j is the incidence 
angle for the pixel i,j and K is the absolute calibration constant.
Georeferencing and landmasking is then performed on the NRCS value image and the image 
is  saved for further use. The second branch of the ASDU processes the SAR image in 7 steps 
(Fig. 44). These are: converting digital numbers into gray values, georeferencing and landmasking, 
speckle  filtering,  segmentation  or  dark  objects  detection,  object  feature  extraction,  object 
classification, and finally, slick origin estimation. In the first step, the original SAR image with 
digital numbers is converted from 16 to 8 bits and bytescaled using a min-max algorithm which 
thresholds  the image to  99.73% of  the gray value distribution  as  per  Topouzelis  et  al.  (2007). 
Thereafter, land-masking is done using the Matplotlib. Basemap library of python which uses a 
1.25'  spaced  Global  Self-consistent,  Hierarchical,  High-resolution  Shoreline  database  (GSHHS) 
coastline  mask  (Whitaker  2011).  In  the  third  step,  speckle  filtering  of  the  grayscale  image  is 
achieved using a combination of a 3 x 3 Enhanced Lee filter followed by a 5 x 5 Enhanced Lee  
filter used previously in  Topouzelis et al. (2007). To maximise the contrast between the potential 
slicks  and  water,  histogram equalisation  is  performed. The  remaining  steps  of  the  ASDU  are 
explained in the subsequent sub-sections. 
A. SEGMENTATION
Since oil slicks appear dark in SAR images, the first task is to extract these dark regions. A 
thresholding based on a constant is not preferred because of the variations in backscatter intensities 
due to sea state and surface roughness (influenced by wind and ocean current) and incidence angle 
of the satellite. Mean filters are not used as they smooth the edges of dark objects especially when a 
large window size is used (Gasull et al., 2002) and adaptive thresholds behave well for removing 
noise  and  tracking  low  frequencies.  Hence,  we  use  a  non-linear  filter  implemented  using 
mathematical morphology as in Meyer (1986) and Gasull et al. (2002) where the adaptive threshold 
is calculated using a combination of grayscale closing and opening of the original image using a 
structuring  element  (SE)  of  a  set  size.  Pixels  with  values  above  the  threshold  are  set  to  1 
representing open water, while those below, are set  to 0 representing possible slick pixels.  The 
adaptive threshold σ th( x , y) can be calculated from Gasull et al. (2002) as 
 ___________________       [6]
which is the closing ϕB of the opening γB of the image f(x,y) and B is the SE. Details about 
the morphological segmentation technique are presented in Gasull et al. (2002).
The size of the SE affects the number of dark pixels being segmented and in turn affects the 
shape of the slick. If the SE size is too small, too many dark pixels are segmented in open waters 
but most of the slick pixels are preserved. On the other hand, if the SE size is too large, fewer dark  
pixels are segmented over open water but some slick pixels are lost. A SE of size 55 x 55 pixels was 
chosen to  best  preserve the entirety and shape of the slick.  After  thresholding,  pixels  in  an 8-
neighbourhood are joined to form dark objects. Small objects less than 0.065 km² in IMP and less 
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than 0.7 km² in WSM and IMM are excluded from further processing.
B. OBJECT FEATURE EXTRACTION
The following features can be extracted by the feature extraction unit:
1. Geometric features
a) Spread (S): It has a generally low value for thin and elongated shapes and a higher value for 
more  circular  shapes.  If  λ1  and  λ2  are  the  eigenvalues  derived  from  the  eigenvalue 
decomposition of the principal component analysis (PCA) vectors of the dark objects, then 
spread is defined from Del Frate et al. (2000) as:
_______________________     [7]
b) Area (A) [km²]: is the number of pixels in the dark-object multiplied by the pixel spacing of 
the image..
c) Aspect Ratio (AR): Ratio of the minor axis and major axis computed from the PCA. It takes 
low values for linear shapes and high values for irregular shapes. 
d) Width [km]: Minor axis of the PCA. We assume that the width is uniform.
e) Length [km] : Major axis computed from the PCA. 
f) Perimeter (P) [km] : pixels constituting the perimeter of the dark-object.
g) Complexity: It is defined from Del Frate et al. (2000) as 
 _____________________________   [8]
where P is the perimeter and A is the Area
This feature will take small values for simple geometries and larger values for more complex 
shapes. 
h) Center of Mass [pixels]: derived from the eigen values of the PCA. This is useful to find the 
position of and distance between objects.
2. Radiometric Features:
These features are calculated using the NRCS values of the SAR images and are:
a) Object Backscatter Mean (OMEAN) [dB] : The mean of the NRCS values of the dark object  
pixels.
b) Object  Backscatter  Standard Deviation (OSD) [dB]:  The standard deviation of the NRCS 
values of the dark object pixels.
c) Background Backscatter Mean (BMEAN) [dB]: Mean of the NRCS values of the pixels in the 
enclosing rectangle around the dark object.
d) Background standard deviation (BSD) [dB]: This is measured by analysing the variation in 
NRCS values of the pixels in an enclosing rectangle within a user-defined distance from the 
object. The distance between the object and the enclosing rectangle is chosen as 10 pixels. 
e) Mean Contrast (MeanC) [dB]: This is the difference between the mean background backscatter 
and the mean object backscatter.
f)  Max  Contrast  (MaxC)  [dB]  :  This  is  the  difference  between  the  maximum  background 
backscatter and the minimum object backscatter. 
g)  Standard  Deviation  Ratio  (SDR):  Defined  as  the  ratio  of  object  standard  deviation  to 
background standard deviation.
h) Mean Ratio (MR): Ratio of object mean backscatter to background mean backscatter.
3. Texture Features:
a) Object Power to Mean Ratio (OPMR): defined as OSD/OMEAN of the dark-object. According 
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to Solberg et al. (2007), high PMR values indicate low wind regions and hence high contrast 
between slick and surroundings is expected due to less weathering of the slick from wind. 
Vice versa is applicable for low PMR values.
b) Background Power to Mean ratio (BPMR): defined as the BSD/BMEAN of the background 
around the dark-object within the previously defined enclosing rectangle.
C. OBJECT CLASSIFICATION
      The classification algorithm must try to resemble the method that the human brain uses to 
choose between natural oil slicks and look-alikes. We chose a decision based classifier that employs 
a array of classification rules due to its speed and simplicity. 
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Figure 45: Subsets of ASAR images (modified from Körber (2012)) containing VOSs above the  
Colkheti seep (circle) and Pechori mound (star)
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C.1. Training Dataset
To understand the characteristics of natural oil slicks in comparison to oil spills and other 
look-alikes, a training dataset was created. This consisted of SAR images in which oil slicks were 
manually  detected  by  Körber  (2012) and  the  presence  of  seepage  from  natural  sources  was 
confirmed by hydroacoustics, sampling and visual observations (Körber, 2012). These are referred 
to as verified oil slicks (VOS). Our training dataset consisted of 11 ENVISAT images acquired in 
IMP mode and 6 images acquired in WSM. Some examples of the VOSs from Körber (2012) are 
shown in Fig. 45 and Fig. 46. Look-alikes (L-As) were analysed to understand how they can be 
distinguished from oil slicks. Fig. 47 shows examples of some L-As in C-band RADARSAT images 
that originate from wind shadowing by coastal topography  (Clemente-Colon & Yan 2000). Apart 
from wind-related L-As, a C-band SAR sensor is also affected by dampening of radar waves by 
rain-volume scattering  (Clemente-Colon & Yan 2000) and dampening of Bragg waves by rain-
induced turbulence in the upper water layer (Melsheimer et al., 2001). L-As could also be attributed 
to surfactants either from man-made oil spills and natural biogenic slicks produced by plankton. 
For  a  statistical  analysis,  SAR  images  in  the  training  dataset  were  landmasked  and 
georeferenced, speckle filtered and segmented as described in section A. Slicks were segmented in 
broken segments possibly due to inhomogeneous radar backscattering from the slick due to wind 
and sea-state as well as speckle noise. Since the entire shape of a slick was important for slick 
origin estimation, a joining procedure was implemented wherein the pixels in dark objects within 
0.5 km² from each other were joined together. This distance was chosen based on manual analyses 
of segmented slicks. Features for each dark object were then calculated. Separate analyses were 
conducted for dark objects in IMP and WSM mode as we observed that these objects had different 
characteristics and texture in different ASAR acquisition modes. The two acquisition modes look at 
ocean SAR features  at  different  scales  and must  hence  be treated separately. We also  attribute 
differences in ocean SAR features in the two modes to the coarser resolution and the sampling 
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Figure 46: Subsets of ASAR images containing VOSs from seeps modified from Körber (2012)
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employed in level-0 processing of the WSM images. Since the L-A objects chosen for analysis were 
very similar in appearance to VOSs, discrimination based on only spread and area features was 
difficult. However, from Fig. 48, we can infer that majority of the VOSs in both IMP and WSM 
images had low spread values (<15). Most of the VOSs in the IMP images in our dataset had areas 
of 5km² or less, and objects in WSM images varied from 10 km² to 120 km² in area. Hence, we 
chose to exclude objects in WSM images with areas greater than 150 km² as they were most likely 
to be look-alikes in our training dataset. Aspect ratios were also found to provide more information 
about the approximate geometry of the object. VOSs were seen to have aspect ratio values ranging 
from 0.1 to 0.7 with a mean of 0.23 (Fig. 49). 
According to Brekke & Solberg (2005), oil dampens the sea surface radar backscatter in the 
range of 0.6 dB to 13 dB while natural films, in the range of 0.8 dB to 11.3 dB. This shows that it is 
difficult to distinguish between them based on object mean backscatter alone. From Solberg et al. 
(1999), a human operator would have a higher belief that a dark spot is a slick if the surroundings  
are homogeneous, i.e. BSD is low. Hence if the BSD is low, the probability of the detected dark 
object being a slick is higher. This promoted us to analyse the OMEAN, BSD and BMEAN values 
for the objects in the training dataset.  
While the aspect ratio is object shape dependent, OMEAN, BMEAN and BSD are features 
that are dependent on object backscatter. Most VOSs are seen to have relatively higher OMEAN (-
14 to -8 dB), low BSD (less than 3.5 dB) and high BMEAN (-12 to -8 dB) (Fig. 49).  A physical 
explanation  for  the  relatively  higher  OMEAN  is  that  oil  slicks  produce  very  inhomogeneous 
backscatter, mainly due to the variation in the amount of oil present in different parts of the slick. 
Oil slicks have a less weathered and more weathered end depending on the wind speeds and ocean 
currents. The less weathered end corresponds to the part of the slick formed most recently and will 
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Figure 47: RADARSAT images showing look-alikes from a) tropical convective cells b) 
atmospheric internal gravity wave patterns c) shadowing effects produced as wind blows over 
the islands and d) rain cells (Clemente-Colon & Yan 2000)
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hence dampen the incidence SAR waves stronger than the more weathered parts of the slick. Slicks 
also tend to be inhomogeneous because, with time, the lighter compounds in the oil are moved less 
by wind while the heavier oil is moved more (Alpers & Espedal 2004). 
Low BSD values indicate relatively calmer sea surfaces. Since oil slicks tend to break up at 
higher wind speeds, objects with low BSD values indicate that sea surfaces are calm enough for the 
slick to persist for a while. The BSDs of the VOSs in the training dataset were consistent with this 
notion. Slicks are dark elongated objects set in a relatively brighter background, i.e. higher values of 
BMEAN. The physical significance of higher BMEAN values is that if an object is found in a 
region where the backscatter is very low (very dark region), then these are more likely to be regions 
of low wind rather than oil slicks. Hence, BSD eliminates objects that are situated in very rough sea 
surfaces, and BMEAN eliminates objects which are found in very dark areas such as low wind areas 
and rain cells.
C.2 Object Classification Unit
      The  rules  for  object  classification  were  acquired  based  on  our  analysis  of  the  training 
dataset.  In  Suresh et al. (2013), Area, Spread, OSD and Mean contrast were used to distinguish 
between slicks and L-As. Though these features worked well, we chose to use a combination of 6 
features for this present version of the ASLE. IMP and WSM (and IMM) images have different sets 
of rules due to the different pixel spacings and because the characteristics of L-As and VOSs were 
observed  to  be  different  in  different  modes.  Also,  different  rules  have  been  implemented  for 
MODE-R  and  MODE-S.  Objects  within  0.5  km  are  first  joined  to  preserve  the  slick  shape. 
Thereafter, the classification unit has been implemented as follows:
 1. Area (A) and Spread (S) values for the dark objects are found in order to determine the basic 
shape of the object. An object is given the attribute of long if its spread value is less than the set 
threshold, and round, if greater. Similarly, an object is big, or small based on whether its area is 
greater than or less than the set area threshold, respectively. The objects are hence assigned with 
attributes  of  being  either  big-long,  small-long or  small-round.  The big-round objects  are 
immediately disposed based on our statistical analyses of the VOSs in the training dataset. 
 2. A distance criterion is then used to retain small-long and small-round objects that are within 3 
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km and 1 km, respectively, from a big-long object. This criterion ensures that slicks segmented in 
broken parts are preserved. The other dark objects are eliminated. 
 3. Aspect Ratios (AR) are then calculated using PCA. Objects with AR within the rules defined in 
the Table. 3 are retained.
 4. BSD,  OMEAN and BMEAN are  computed.  Objects  are  retained if  their  feature  values  are 
within the defined rules (Table. 3).
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Table 3: The defined object classification rules
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D. Slick Origin Estimation 
The slick origin is the point on the sea surface where the oil reaches the sea surface. At this 
point, the oil is the freshest and is expected to have the largest dampening effect on the incident 
SAR waves. Though this notion has been successfully used to determine slick origins in  Körber, 
(2012), it did not work accurately when tested with our slick origin detection algorithm. This could 
be attributed to the presence of speckle noise and loss of slick pixels during the process of filtering 
and segmentation. Slicks usually tend to be wider at their origin than at the older (trailing) end 
(Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010). However, in some images, it was noticed that the trailing end of the 
slick was wider  than the origin,  possibly due to oil  accumulation during calm ocean and wind 
conditions  (Alpers & Espedal 2004). Our algorithm is hence designed to detect both ends of the 
slick. The widest end is detected by locating the widest part of the slick using a chessboard distance  
transformation and thereafter determining the end closest to it. The trailing end is thus located as the 
end nearest to the thinnest part of the slick segment. 
E. Seep Location Estimation
The Seep Location Estimator uses the slick origins in the entire dataset,  to estimate the 
location of the feeding seep on the seafloor. In Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010), slick origins within 2500 
m from one another are chosen to belong to the same seep cluster. Based on that, our seep location 
estimator is designed to cluster slick origins within a 2.5 km distance and the mean centre of the 
cluster is estimated as the seep location. During this clustering, both ends of the slick estimated by 
the slick origin estimation unit are considered. During clustering, if both ends of the slick are within 
the same cluster, then the slick end closest to the mean centre of the cluster is chosen as the slick 
origin. The seep location estimates are then plotted on a map. A count of the number of slick origins 
in each cluster is made. This count describes the number of times a slick was detected in a 2.5 km 
radius in temporally varying images. A detection percentage, defined as the number of times slicks 
emerging from the same seep were detected divided by number of SAR images of that area is 
calculated.  The higher the detection percentage, the higher the confidence in the estimated seep 
location.  The end-product  of  the  algorithm is  a  map of  the  estimated  seep  locations  and their 
corresponding detection percentages.
VI. RESULTS
         The ASLE is the first of its kind that processes stacks of SAR images to produce seep location  
estimates automatically. The ASLE was tested first on the training dataset and thereafter on the 
whole dataset of 178 SAR images. The seep locations estimated by the ASLE are then compared 
with known seep sites and seep locations estimated from manual detection by Körber (2012).
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A. Results of the ASDU on the training dataset
 The VOSs and L-As were input to the ASDU separately. The output of the ASDU is shown 
in Table. 4 and shows the slick detecting efficiency of the ASDU. 82.9% of the input IMP VOSs 
and 80% in WSM VOSs were classified correctly in MODE-R. When the L-As were considered in 
MODE-R,  23.8% were  correctly  classified  in  IMP images  and  50% in  WSM images.  Correct 
classification of L-As increases to 66.7% and 76.7% in IMP and WSM images, respectively, in 
MODE-S, but more VOSs are missed, decreasing the classification efficiencies to 65.7% and 40% 
in IMP and WSM images, respectively. 
B. Results of the ASLE on the entire dataset
The ASDU, in both modes, processed an image in under 2 hours on a AMD Phenom(tm) II 
X4 quad core (3.4 GHz) processor. Dark objects were segmented and their geometric, radiometric 
and  textural  features  extracted.  Objects  classified  as  slicks  were  retained  and  their  origins 
determined. Fig. 50 shows the subset of an image acquired on 08 Apr. 2008 at various stages in the 
ASDU processing. The final results of the algorithm, a map of the test site with the estimated seep 
candidate locations and their detection percentages is shown in Fig. 51. 
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Figure 50: Subset of a ASAR IMP image acquired on 08 Apr. 2008. a) Speckle filtered image b) 
segmentation results. Classification results in MODE-R based on c) Area and Spread d) Aspect 
Ratio e) Object Mean Backscatter (OMEAN), f) Background Standard Deviation (BSD) and g) 
Background Mean backscatter (BMEAN)   
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In MODE-R, 1497 seep candidates were estimated by the ASLE algorithm when a spatial 
clustering of 2.5 km was used. 1306 of the estimated seep candidates had detection percentages of 
less than 10%, 191 candidates with detection percentages between 10% and 15 % and 14 seep 
candidates  were  estimated  with  detection  percentages  greater  than  15%.  Fig. 51  shows  their 
location.  The  yellow  dots  represent  the  location  of  the  seep  candidates  that  have  detection 
percentages below 10% and red dots represent seep candidates estimated with detection percentages 
from  10%  to  15%.  Green  dots  are  those  seep  candidates  that  were  estimated  with  detection 
percentages greater than 15%. The size of the dot varies according to the count of slick origins in 
the cluster. The pink triangles represent the sites of the 12 previously known oil seeps from Körber, 
(2012). 9 out of the 12 known seeps locations were estimated in MODE1. Their corresponding 
detection  percentages  are  shown  in  Table.  5.  426  seep  candidate  locations  were  estimated  in 
MODE-S, 396 seep candidates with detection percentages less than 10%, 28 seep candidates with 
detection percentages between 10%-15% and 2 greater than 15%. 7 of the known seeps locations 
were estimated by the ASLE in MODE-S. The detection percentages of the seeps located near the 
known seeps are shown in Table. 5.
C. ASLE versus human classification
Efficiency of the ASLE results can be analysed by comparing the automatic slick detection 
results to manual detection results. For each of the 12 known seeps, the details used to estimate the 
seep locations were acquired from Körber (2012). The SAR images with faintly visible slicks, low 
wind speeds and L-As around potential  slicks were excluded from comparison, mainly because 
segmentation yields false positives. The remaining SAR images were viewed in a GIS  (“QGIS 
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Figure 51: The estimated seep candidate locations in the Black Sea in MODE-R. The size of the 
dot varies according to the number of origins in a spatial cluster of 2.5 km. The dots represent 
mean centres of the clusters
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Development Team Version, 2011) along with their corresponding ASDU outputs. Outlines were 
created for the slicks that were both automatically and manually detected by  Körber (2012). The 
number of times the ASDU detected a manually detected slick provides us with the slick detection 
efficiency. The results are shown in Table. 6, and a brief description of our results are provided 
below.
At  the  Colkheti  Seep  and  Pechori  Mound  slicks  were  manually  detected  in  26  images 
(Körber et al., 2014) and are shown in Fig. 52. Three of the 26 images were not present in our 
dataset. Slicks in the images acquired on 28 March 2005, 20 November 2007, 20 November 2008, 
11 January 2010, 24 May 2010 and 05 September 2011 were very faint and not segmented by our 
segmentation  unit.  The  slicks  in  these  images  appeared  so  similar  to  L-As  that  even  manual 
detection was difficult. In the remaining 17 ASAR images, the ASLE detected 13 slicks above the 
Colkheti Seep and 12 slicks above the Pechori Mound, corresponding to detection efficiencies of 
76.4% and  70.5%,  respectively  (Fig.  51).  Since  the  two  seeps  are  spatially  very  close,  slicks 
emerging from them were sometimes segmented as one large slick. The filled polygon shows the 
three additional slicks that our ASDU has detected.
Similarly, the slicks emerging from the other 11 seeps were analysed. For site G1, visual 
inspection of the 19 SAR images in which slicks were manually detected showed that only 10 
images could be considered in our automatic analyses (the other images were either too dark/not in 
the dataset/slicks were too faint to be detected). 4 out of these 10 slicks were automatically detected 
by the ASLE on 14 May 2009, 31 July 2006, 02 June 2004 and 15 September 2003 producing a 
detection efficiency of 40%. 4 slicks ( 29 July 2004, 01 August 2007, 22 March 2010 and 16 June 
2010) of the 10 manually detected slicks were automatically detected for site G2, producing a 
detection efficiency of 40%. 3 slicks (16 June 2010, 31 July 2006 and 29 July 2004) of the 5 
manually detected slicks, were automatically detected for site G2b, producing a detection efficiency 
of 60%. For the site G3, 1 slick was automatically detected in the image acquired on 15 September 
2003  compared  to  3  manually  detected  slicks.  However,  two  more  slicks  were  automatically 
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Table 5: Detection Percentages of the seep locations estimated near the known seep sites
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detected in images acquired on 08 April 2008 and 22 October 2011. For the site G4, 5 slicks were  
manually detected, and 3 of these (01 Aug 2007, 13 September 2010 and 15 September 2003) were 
detected by our algorithm, producing a detection efficiency of 60%. The detection efficiency of the 
ASDU for slicks above site G5 is higher (80%) as 4 out of the 5 manually detected slicks were 
automatically detected by the algorithm (01 August 2007, 29 July 2004, 15 September 2003 and 06 
April 2011). Apart from the previously detected slicks, an additional slick was detected in the image 
acquired on 05 November 2003 over the site G5. Slicks above site G6 were manually detected in 4 
images, but only one of these slicks was automatically detected (22 March 2010). However, a slick 
above G6 was automatically detected in the image acquired on 01 August 2007. 5 slicks above the 
Rize  seep  were  automatically  detected  compared  to  8  manual  detections,  yielding  a  detection 
percentage of 62.5%.
VII. DISCUSSION
The ASLE produces locations of seep candidates in a completely novel automated process 
without  the aid of a  human operator. The results  presented above demonstrate  its  potential  for 
automatically detecting natural oil slicks and oil seeps from SAR images. Dark spot detection or 
segmentation  is  considered  a  critical  step  in  oil  slick  detection  and  the  accuracies  of  feature 
extraction  and classification  greatly  depend on the  accuracy of  segmentation  (Del  Frate  et  al., 
2013). The ASLE segmentation routine, consisting of dark-spot detection and small-area removal, 
takes 5s on a 3.4 GHz processor to segment dark objects in a 8192x8836 pixel IMP image. As per 
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Del Frate et al. (2013), the segmentation times for the PCNN model is 7s on a 512 x 512 pixel 
image (2.2 GHz processor) and 11s  in  Shu et  al.  (2010).  The larger  slicks  were noticed to  be 
segmented very accurately while the smaller slicks in the vicinity of large slicks were omitted, 
especially in IMP images. While during manual image analyses, contrast enhancement was possible 
when the image was too dark or too bright, this is not possible during automation. Though the 
ASDU employs histogram equalisation,  the contrast  between slicks and their  surrounding is, in 
some cases, insufficient for segmentation, prohibiting the slick detection. Another point that must 
be considered is that once a slick has been detected in a particular location, the human brain uses 
this  information as apriori and automatically searches for traces of a slick around this location, 
thereby allowing the faintest of slicks to be detected. 
The results of the ASLE are seep locations estimated with detection percentages. Please note 
that all  images in the dataset were considered in this  analysis,  irrespective of wind speeds and 
visibility of slicks i.e. the images in which the slick is very faintly visible and/or where the slick is 
merged with look-alikes, resulting in the reduction of detection percentages. This will be eliminated 
in the future by considering wind information and hence eliminating those images with low wind or 
high wind. The ASDU was successful in correctly detecting slicks in comparison to the 78.4% 
efficiency of the oil spill detection algorithm described in Solberg et al. (2007) when tested on the 
training dataset. This shows that the defined rules worked efficiently in discriminating oil slicks and 
L-As. This is demonstrated in Fig. 50a, where two slicks are visible: the left, longer slick, emerging 
from the Colkheti Seep and the right, smaller slick, emerging from the Pechori Mound. The dark 
area close to the centre of the Colkheti Seep slick is most likely caused by a rain cell in that region. 
The dark area due to the rain cell was segmented and was present until the 3 rd classification step 
( Fig.  50e).  The  classification  based  on  object  mean  backscatter  effectively  removes  this  L-A. 
Fig. 50 also shows that the implemented joining procedure has been successful in maintaining the 
shape and length of the slick even though the slick was segmented as different  segments.  The 
effectiveness of the distance criteria used in the object classification unit which helps prevent the 
loss of smaller slick segments is also demonstrated in Fig. 50.
We also analysed the results of the ASLE when the spatial clustering distance was increased 
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to 3.5 km. This is mainly because some parts of slicks were not segmented and hence slick origins 
estimated from these parts would lie a distance away from the visual slick origin.  When spatial 
clustering was increased to 3.5 km, the detection percentages of the seep candidates was seen to 
increase. In MODE-R, all of the known seep locations were estimated by the ASLE with detection 
percentages as shown in Table. 5, and a total of 2261 seep candidate locations were estimated, 54 of 
which were calculated with detection percentages of 15% and greater. In MODE-S, the number of 
estimated seep candidates increased to 684 when a spatial clustering of 3.5 km was used, 9 of which 
possessed detection percentages of greater than 15%. 
Spatial clustering of 3.5 km in depths of 800-1500m (where the known seeps are located) 
and considering seeps locations that have been estimated with detection percentages of 15% or 
greater are optimisation techniques for the future seep location estimation. Other ways to improve 
the ASLE would be to reduce the processing time of the algorithm by optimising the joining close-
segments routine. This routine is important for preserving slick shapes but presently takes 30 mins 
to join close segments in an IMP image and almost 1 hour for a WSM image. By reducing the time 
involved here, the processing time of the ASLE can be brought down to 20-30 mins per image. 
Further improvements to the ASLE would be to incorporate wind-information in order to eliminate 
images in which wind-speeds are either too high or too low. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
Synthetic Aperture Radar images provide weather and daylight independent data that can be 
effectively used for natural oil slick and oil seep estimation. The designed algorithm is the first 
completely  automated  oil  seep  location  estimator  that  uses  SAR  data.  This  system  has  been 
designed and implemented in the open source programming language Python allowing for a wide 
range of scientific applications. The ASLE segments dark objects, classifies them as slicks or L-As 
and estimates the slick origins. Seep locations are then estimated by spatial clustering of temporally 
recurrent slick origins. The ASLE can thus be used for larger datasets where the human operator 
will have a huge workload. The results of the designed system shows that it is a promising tool for 
the estimation of seep locations as well as for the detection of natural oil slicks. An advantage of 
having a separate ASDU is that it can be used to detect natural oil slicks and oil spills in individual 
SAR images. The two modes of operation allows the user to set the rules for classification based on 
the the size of the dataset and the required accuracy. The novel feature based classification used for 
object classification works efficiently in discriminating between slicks and L-As. 
The efficiency of the Automatic Seep location estimator (ASLE) and the Automatic Slick 
Detection Unit  (ASDU) was assessed after processing 178 SAR images of the Black Sea.  The 
ASLE successfully estimates the locations of 9 known seeps in MODE-R when 2.5 km spatial 
clustering was employed. The ASDU detects the larger slicks with slick detection efficiencies of 
greater than 70%. The Colkheti seep and Pechori Mound, the two most dominantly seeping seeps, 
were detected automatically with detection efficiencies of 76% and 71%, respectively. 
Since the recently launched C-band Sentinel-1 SAR satellite, launched by ESA on 03 April 
2014, aims to provide free and open access data and has similar image parameters as the ENVISAT 
ASAR images, the ASLE will prove to be an effective tool for oil seep location estimation as well 
as oil slick detection in the years to come.
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ABSTRACT
The Automatic oil Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) described in this paper is a system that can 
automatically estimate the locations of potential oil seeps using SAR images. The ASLE segments 
dark areas in SAR images, calculates direct features related to geometry and backscatter as well as 
contextual features like wind speed and direction for each dark object and uses them to classify the 
object as either a natural oil slick or a look-alike. The classification scheme has been implemented 
using a rule-based approach. The slick origins are detected and clustered together spatially to detect 
the  feeding  seep  locations.  A preliminary  dataset  of  25  images  from  ENVISAT's  Advanced 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) was used to test the algorithm. The results show the addition of 
contextual information helps reduce false positives in automatic slick detection.
KEYWORDS
Automatic detection, segmentation, classification, Oil slick, Oil slick, SAR
I. INTRODUCTION
Not all of the crude oil in the ocean is released from anthropogenic sources. The Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution states that 'as much as one half of the oil that enters the coastal 
environment  comes from natural  seeps  of  oil  and gas'  (Woods  Hole  Oceanographic  Institution 
2014). Faults or fractures in the seabed provide natural fluid pathways through which gas bubbles, 
sometimes coated with oil, are released into the water column. While bubbles dissolve in the water 
column, a certain amount reaches the surface, where the gas is released into the atmosphere and the 
oil  forms an oil  slick on the sea surface  (Garcia-Pineda et  al.,  2010).  Satellites  equipped with 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) are the most efficient and superior sensors for oil spill detection 
due to their  global coverage in high horizontal resolution,  independent of weather and daylight 
conditions and the wide availability of data  (Brekke & Solberg 2005).  Automatic detection and 
identification of natural oil slicks in SAR images is a very complex task because of the presence of 
look-alikes (L-A). These occur in areas where low wind conditions produce extensively dark areas, 
from man-made oil spills or biogenic films. The discrimination between natural oil slicks and L-As 
is challenging, even for a human operator, which emphasises the difficulties in automatic detection. 
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The ability of SAR to detect natural oil slicks is strongly influenced by wind speed and sea-state 
(Garcia-Pineda  et  al.,  2009).  Detection  of  slicks  is  challenged if  wind speeds  are  too high for 
surfactant layers to form, and more look-alikes are formed in low wind conditions (Garcia-Pineda et 
al., 2009). 
A preliminary version of an automatic detection system for oil seep origin estimation is 
provided in  Suresh et  al.  (2013).  This  system segments  dark  objects,  calculates  direct  features 
related to geometry and backscattering, and uses these features to classify objects as slicks or look-
alikes  (L-A).  This  paper  presents  an  upgraded  version  where  contextual  instantaneous  wind 
information is used to further eliminate look-alikes. A dataset consisting of 25 SAR images from the 
years  2003 to  2011,  acquired  by  ASAR on ENVISAT has  been used  to  test  this  system.  The 
presented algorithm has been implemented in the programming language Python and uses a novel 
technique for discrimination between slicks and L-As. Though many automatic oil spill detection 
algorithms exists, no automatic oil seep estimation algorithms have been reported.
II. STUDY AREA
The Black Sea is located between Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Turkey, Bulgaria and Romania. 
It has a maximum depth of approximately 2200 m, a surface area of 4.2x105 km² and represents the 
largest land-locked basin in the world (Özsoy & Ünlüata 1997) and surface reservoir of dissolved 
methane (Reeburgh et al., 1991). Until now, one seep site located north-east of the Turkish city of 
Rize (Robinson et al., 1996) and eleven sites [named Colkheti Seep, Pechori Mound, G1, G2, G2b, 
G3, G4, G5, G5b, G6 and G6b] offshore Georgia have been discovered (Körber et al., 2014)
III. AUTOMATIC SEEP LOCATION ESTIMATOR
The Automatic  Seep Location Estimator  (ASLE) is  implemented as two main units:  An 
Automatic  Slick  Detection  Unit  (ASDU)  that  detects  oil  slicks  and  estimates  their  origins  in 
individual SAR images, and a Seep Location Estimator (SLE) that uses the previously estimated 
slick origins to estimate the geographic location of oil seeps on the seafloor (Fig. 53). Metadata 
information like date of acquisition, incidence angle, orbit description, calibration factor and corner 
coordinates are initially extracted to a separate file. The ASDU is designed to process the data in 
two modes: MODE-R, with relaxed classification rules and MODE-S with stricter classification 
rules.
The ASDU processes the SAR images in two branches (Fig. 53): the first branch calculates 
the Normalised Radar Cross Section (NRCS) values from the SAR image digital numbers as per 
(ESA Earth Online 2000-2014). Georeferencing and landmasking is then performed on the NRCS 
value image and the image is saved for further use. The second branch of the ASDU processes the 
SAR  image  in  7  steps  (Fig.  53).  These  are:  converting  digital  numbers  into  gray  values, 
georeferencing and landmasking, speckle filtering, segmentation or dark objects detection, object 
feature extraction, object classification, and finally, slick origin estimation. In the first step, the 
original SAR image with digital numbers is converted from 16 to 8 bits and bytescaled using a min-
max algorithm  (Topouzelis et al.,  2007). Thereafter, land-masking is done using a 1.25° spaced 
Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical, High-resolution Shoreline database (GSHHS) coastline mask 
(Whitaker 2011) and speckle filtering of the grayscale image is achieved as in  Topouzelis et al., 
(2007).
A. Segmentation
Segmentation  is  performed  using  the  non-linear  filter  implemented  using  mathematical 
morphology as in Meyer (1986) and Gasull et al. (2002) where the adaptive threshold is calculated 
using a combination of grayscale closing and opening of the original image using a structuring 
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element (SE) of a set size. Details about the morphological segmentation technique are presented in 
Gasull et al. (2002) and Suresh et al. (2013).
B. Object Feature Extraction
For each dark object, features are computed. These are geometric features, that describe the 
shape  and  geometry,  and  radiometric  features,  that  describe  the  backscatter  information.  To 
calculate the radiometric features of the background, an enclosing rectangle, set 10 pixels from the 
object, are analysed. The following features are extracted:
 1. Geometric features:
 a) Spread (S): derived from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). S will be low for long 
and thin objects (Del Frate et al., 2000).
 b) Area (A) [km²]
 c) Aspect Ratio (AR): computed using the PCA, as the ratio of minor axis and major axis.
 d) Centre of Mass [pixel coordinates]
 2. Radiometric features:
 a) Object Backscatter Mean (OMEAN) [dB]
 b) Background Backscatter Standard Deviation (BSD)[dB]
 c) Background Backscatter Mean (BMEAN) [dB]
C. Object Classification
       The rules for object classification have been defined based on our analysis of the training 
dataset of 17 SAR images in which oil slicks emerging from known seep locations were manually 
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detected by  Körber  (2012).  Image Mode Precision (IMP) and Wide Swath Mode (WSM) (and 
Image Mode Medium Resolution (IMM)) images were defined to have different sets of rules due to 
their  different  pixel  spacings.  Also,  different  rules  have  been  implemented  for  MODE-R  and 
MODE-S.  Objects  within  0.5  km  are  first  joined  to  preserve  the  slick  shape.  Thereafter,  the 
classification unit has been implemented as shown in Table. 7.
D. Slick end Estimation
           The ASLE detects both ends of the slick. The widest end, which has been previously used as  
the slick origin in  Garcia-Pineda et al. (2009), is detected by locating the widest part of the slick 
using a chessboard distance transformation and thereafter determining the end closest to it. The 
trailing end, located as the end nearest to the thinnest part of the slick segment, is also detected.
E. Elimination based on Wind Information
The most popular methods for SAR wind direction retrieval are based on the imaging of 
ocean SAR features like wind streaks and marine atmospheric boundary layer rolls as these are well 
aligned with surface wind directions  (Horstmann & Koch 2004). Wind direction retrieval may be 
conducted using either the Local Gradient Method (Koch 2004) or the Fast Fourier Transformation 
Method (FFT-Method) (Lehner et al., 1998). The calculated wind directions are then provided to the 
model function that relates the NRCS of the ocean surface to the local near-surface wind speed, 
wind direction versus antenna look direction and incidence angle (Horstmann & Koch 2004). For 
C-band SAR, the most commonly used geophysical wind speed retrieval model is the CMOD5 
(Hersbach et al., 2007). This technique of wind-retrieval only works when the SAR images do not 
contain dark-features like oil slicks or low-wind related look-alikes. 
The ERA-Interim reanalysis data provides an alternative. It is the latest global atmospheric 
reanalysis produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Dee 
et al., 2011). The data is produced in a sequential data assimilation scheme, advancing forward in 
time using 12-hourly analysis cycles. In each cycle, available observations are combined with prior 
information from a forecast model to estimate the evolving state of the global atmosphere and its 
underlying surface (Dee et al., 2011). The use of the forecast model equations allows to extrapolate 
information  from  a  locally  observed  parameters  to  unobserved  parameters  in  a  physically 
meaningful  way. ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis  data  are  downloaded from  ECMWF for  the 
detected slicks. The daily U and V wind components are available in 6 hour intervals. By choosing 
the wind components with the least difference in time between slick detection and wind component 
acquisition,  the wind direction and wind speed at  the time of slick detection is  calculated.  The 
previously detected slick ends detected in low wind regions (< 3ms-1) and high wind (> 10 ms-1) 
(Brekke & Solberg 2005) are eliminated as they are more likely to originate from L-As. Slick ends 
detected  in  ideal  wind  speeds  (Garcia-Pineda  et  al.,  2010) (3  -  7 ms-1)  are  assigned  higher 
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confidence. 
F. Seep Location Estimation
          The Seep Location Estimator uses the previously estimated slick ends to deduce the location 
of  the  feeding  seep  on  the  seafloor. Based  on  Garcia-Pineda  et  al.  (2010),  our  seep  location 
estimator is designed to cluster slick end that are within 2.5 km. The mean centre of the cluster is 
estimated as the seep location. If both ends of a slick are present in the same seep cluster, then the 
slick end closest to the mean centre of the cluster is chosen as the slick origin. The slick origins  
detected  under  normal  wind conditions  (Brekke  & Solberg 2005) (  3-10 ms-1)  and  ideal  wind 
conditions  (Garcia-Pineda et al.,  2010) are subjected to separate clustering, thus providing seep 
location estimates under normal wind conditions and ideal wind conditions. These are then plotted 
on a map. A count of the number of slick origins in each cluster is made, and repeating slick origins 
are not counted. 
IV. DATASET USED AND RESULTS
The system described in Suresh et al., (2013) was implemented using only direct features for 
object classification has been tested on a dataset of 122 SAR images of the Black Sea and results 
showed that the known oil seep locations were detected with a maximum detection percentage of 
42%. The ASLE reported in this paper is an upgraded version which uses new features as well as 
wind-information to eliminate possible outliers. For a preliminary implementation and testing, a 
dataset of 25 SAR images, from 2003-2011, from the Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) 
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Figure 54: Subsets of ASAR images (modified from Körber (2012) containing 
verified oil slicks above the Colkheti Seep (circle) and Pechori Mound (star)
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on board the European Space Agency's (ESA) Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT) have been used. 
The ASAR images acquired are in IMP and WSM. These modes have scene sizes of 100 x 100 km 
and 400 x 400 km and 56-100 km in across-track direction, respectively. Their pixel spacings are 
12.5 m and 75 m respectively. 18 out of these 25 images contained manually detected oil slicks, 
detected and verified by Körber et al. (2014) (Fig. 54). The other 7 images contain dark areas that 
may or may not be caused by an oil seep. ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis data are downloaded 
from ECMWF for the detected slicks. We chose to use ECMWF wind data with grid cell size of 
0.125 x 0.125 degree. The daily U and V wind components are available in 6 hour intervals. An 
example of wind direction and speed calculation from ECMWF data is provided in Fig. 55. 
The results of the ASLE designed using a direct analysis of SAR images and tested on a 
larger dataset are presented in  Suresh et al., (2013). When no contextual information was used, a 
total of 131 seep candidate locations were estimated in the dataset of 25 images. Many of these 
seeps were estimated near the coast arising from L-As. The number of estimated seep locations 
reduces to  80 when only slick ends in  normal  wind conditions are  selected.  The seep location 
estimated from the high-confidence slick origins (ideal wind conditions) decrease further 60 seep 
candidates, and most of the coastal outliers have been eliminated. Seep estimation using only direct 
analysis of SAR images resulted in the estimation of all 11 known seep locations, but with more 
false-detections.  The  use  of  contextual  information  resulted  in  the  reduction  in  these  false-
detections.  All  11  known  seep  sites  were  detected  under  normal  wind  condition  seep  origin 
clustering,  and  6  out  of  the  11  known  seeps  were  detected  when  the  ideal  wind-condition 
thresholding was used (Fig. 56).
VI. CONCLUSION
The ASLE has been tested to prove that it is a very efficient and effective way to detect oil 
seeps and natural oil slicks in SAR images. This will help reduce the workload and computational 
time involved in the manual inspection of SAR images. Addition of contextual information to the 
previous direct feature based object classification has helped eliminate false detections near coastal 
regions caused by wind related look-alikes. Hydroacoustic surveys of global water for the detection 
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of oil seeps are not just impractical but also expensive. Our algorithm will be very valuable for the 
preliminary  indications  of  possible  oil  seeps  that  could  then  be  investigated  further  with 
hydroacoustic techniques. 
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Figure 56: ASLE seep location estimates. Pink triangles represent the known seeps. The blue 
dots represent the seep candidate locations calculated using a) Direct feature based slick 
detection b) Direct feature based slick detection and elimination of slicks in low and high wind 
regions c) Direct feature based slick detection followed by elimination of slicks in non ideal-
wind regions
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Abstract
The optimised Automatic oil Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) described in this paper is a system 
that automatically estimates the locations of potential oil seeps from SAR images. It segments dark 
areas  in  SAR images,  calculates  direct  features  related  to  geometry  and  backscatter  and  uses 
contextual  features  like  wind  speed  to  distinguish  between  natural  oil  slicks  and  look-alikes. 
Implemented in Python using a rule-based approach, the classifier provides a valuable tool for the 
detection  of  oil  slicks  and  offshore  seepage  from  SAR  images.  The  improvement  of  adding 
contextual information to the ASLE and the results of testing this new version of the algorithm on 
the previously tested Black Sea dataset is discussed in this paper. The latter part of the paper shows 
the robustness of the ASLE in terms of SAR sensors and its use in global waters. It also describes 
the efficiency of the ASLE with respect to other existing algorithms and the results show that the 
ASLE can successfully detect active seeps with higher detection percentages. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Satellites equipped with Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) are the most efficient and superior 
sensors for oil spill detection due to their global coverage in high horizontal resolution, independent 
of  weather  and daylight  conditions  coupled with the wide availability  of  SAR data  (Brekke & 
Solberg 2005). Automatic detection and identification of natural oil slicks in SAR images is a very 
complex task because of the presence of look-alikes (L-A). These are likely to appear in areas 
where low wind conditions produce extensively dark areas, from man-made oil spills, or biogenic 
films. The discrimination between natural oil slicks and L-As is challenging, even for a human 
operator, which emphasises the difficulties in automatic detection. The ability of SAR to detect 
natural oil slicks is strongly influenced by wind speeds and sea-states (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2009). 
Detection of slicks is challenged if wind speeds are too high for surfactant layers to form and more 
look-alikes are detected in low wind conditions  (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2009). SAR images of the 
ocean under low wind conditions also appear too dark for slick detection.
The Automatic Seep location estimator is a tool that can be used to detect offshore seepage 
and slicks in SAR image (Suresh et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2014; Suresh et al., 2015). This system 
segments dark objects, calculates direct features related to geometry and backscatter, and uses these 
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features to classify objects as slicks or L-As. Implemented in the programming language Python, it 
uses a novel rule-based technique for the discrimination between slicks and L-As. Though many 
automatic  oil  spill  detection  algorithms  exists,  the  ASLE is  the  first  fully  automatic  oil  seep 
estimation algorithms to have been reported (Suresh et al., 2015). 
While the previous version of the algorithms were designed with an object classifier that uses only 
direct object features (Suresh et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2015), the improvement by using contextual 
information was tested in  Suresh et al.  (2014). The seep estimate results were seen to be more 
refined when both direct and contextual features were used (Suresh et al., 2014). Hence, the dataset 
of 178 images of the Black sea, previously processed with only direct features (Suresh et al., 2015), 
was re-processed with the use of contextual information. This paper presents the results of this 
analysis and explains the improvement of the seep location estimates when contextual information 
is used. The last part of this paper focuses on the robustness of the ASLE with other SAR sensors. A 
dataset of 20 images of the northern Gulf of Mexico from RADARSAT-1 was processed by the 
optimised version of the ASLE introduced in this paper and the detected slicks and the estimated 
seep locations that were estimated are reported. Since this region has been previously studied using 
the semi-automatic Texture Classifying Neural Network algorithm, TCNNA (Garcia-Pineda et al., 
2009; Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010), a comparison between our results and the previously reported 
TCNNA results is reported. Some of the RADARSAT images and the slicks detected from their 
using  the  TCNNA are  available  online.  Hence,  the  last  part  of  this  paper  compares  the  slick 
detection results between the ASLE and the TCNNA and the results of the seep locations estimated 
in the northern Gulf of Mexico using both algorithms.
II. AUTOMATIC SEEP LOCATION ESTIMATOR
The Automatic Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) (Suresh et al., 2015) is implemented as two 
units:  one  the  detects  and  classifies  oil  slicks  and  their  slick  ends  in  SAR images,  called  the 
Automatic  Slick  Detection  Unit  (ASDU),  and  a  Seep  Location  Estimator  (SLE)  that  uses  the 
previously estimated slick ends to estimate the geographic location of oil seeps on the seafloor 
(Fig. 57).  The  ASDU  is  designed  to  process  the  data  in  two  modes:  MODE-R,  with  relaxed 
classification rules and MODE-S with stricter classification rules. 
Detailed explanations of the methods and processes involved in the processing of the raw SAR 
image is described in  Suresh et al. (2015) and a brief explanation is provided in this section. The 
ASDU processes the image in two branches: the first calculates the Normalised Radar Cross section 
of the image and the second processes the SAR image in 7 steps (Fig. 57). These are: converting 
digital numbers into gray values, georeferencing and landmasking, speckle filtering, segmentation 
or dark objects detection, object feature extraction, object classification, and finally, slick origin 
estimation. Land-masking is conducted using a 1.25' spaced Global Self-consistent, Hierarchical, 
High-resolution Shoreline database (GSHHS) coastline mask (Whitaker 2011) and speckle filtering 
of the grayscale image is achieved as in Topouzelis et al., (2007) with histogram equalisation as the 
last step of speckle filtering. Segmentation is performed using the non-linear filter implemented 
using mathematical morphology as in  Meyer (1986) and  Gasull et al. (2002) where the adaptive 
threshold is calculated using a combination of grayscale closing and opening of the original image 
using  a  structuring  element  (SE)  of  a  set  size.  Details  about  the  morphological  segmentation 
technique are presented in Gasull et al. (2002) and Suresh et al. (2015).
For  each  dark  object,  geometric  features  that  describe  the  shape  and  geometry,  and 
radiometric  features  that  describe  the  backscatter  information  are  extracted.  To  calculate  the 
radiometric features of the background, pixels in an enclosing rectangle, set 10 pixels from the 
object, are analysed. The following features are extracted:
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 1. Geometric features:
 a) Spread (S): derived from the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). S will be low for long 
and thin objects (Del Frate et al., 2000).
 b) Area (A) [km²]
 c) Aspect Ratio (AR): computed using the PCA, as the ratio of minor axis and major axis.
 d) Centre of Mass [pixel coordinates]
 2. Radiometric features:
 a) Object Backscatter Mean (OMEAN) [dB]
 b) Background Backscatter Standard Deviation (BSD)[dB]
 c) Background Backscatter Mean (BMEAN) [dB]
The rules for object classification are those defined in Suresh et al. (2015). Image Mode Precision 
(IMP) and Wide Swath Mode (WSM) (and Image Mode Medium Resolution (IMM)) images are 
defined to have different sets of rules due to their different pixel spacings. Different rules are 
implemented for MODE-R and MODE-S. Objects within 0.5 km from each other are first joined to 
preserve the slick shape. Thereafter, the classification unit used as shown in Table. 8. The ASLE 
then detects both ends of the slick. The widest end, which has been previously used as the slick 
origin in Garcia-Pineda et al. (2009), is detected by locating the widest part of the slick using a 
chessboard distance transformation and thereafter determining the end closest to it. The trailing end, 
located as the end nearest to the thinnest part of the slick segment, is also detected.
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Figure 57: The Automatic Seep Location Estimator (Suresh et al., 2014)
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The ERA-Interim reanalysis data is the latest global atmospheric reanalysis dataset produced 
by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Dee et al., 2011). The 
data is available online for every 12-hours in which the available observations are combined with 
prior information from a forecast model to estimate the evolving state of the global atmosphere and 
its underlying surface  (Dee et al., 2011). ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis data are downloaded 
from ECMWF for the images in the dataset. The daily U and V wind components are available in 6  
hour intervals. By choosing the wind components with the least difference in time between the SAR 
image acquisition and the wind component acquisition, the wind direction and wind speed at the 
time of the presence of the slick is calculated. The previously detected ASLE slicks detected in low 
wind regions (< 3ms-1) and high wind regions (> 10 ms-1) (Brekke & Solberg 2005) are eliminated 
as they are more likely to originate from ocean features that contribute to L-As. Slicks detected in 
ideal wind speeds  (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010) of 3 - 7 ms-1 are assigned higher confidence and 
retained. 
The Seep Location Estimator then estimates the slick ends for the remaining slicks and 
estimates the location of the feeding seep on the seafloor. The slick ends detected within 2.5 km 
from each other belong to the same feeding seep (Garcia-Pineda et al. 2009) and hence, slicks ends 
within this distance are clustered together and the mean centre of the cluster is assigned as the 
location of the seep on the seafloor. If both ends of a slick are present in the same seep cluster, then 
the slick end closest to the mean centre of the cluster is chosen as the slick origin. The slick origins  
detected  under  normal  wind conditions  (Brekke  & Solberg 2005) (  3-10 ms-1)  and  ideal  wind 
conditions  (Garcia-Pineda et al.,  2010) are clustered separately, thus providing two estimates of 
seep locations. These are then plotted on a map where a count of the number of slick origins in each 
cluster is made and the detection percentages are calculated as per (Suresh et al., 2015). Detection 
percentages are defined as the number of slicks detected in a seep cluster divided by the number of 
SAR images of that region in the dataset (Suresh et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2015). 
III. DATASET USED AND TEST SITE
            The system described in Suresh et al. (2015) was implemented using only direct features for 
object classification and had been tested on a dataset of 178 SAR images of the Black Sea. The 
results  showed  that  the  known  oil  seep  locations  were  detected  with  a  maximum  detection 
percentage around 15%. The ASLE reported in this paper uses 6 direct features as well as wind-
information  to  eliminate  possible  false  detections.  The  178  ASAR images  in  the  dataset  were 
acquired in IMP, WSM and IMM modes. These modes have scene sizes of 100 x 100 km, 400 x 400 
km and 400 – 1000 km (variable), respectively. Their pixel spacings are 12.5 m, 75 m and 70-75 m 
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Table 8: The rules for object classification (Suresh et al., 2015)
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respectively. ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis  data were downloaded from  ECMWF for all  the 
dates on which slicks were detected by the ASLE. We use ECMWF wind data with grid cell sizes of 
0.125 x 0.125 degree and interpolated them to the SAR image resolutions. The daily U and V wind 
components are available in 6 hour intervals.  The RADARSAT-1 images were provided by Ian 
MacDonald at the Earth, Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences department, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A. These images were processed by the Alaskan SAR facility (ASF) and 
SAR products of Normalised Radar Cross Section (NRCS), wind speed and wind direction were 
provided to  us  as  separate  images.  The SAR wind was calculated  by the  ASF using the  SAR 
CMOD-5 model
The Gulf of Mexico is a nearly enclosed oceanic basic encompassing nearly 1.6 x 10  km²⁶  
bounded by North America in the north, Mexico in the west and the Yucatan Peninsula and Cuba in 
the south.  It  is  believed to have opened up as part  of the breakup of the late Paleozoic- early 
Mesozoic super continent Pangea  (Stern & Dickinson 2010). The Gulf of Mexico is one of the 
many continental margins where large hydrocarbon systems occur in the uppermost portion of the 
seafloor  (MacDonald et al., 2002) and this region has been studied extensively over the past few 
decades. The evidence of natural hydrocarbon seepage in the continental slope as seen in remote 
sensing images due to oil slicks has been documented and reported earlier by Hood et al. (2002) and 
MacDonald  et  al.  (1993).  The northern Gulf  of  Mexico  has  more than  200 hydrocarbon seeps 
releasing up to 1.1 x 10  litre of oil per year into the water column ⁸ (Ziervogel et al., 2014). The 
Green Canyon oil reservoir, 300 km from the Louisiana coast contains about 80% of these seeps 
(MacDonald  et  al.,  2002).  The  oil  is  driven  upwards  through  faults  generated  by  active  and 
extensive salt tectonics (MacDonald et al., 2002). The hydrocarbon and saline seeps in the Gulf of 
Mexico  are  home to  some of  the  most  varied  biological  seep  communities  in  the  world.  The 
presence of gas and oil on the upper continental slope off the Louisiana coast, was first discovered 
in gas samples of underwater vents (Bernard 1979). Thereafter, many studies were conducted in this 
area of the Gulf of Mexico and the location of many oil and gas seeps is known and documented. 
Individual  seepage  sites  are  located  on  mounds  or  in  grabens  associated  with  subsurface  salt 
structures, and the relative age of the seepage source is generally related to the amount of carbonate 
precipitation that has occurred at the site (Cordes et al., 2009). The upper Louisiana slope is host to 
generally  young  mount  structures  that  exhibit  active  fluid  venting  associated  with  sediment 
transport, giving rise to mud volcanoes in this region (Cordes et al., 2009).
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Figure 58: Example of a SAR image containing look-alikes. Left: ECMWF wind vectors for 27  
Oct 2005 and right: ENVISAT SAR image acquired on the same day
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IV. RESULTS
A. The use of contextual information
The ASLE with contextual wind information was used to eliminate false detections due to 
look-alikes and the results  show a considerable reduction in false detections. Fig.  58 shows an 
example of a SAR image acquired on 27 Oct 2005 and the ECMWF wind vectors on the same date.  
The SAR image shown in Fig. 58 contains a visually obvious look-alike caused by low wind (centre 
of SAR image in Fig. 58) and look-alikes caused by biological blooms (top of the SAR image in 
Fig. 58). These appear dark in the SAR image and tend to be segmented by the segmentation unit.  
Since the central low wind feature does not satisfy the rules of the object classifier, it will not be 
classified as a slick even while it is segmented as a dark object. However, the look-alikes caused by 
the biological blooms are in the shape of the prevailing eddy currents, thereby appearing as thin, 
elongated and sometimes circular features. The classifier falsely classifies these as slicks when only 
direct features are used for the classification. However, when wind information is used, these false 
detections are considerably reduced as can be seen in Fig. 59. 
The Black sea is known to host 11 oil seep sites (Körber et al., 2014) and previously, 9 of 
these were still detected by the ASLE and reported by  Suresh et al. (2015). The ASLE estimated 
1497 seep locations when only direct features were used in MODE-R, most of them with detection 
percentages of less than 10% (Suresh et al., 2015). When contextual information was used, the seep 
location estimates reduced to 770 (again, in MODE-R) when detections in low (<3ms-1) and high 
(>10ms-1) wind speeds were disregarded (Fig. 60). The slick location estimates reduced further to 
477 when only  the ideal  wind conditions  for  slick  detection  (3-7ms-1)  were used.  When slicks 
detected in low and high wind speeds were eliminated, 9 of the 11 known seep locations were 
detected with detection percentages comparable to those previously reported in Suresh et al. (2015). 
However, these 9 sites were detected with lower detection percentages, most of them being detected 
with a detection percentage less than 10% (yellow) in Fig. 60. More details about the number of 
seep location estimates in the two modes of operation of the ASLE are discussed in Table. 9.
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B. Results of the ASLE with RADARSAT data
This was the first time the ASLE was used to process RADARSAT-1 images. The successful 
application of the ASLE for the extraction of slicks and estimation of seep locations in RADARSAT 
images of the Gulf of Mexico shows the robustness of the ASLE. The 20 RADARSAT-1 images are 
of the Green Canyon region of the Gulf of Mexico, known for the highest density of seeps. The 
ASLE processed the 20 RADARSAT images using only direct as well as direct and contextual 
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Figure 60: Seep locations estimated by the ASLE with the use of contextual information. Top: When 
dark objects detected in low (>3 ms-1) and high (> 10 ms-1) are eliminated. Bottom: When detections  
in wind speeds other than 3-7ms-1 are eliminated. The dots represent seep location estimates, with 
their colours corresponding to their detection percentages
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information. The ASLE successfully segmented dark objects and discriminated between slicks and 
L-As in the RADARSAT-1 images as can be seen in Fig. 61. 
The ASLE successfully detected oil slicks in this dataset and was successful in estimating seep 
locations in regions where oil seepage and sites have been reported earlier. From the results of the 
processing, we noticed that the ASLE did not segment dark objects caused by low wind features as 
frequently as the TCNNA. This is mainly because the ASLE detects dark pixels and groups them 
together  to  form  objects  and  thereafter  only  deals  with  the  dark  objects.  More  about  this  is 
explained in the discussion section. We also noticed that the ASLE was unable to detect the smaller 
slicks in the Gulf of Mexico. This can be attributed to the rules used in the object classifier which  
were implemented based on the slicks in the Black Sea as described in  (Suresh et al., 2015). We 
believe that the slicks in the Black sea tend to be larger due to the shallower depths, lesser currents 
and wind. Hence, the same rules were only able to detect the larger oil slicks in the Gulf of Mexico 
as can be seen in Fig. 61. 
Table. 9 presents the results of the seep locations estimated with different modes as well as 
the results when using wind information. The seep location estimates decrease by almost half when 
contextual wind information is used, especially in Mode-R. As can be seen in Table. 9, the use of 
contextual features in MODE-R reduces the number of seep estimates in the RADARSAT dataset 
from 158 to 52 (in  3-10 ms-1)  and 49 (in  3-7 ms-1).  Fig.  64 shows a mapped locations  of the 
estimated seeps in both modes of operation and within the two wind boundaries used. 
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Table 9: Seep location estimated in the different modes of the ASLE with and without the use of  
wind information
Figure 61: Results of the TCNNA (from MacDonald and Garcia-Pineda (2010)) and ASLE results 
on the same RADARSAT-1 image acquired on 17 Jan 1998 
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Fig. 62 shows the area previously studied using SAR data from 1994-2009 by Garcia-Pineda 
et  al.  (2010).  The  geophysical  sites  were  selected  based  on  their  geophysical  characteristics 
interpreted from seafloor reflectivity, seismic data and other field techniques (Garcia-Pineda et al., 
2010). A total  of 576 images were analysed in the study by Garcia-Pineda et  al.  (2010) with a 
minimum of 16 images per unit area and up to 89 images at the sites where intense seepage was 
detected or observed (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010). The yellow to brown colours in the image on the 
left in Fig. 62 represent the coverage of an area in the SAR dataset, brown representing 76-101 
images of that area. Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010) processed this large dataset of image with the semi-
automatic Texture Classifying Neural Network Algorithm (TCNNA) to identify floating oil layers. 
Slicks were detected in 207 from the 579 images in the dataset  (Garcia-Pineda et al. 2010). Site 
GC600 was imaged 74 times and 31 images contained detected slicks. We on the other hand, have 
20 images of this region. The main author of Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010) belongs to the group that 
provided the 20 images for this study and we speculate that these images are likely to have been in 
the dataset used by Garcia-Pineda et al 2010. Some of the results of there seep locations estimated 
by the TCNNA in the northern Gulf of Mexico are available on an online database of the SarSea 
Ocean Imaging group (MacDonald and Garcia-Pineda, 2010).
Fig. 62 shows the names and locations of the seeps estimated by the ASLE in the two modes 
of operations and in the two wind criteria, and the names of the seeps are as per Garcia-Pineda et 
al. (2010). We were able to estimate slick clusters amounting to seep sites at 6 locations where 
Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010) have also detected seepage. In our MODE-R results, the site GC600 has 
been detected in 3 out of the 8 images capturing this region, producing a detection percentage of 
37.5%. The other sites were detected in 2 or 3 images from an average of 7 or 8 images, except for 
the seep estimated near GC 968 which was detected in 2 from 11 images. This is discussed in the  
next section.
V. DISCUSSION
The ASLE was successfully optimised with contextual information and the results show a 
considerable  reduction  in  false  detections.  When  used  with  RADARSAT-1  data,  the  ASLE 
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Figure 62: Area previously covered by Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010). The red block represents the 
coverage of the area shown in in Fig. 64. The image on the right shows the names of the 
geophysical sites and dive sites shown in the image on the left
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successfully detected slicks in the northern Gulf of Mexico where prolific seepage is known to 
exist, but also estimated the locations of known seeps with higher detection percentages (greater 
than 30%). The ASLE also proved that it works better in detecting slicks in low wind regions and 
can successfully discriminate dark objects caused by look-alikes and natural oil,  better than the 
TCNNA. The discussion section is divided into two parts, the first discusses the improvement of the 
ASLE when contextual information is used and why we believe that a wind threshold of 3-10ms-1 is 
adequate for seep estimation in the Black Sea, and the second part compares the TCNNA and the 
ASLE.  The  latter  part  of  the  discussions  section  also  discusses  the  accuracy  of  the  ASLE in 
detecting known seeps, thereby proving that the ASLE is an invaluable tool for the purpose of 
offshore seepage detection.
A. The improvement of the ASLE when contextual wind information is used
It is clear that the number of seep locations estimated by the ASLE reduce when contextual 
features are used. This is visible in Fig. 60 where the seep location estimated in MODE-R reduce 
from 1497 to 770 and 477 when the two wind criteria are used. The reduction of seep estimates in 
the region south of Crimea is immediately evident. When analysed further, we found that this region 
was consistently imaged with dark eddy shaped look-alikes, causing the repeated false detections. 
We believe that the existence of mud volcanoes in this region (Bohrmann et al., 2003), provides a 
nutrient rich region for the algae and phytoplankton growth, and hence, this region is covered by 
natural slicks caused by biological bloom. These are then mis-classified as slicks. However, using 
wind information refines the results of the direct feature based ASLE. The look-alikes caused by 
dark objects due to coastal sheltering are also reduced significantly as seen in Fig. 60. 
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Figure 63: Annual average wind speeds (ms-1) for the years 1999-2002 according to ERA40, 
NCEP/NCAR, synoptic charts and NASA scatterometers (Ivanov et al., 2013) 
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The ideal wind conditions for oil slick detection stated by Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010) were 
derived based on observations and calculations on RADARSAT images of the Gulf of Mexico. The 
Gulf of Mexico is prone to hurricanes and other atmospheric phenomena that result in high wind 
speeds and turbulent waters thereby promoting ideal detection only between 3-7ms-1 wind speeds 
(Garcia-Pineda et al., 2010). Wind observations at the coastal stations in the Black Sea show that 
the south-eastern and southern coast of the sea are characterised by weak winds averaging less than 
3 ms-1  (Ivanov et al., 2013). Winds in the western and north-western parts of the sea tend to be 
greater than 5 ms-1(Ivanov et al., 2013). Fig. 63 shows the wind speeds estimated in the Black Sea 
using  various  techniques.  We can see  that  the  region below Crimea is  prone  to  higher  winds, 
thereby  explaining  the  drastic  reduction  in  false  detections  in  Fig.  63.  We feel  that  the  wind 
threshold from 3-10 ms-1 is adequate for the Black sea as it is not as turbulent as the Gulf of Mexico 
and wind speeds do not usually tend to be very high in this regions. However, there are more look-
alikes detected in the Black Sea due to wind sheltering from coastal regions and mineral output 
from rivers and mud volcanoes providing nutrients for biological blooms.
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Figure 64: Seep location estimates in Mode-R (a,b) and Mode-S (c,d) estimated by the ASLE under 
a) and c) 3-10 ms-1 and b) and d) 3-7 ms-1. The colour of the dots represent ASLE estimated seep 
locations with different detection percentages 
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B. Comparison between TCNNA and ASLE 
The  ASLE  successfully  processed  the  RADARSAT images,  all  of  which  were  in  the 
Standard Beam mode of 12.5 m pixel spacings. Of the 20 RADARSAT images in our dataset, the 
TCNNA slick detection results of 13 images are available on the SarSea website (MacDonald and 
Garcia-Pineda). We compared the results of ASLE slick detections with the available TCNNA slick 
detections. During this comparison, the first thing that can be noticed is that the ASLE works more 
efficiently in detecting slicks and discriminating between slicks and look-alikes in darker regions of 
the SAR image. The slick detection results of the ASLE also appear to be clearer and sharper than 
those from the TCNNA. This can be attributed to the segmentation mechanism used by the ASLE, 
where it first detects dark pixels, joins neighbouring pixels to form dark objects and removes the 
smaller dark objects thereby eliminating dark spots caused by pixels in low wind regions (Suresh et 
al., 2015). The efficient classification and discrimination of slicks by the ASLE in low wind regions 
can also be seen in the lower left corner of the image, and less look-alikes are falsely classified as  
slicks in comparison to the TCNNA (Fig. 65). 
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During the comparison, we also observed that the TCNNA performed better at detecting the 
smaller slicks in the image,  which the ASLE was not able  to  detect.  This is  due to the ASLE 
classifier rules, defined based on the slicks of the Black sea (Suresh et al., 2015). Since the Black 
Sea is shallower and not affected by tides and currents as much as the Gulf of Mexico, the slicks 
tend to be larger than those in the Gulf of Mexico. Fig. 65 shows the ASLE segmentation and slick 
detection results along with the TCNNA slick detection results. As can be seen, most of the dark 
features in the SAR image that are detected by the TCNNA are segmented by the ASLE, but the 
ASLE then eliminates some of the smaller possible slicks as they are too small to satisfy the area 
threshold  of  the  classifier  and  be  classified  as  a  slick.  The  drastic  reduction  of  seep  location 
estimates in MODE-S (Fig. 64) also shows that the rules of the ASLE are too strict for the Gulf of 
Mexico. When 52 seep locations were estimated in MODE-R, only 30 were estimated in MODE-S 
within wind speeds of 3-10ms-1. The estimations of active seep sites, like GC600 and GC145, have 
also been missed during seep estimation in MODE-S. GC600 was estimated in MODE-R with 
detection percentages of 37.5% in both wind thresholding conditions but was detected in MODE-S 
only with detection percentages less than 10% (hence cannot be seen in Fig. 64c and Fig. 64d). For 
further use in the Gulf of Mexico or other deeper oceans, the ASLE must be optimised in order to 
detect the smaller slicks and this can be done by creating another mode that uses a smaller area 
threshold that the MODE-R and MODE-S
From the 28 seep locations known and studied by Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010), the ASLE was 
able to detect slicks resulting in seep location estimates at 6 of the seep sites and 22 seep sites were 
not detected by the ASLE. This may be due to the lack of images of with slicks emerging from these 
seep sites. The number of slick detections per number of available images (what we term detection 
percentage) is reported in Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010). We can compare the detection percentages of 
the 6 seeps sites estimated by the ASLE with those in  Garcia-Pineda et  al.  (2010) to  gather  a 
relative idea of how the ASLE works in the northern Gulf of Mexico. Fig. 66 shows the detection 
percentages of the various sites studied by Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010) and the size of the circle 
varies as per the detection percentage of the site. Quoting from Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010), 'The 
highest ratio occurred at  sites where,  from each 10 SAR images, four or five would detect oil  
slicks'.  Hence  from  Fig.  64  and  Fig. 66,  Table.  10  was  constructed  providing  the  results  of 
comparing  the  detection  percentages  of  seep  sites  estimated  by  the  TCNNA and  ASLE.  It  is 
important to remember that the TCNNA was used to process 579 images of this region while the 
ASLE was only used on 20 images. From the comparison, we can conclude that those seep sites 
that have been detected with the highest detection percentage by the ASLE are consistent with the 
highest detection percentages from the TCNNA. To elaborate, the sites GC415, GC600 and GC768 
all have detection percentages of 28.5%, 37.5% and 33% when estimated by the ASLE, and the 
TCNNA detection percentages are greater than 76%.  Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010). The other seep 
locations were estimated by the ASLE with detection percentages around 20-30%. The ASLE also 
successfully detected slicks emerging from seep locations at GC868, GC812 and GC767 while the 
TCNNA reports no detections. Two deductions can be made: first, the images we used may not have 
been present  in  the  dataset  used  by the TCNNA and secondly, the ASLE is  more  effective  in 
correctly classifying slicks and look-alikes in low wind regions and hence detected slicks around 
these seeps sites which the TCNNA could not. The ASLE also detected two unnamed seep location 
estimates with detection percentages of greater than 40% (black dots in Fig. 64a and Fig. 64c, left  
from GC415). These sites and the images in which slicks were detected must be analysed to verify 
whether it is the location of an existing seep. 
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VI. CONCLUSION
Synthetic Aperture Radar offers a wide availability of weather and illumination independent 
ocean images that, along with the ASLE, can be used to detect offshore oil seepage in the global  
oceans. The advantage of using the ASLE is the reduction of processing time which would be 
required by a human operator to extract slicks manually from SAR images. The ASLE has been 
previously used on ENVISAT ASAR data detect offshore seeps in the Black sea and the results 
were validated by comparison with manual detections. This present study shows that the ASLE can 
also be used on RADARSAT data thereby confirming that the ASLE is a valuable tool for the 
detection of slicks and estimation of seep locations.
Two parallel studies are reported in this paper, one regarding the optimisation of the ASLE 
based on the addition of contextual wind information and the second regarding the processing of 
RADARSAT-1  data  using  the  ASLE and  comparison  of  the  detected  slicks  and  seep  location 
estimates with the semi-automatic TCNNA reported in  Garcia-Pineda et  al.,  (2010). In the first 
study, the ASLE was optimised to eliminate slicks detected in low (3 ms -1) and high (10 ms-1) wind 
speeds and detect slicks in the ideal oil slick detection wind speeds of 3-7 ms -1. Wind speed and 
direction vectors were downloaded from ECMWF for the SAR images in the dataset. The optimised 
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Figure 66: Detection percentages of the seep sites studied in Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010). The size 
of the circle represents the ratio in which the slicks were detected in the SAR images collected over  
each area (Garcia-Pineda et al. 2010)
Table 10: Comparison of detection percentages from the TCNNA and the ASLE
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algorithm was then used to re-process the same ENVISAT ASAR dataset analysed in Suresh et al. 
(2015) and the results were reported in this paper. The immediate observation of the seep location 
estimation results show that the number estimates reduces drastically in both modes of operation 
and look-alikes caused by wind sheltering due to coastal areas are eliminated. The results also show 
that the wind threshold of 3-10ms-1 is adequate for the Black sea seep estimation. 
The latter part of the paper reported the results of processing 20 northern Gulf of Mexico 
images from RADARSAT, provided to us by the Florida State University. The successful detection 
of  slicks  in  the  RADARSAT-1  images  and  the  successful  estimation  of  seep  locations  in  the 
northern Gulf of Mexico shows that the ASLE is very robust in terms of SAR sensors and global 
waters.  The ASLE produced better  slick  detection  results  in  low wind regions,  but  resulted  in 
missing  smaller  slicks.  Comparison  of  the  detection  percentages  of  the  ASLE  estimated  seep 
locations shows that the ASLE locates active seep sites with higher detection percentages of greater 
than 30%, consistent with the results from the TCNNA which also detects these seeps with higher 
detection percentages. The results show that the ASLE is a promising tool for the detection of slicks 
and offshore seepage using various SAR sensors. With the onset of free SAR images from Sentinel-
1, the ASLE provides a technique to detect the locations of global seep sites in a fast, efficient and 
accurate manner.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the status of the offshore seepage in the southern Gulf of Mexico based on 
Synthetic  Aperture  Radar  image  analyses  from  ENVISAT  and  RADARSAT-1  images.  The 
Automatic Slick Location Estimator (ASLE) was used to detect natural oil slicks from SAR images 
and estimate the location of seep clusters. While the annual oil seepage rate in the northern Gulf of 
Mexico is well studied, very little is known about the seepage arising from the Campeche knolls. 
This study aims to provide a better understanding of the seep locations and the seepage rates in the 
Campeche knolls using remote sensing techniques. Based on this study,  we estimate a minimum 
annual seepage of 9,600 metric tonnes of oil and a maximum annual seepage of 30,500 metric 
tonnes of oil seeping from the Campeche knolls. 
Index terms
Synthetic Aperture Radar, automatic detection, ASLE, oil slicks, Campeche, Gulf of Mexico
I. INTRODUCTION
The Gulf of Mexico is known for the locations of many prolific oil seep sites, and the annual 
seepage of oil from this region is estimated to be 140,000 tonnes  (Kvenvolden & Cooper 2003). 
This estimate is based on the results of the work conducted by MacDonald et al. (1993) where they 
analysed remote sensing data and estimated that the total seepage in the northern Gulf of Mexico is 
73,000 tonnes. Kvenvolden et al. (2003) assumed that the seep scales are proportional to the surface 
area and estimated a seep rate for the entire gulf of Mexico to be double that of the northern seepage 
rate, hence estimating 140,000 tonnes. We know that the southern Gulf of Mexico consists of a 
number  of  knolls  and  ridges  that  arise  due  to  salt  tectonic  activities  (Bryant  et  al.,  1991). 
Hydrocarbon generation occurs here and heavy oil and gas bubbles are emitted from 1200 – 2900 m 
in the Campeche Knolls (MacDonald et al., 2004). This heavy oil tends to flow across the seafloor 
and solidify where it is then converted to asphalt with time. The seepages in the Campeche knolls 
have been studied before by Bohrmann & Schenck (2004); MacDonald et al. (2004) and Bohrmann 
et al. (2008) with satellite remote sensing techniques, visual surveys and swath maps in MacDonald 
et al. (2004) and Brüning et al. (2010) as well as seismic data in Ding et al. (2010). However, since 
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then, no further research has been conducted regarding the seepage in the southern Gulf of Mexico 
and it is not known whether seepage is still active, has reduced or increased. 
Satellites equipped with Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) are the most efficient and superior 
sensors for oil spill detection (Brekke & Solberg 2005) and provide a well established alternative to 
in-situ  methods.  This  is  mainly  due  to  their  global  coverage  in  high  horizontal  resolution, 
independence  of  weather  and daylight  conditions  and the  wide  availability  of  data  (Brekke & 
Solberg 2005). Oil  slick detection in SAR images is possible as oil dampens the short gravity-
capillary waves present on the ocean surface (Alpers & Espedal 2004) and hence, oil slicks appear 
dark against the brighter radar backscatter. Slick detection in SAR images can be manual, where a 
human operator chooses slicks manually from SAR images, semi-automatically where dark objects 
are  first  automatically  segmented  after  which  experienced  human  interpreters  classify  the 
segmented dark objects  as slicks  or L-As. Automatic detection and identification of natural  oil 
slicks in SAR images is challenged by the presence of these look-alikes and the discrimination 
between  natural  oil  slicks  and  L-As  is  a  daunting  task,  even  for  a  human  operator,  which 
emphasises the difficulty in automatic detection. Automatic algorithms employ  classifiers for the 
purpose of discrimination. Once the detected slicks are distinguished from look-alikes seep location 
is conducted based on an analysis of the spatial and temporal recurrence of detected slicks.  The 
advantage of using an automatic algorithm is not just the reduction in processing time, but also the 
global coverage that can be accomplished. The Automatic Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) (Suresh 
et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2014; Suresh et al., 2015) is the first fully automatic system that can 
estimate the locations of offshore seeps from SAR images. 
The location of some seeps in the Campeche knolls is known and reported, but very little is 
known about  how much seepage occurs  and how much this  seepage contributes  to  the  annual 
seepage of crude oil into the Gulf of Mexico. A better estimate of natural seepage fluxes in this 
region will help in estimating how much man-made accidents like the Deep water Horizon tragedy 
has imbalanced the ecosystem in this part of the world. Better knowledge of the natural seepage in 
the southern Gulf of Mexico will also provide a better estimate of global seepage of crude oil into  
the  marine  environment.  A  knowledge  of  whether  the  known  seeps  previously  reported  by 
MacDonald et al. (2004) and Ding et al. (2008) are still as persistent and whether new seepage 
activity has begun is important in order to conduct further research of cold seeps in the southern 
Gulf of Mexico (e.g. M114 cruise). This study analyses the seepage in the Campeche knolls using 
the ASLE. The ASLE is used to to detect seep locations from SAR images and estimate seepage 
fluxes  at  estimated  seep  locations.  A dataset  of  61 images  from the  European Space  Agency's 
Environmental satellite ENVISAT and the Canadian Space Agency's RADARSAT-1 satellite is used 
for this analysis. This study reports the automatically estimated locations of active seepage in the 
Campeche knolls,  maps the estimated seep locations to geological  features on the seafloor  and 
provides a rough estimate of seepage fluxes at eight active seep sites in the Campeche knolls. 
II. GEOLOGICAL SETTINGS
The southern  Gulf  of  Mexico  is  made up of  a  salt  regime provided by two active  salt 
provinces, the Sigsbee Knolls and the Campeche Knolls (Fig. 67). They are separated from the 
Mississippi-Texas-Louisiana salt province by the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain (Bryant et al., 1991). These 
two regions are were previously named knolls as they were seen to be made of a series of uplifted 
domes in previously analysed seismic data. The Sigsbee Knolls are located to the north-east of the 
Campeche Knolls and are bounded by the carbonaceous Campeche Bank and the Sigsbee Abyssal 
Plain. The Campeche knolls are bounded by the Campeche Bank to its east, the bay of Campeche to 
the south and the Sigsbee knoll to the north. A salt-free abyssal plain called the Veracruz Tongue 
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(Bryant et al., 1991) is located between the Campeche Knoll and the Mexican ridges further west 
(Fig. 67). 
When exploring the seafloor in the southern Gulf of Mexico numerous deeply dissected salt 
domes with extensive slump at depths of 3000 m or greater were discovered  (MacDonald et al., 
2004). Most of the salt is inferred to have been deposited during the Late Jurassic during the rifting 
stage of the Gulf (Salvador 1991). About 5-7 km of sediments are believed to have been deposited 
upon the salt in the deep southern Gulf of Mexico since then with thicker sediments being deposited 
in the onshore and near shore regions  (Ding et  al.,  2008). Chapopote,  meaning tar in Aztec,  is 
located  in  the  northern  tip  of  the  Campeche  Knolls.  Natural  asphalt  and  chemosynthetic 
communities  were  first  discovered  at  Chapopote  during  the  2004  R/V  Sonne  Cruise  SO-174 
(Bohrmann & Schenck 2004; MacDonald et al., 2004). This region is different to the other existing 
Gulf of Mexico asphalt sites due to its large spatial distribution over many individual patches over 
hundreds of square kilometre (Ding et al., 2008; Brüning et al., 2010) . The more recent 2006 R/V 
Meteor cruise M67/2 revisited Chapopote and located both gas and oil seeps at these previously 
discovered asphalt sites (Bohrmann et al., 2008). Bathymetric studies by Ding et al. (2008) showed 
that  Chapopote is  a ridge knoll  system made up of  a knoll  and a  small  ridge extending south 
westward. To refer to the other bathymetric features in the Campeche Knolls, a numbering system 
was used during the Cruise SO174 (Bohrmann & Schenck 2004; MacDonald et al., 2004), where 
the first four digits of the latitude were assigned to the highest point of elevation of the feature. For 
a ridge, the latitude of the mid-point of its length was assigned to it. For example, Chapopote was 
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b)
a)
Figure 67: a) Campeche knolls. The white dotted line shows the coverage of b). b) The previously 
studied areas and the bathymetric highs with their naming conventions. The dots are seeps 
previously estimated from SAR data with colour codes representing seep rate (Ding et al., 2010). 
The yellow boxes are the three regions shown later in Fig. 74
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assigned H2135 as  it  was  located  at  a  latitude  of  21°35'  and possessed  a  high or  'H'.  Twenty 
bathymetric features were coded and reported by  Ding et al. (2010). Hydrocarbon seepage is not 
restricted to the extrusion of heavy to very-heavy petroleum leading to asphalt deposits but can be 
accompanied by less viscous petroleum seepage, escape of gas bubbles as well as oil coated gas 
bubbles that form oil slicks on the sea surface  (MacDonald et al., 2004). The visible slicks were 
seen to be concentrated above of the Knolls (MacDonald et al., 2004). 
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Figure 68: SAR scene footprints and coverage. a) ENVISAT (red) and RADARSAT-1 
(blue) images. b) ENVISAT images in WSM (blue) and IMP (red) modes and c) 
RADARSAT-1 images in SWB (blue), SNA/B(green) and ST1 (red) modes
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A dataset of 45 images from ENVISAT's ASAR sensor and 16 RADARSAT-1 images was 
used (Fig. 68) with a temporal coverage of 9 years from 2001-2010 (Fig. 69). The ENVISAT ASAR 
images were acquired in different imaging modes, one in Image Mode Precision (IMP) and 44 
images in Wide Swath Mode (WSM). These modes have scene sizes of 100 x 100 km for IMP 
images, 400 x 400 km for WSM images. Their pixel spacings are 12.5 m for images acquired in 
IMP mode and 70 - 75 m for WSM images. The RADARSAT images are for the years 2001-2006 
and of the 16 images, one is in the Standard beam mode ST1 with a 12.5 m pixel spacing and scene 
size of 100 x 100 km, 11 are in ScanSAR Narrow mode (SNB and SNA) with a 300 x 300 km scene 
size and 50 m pixel spacing and four are in ScanSAR wide (SWB) mode with a scene size of 400 
km and pixel spacing of 50 m. The temporal coverage of the dataset is shown in Fig. 69 where the 
number of images per year from both RADARSAT-1 and ENVISAT are shown. The maximum 
number of images are for the year 2008 and 2009. The RADARSAT-1 images were provided by Ian 
MacDonald  of  the  Earth,  Ocean  and  Atmospheric  Sciences  department  at  the  Florida  State 
University, Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A 
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Figure 70:The designed Automatic Oil Seep Location Estimator (ASLE) using N SAR images  
(Suresh et al., 2015)
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A. Automatic Seep Location Estimator (ASLE)
The SAR signature of an oil slick will depend on the wavelength of the small surface Bragg 
waves, the radar wavelength and the incidence angle of the sensor (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2009). The 
contrast between the oil slick and its surrounding, as well as the shape of the slick, depends on 
parameters like the wind speed and sea state,  ocean currents and the magnitude of oil  seepage 
(Garcia-Pineda et  al.,  2009).  A preliminary version of the ASLE was reported in  Suresh et  al. 
(2013), a tested an validated version is reported by Suresh et al. (2015) and an optimised version 
using wind information is reported in Suresh et al.  2014. We will use the version of the ASLE 
reported in Suresh et al. 2015. The ASLE system is implemented as two main units: An Automatic 
Slick  Detection  Unit  (ASDU)  that  segments  slicks  based  on  mathematical  morphology  and 
distinguishes between slicks and L-As based on the object features. The ends of the classified slicks 
are then estimated after which the Seep Location Estimator (SLE) uses the previously estimated 
slick origins to estimate the geographic seafloor location of the feeding seep. The methodology and 
working of the ASLE is explained in detail in Suresh et al. (2015). We will only present a very brief 
outline of the working of the ASLE in this paper. 
The ASDU (Fig. 70) is designed to process the data in two modes: MODE-R, with relaxed 
classification rules and MODE-S, with stricter classification rules. In each mode, the Normalised 
Radar  Cross  Section  (NRCS)  is  calculated  for  further  use  in  the  object  classifier.  The  ASDU 
processes  the  SAR  image  as  follows:  1.  converting  digital  numbers  into  gray  values,  2. 
georeferencing and landmasking, 3. speckle filtering, 4. segmenting dark objects, 5. extracting six 
features for the dark objects: three geometric features that depend on the shape of the object and 
three radiometric features that use the NRCS to extract backscatter information of the object and its 
surrounding,  6.  classifying  the  object  as  a  slick  or  a  look-alike  and,  finally, 7.  estimating  the 
possible  origin of  the detected slick.  The object  classification unit  consists  of  a  decision-based 
classifier that employs an array of classification rules. Once all the images in the dataset have been 
processed, and their slicks detected, the seep location estimator uses the slick ends and performs a 
2.5 km clustering of temporally and spatially recurrent slicks. The seep location estimates are then 
plotted on a map and a count of the number of slicks per cluster is made. This count describes the 
number of times a slick was detected in a seep cluster. A detection percentage is calculated and is 
defined as  the  number  of  times  slicks  were detected from the same seep divided by available 
number of available SAR images of that area.  The higher the detection percentage, the higher the 
confidence  in  the  estimated  seep  location.  The  end-product  of  the  algorithm is  a  map  of  the 
estimated seep locations and their corresponding detection percentages.
B. Modifications to the ASLE
We noticed that the ASLE in MODE-R was able to segment out the smaller slicks from the 
ENVISAT and  RADARSAT  images  but  these  slicks  would  be  removed  during  the  object 
classification mainly because the area threshold for the slicks was too large. The ASLE's rules were 
designed based on a training dataset of slicks in the Black Sea (Suresh et al., 2015) where the slicks 
are  larger as the feeding seeps are at  shallower depths (approximately 800-1200 m) and ocean 
currents and tides are weaker than in the Gulf of Mexico. Hence, we modified the area threshold for 
MODE-R to exclude areas smaller than 0.3 km² in IMP/ST1 and 3 km² in WSM/SWB/SNA modes.  
This mode is thereafter called MODE-MR (MR: More Relaxed). Fig. 71 shows the image acquired 
in WSM mode from ENVISAT on 19 Sept 2011. The classification results in Mode-R as well as 
Mode-MR are shown and it is clearly visible that Mode-MR is able to detect and classify more of 
the smaller slicks than Mode-R. 
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 C. Verification of the ASLE results
After the ASLE processed the images in both modes, the results were further analysed to 
eliminate false detections. A program was created to take each the output of the ASLE (i.e. the 
classified slicks) and prompt a human operator to verify whether it was a slick or a look-alike. Once 
verified, the program would calculate the area of the slick based on the number of pixels within the 
dark object and the minimum volume of oil within the slick assuming that the SAR sensor can 
detect only slicks thicker than than 0.1 μm as per  Garcia-Pineda et al. (2010). The verified slicks 
were then plotted in QGIS (“QGIS Development Team Version 1.7.0 ‘Wroclaw’ 2011).
IV. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
The first part of this section presents the results of processing the dataset of ENVISAT and 
RADARSAT-1 images with the ASLE and discusses the resulting seep location estimates and their 
respective detection percentages. The second section relates the ASLE estimated seep locations to 
geological features seen in bathymetric maps and provides knowledge of which knolls and ridges 
are active in three regions studied by Ding et al. (2010) and shown in Fig. 67, i.e. the Chapopote 
Area, the Oil Ridge area and the Mid-Slope area. The third part of this section reports seepage rates 
at eight active seeps that were identified during our analysis of the Campeche knolls. 
A. Offshore seeps estimated by the ASLE 
The ASLE was used to process the RADARSAT-1 and ENVISAT images in both MODE-R 
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Figure 71: ENVISAT WSM image acquired on 19 Sept 2011. Top Left: Spatial coverage of the 
image. Top Middle: Speckle filtered and histogram equalised image. Top right: Segmentation 
results. Classification results in Mode-R (bottom left) and Mode-MR (bottom right)
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and MODE-MR and the estimated seep locations are shown in Fig. 72 and Fig. 73. A total of 540 
seep locations were estimated by the ASLE in the 45 ENVISAT images in MODE-MR, out of 
which  400 seep  locations  were  estimated  with  detection  percentages  of  less  than  10%, 9 with 
detection percentages of 10%-15%, 48 seep locations with detection percentages of 15% - 20% and 
83 with detection percentages greater than 20%. In MODE-R, 226 seep locations were estimated, 
147 with detection percentages of less than 10%, 20 with 10%-15%, 26 with 15%-20% and 33 with 
detection percentages greater than 20%. As presumed and expected, the number of seep locations 
estimated in MODE-MR is greater than in MODE-R. 65 seep locations were estimated in MODE-
MR and 35 in MODE-R in the 16 RADARSAT-1 images. All 35 of the seeps estimated in MODE-R 
were  calculated  with  detection  percentages  of  greater  than  20%,  while  in  MODE-R,  55  seep 
locations were estimated with detection percentages of greater than 20% and 10 with detection 
percentages of 15% - 20%. Fig 72 and Fig. 73 show the offshore seepage estimated in both modes. 
The plain circles represent the locations of the seepage estimated using the ENVISAT images and 
the circles with the plus sign within represent those estimated using RADARSAT-1 images. The 
size of the circles and the grayscale colour vary with their detection percentages. The colour of the 
dots vary from black to white where black represents the smallest detection percentage (less than 
10%)  and  white  represents  detection  percentages  greater  than  20%  with  the  largest  detection 
percentage at 30%. 
Immediate  observations  of  the results  shows that  the ASLE estimated seeps only in  the 
Campeche knolls regions and very few or no seeps were estimated in the Sigsbee Knolls and the 
Veracruz tongue. Seeps locations with detection percentages of greater than 20% were estimated 
from slicks  detected  in  8-12 images  (MODE-R)  and 11-14 images  (MODE-MR) out  of  39-41 
available images while seeps estimated with detection percentages less than 10% were estimated 
from slicks  detected in  2-3 images.  Seeps with higher  detection percentages  were estimated at 
depths of greater than 2000 m and are very prominent in the north of the Campeche knolls, in the 
Chapopote  Area.  Fig.  72  and  Fig.  73  also  provide  evidence  of  this  with  seep  estimates  with 
detection percentages of greater than 20% estimated from both ENVISAT and RADARSAT-1 . 
Seeps  with  detection  percentages  greater  than  20% were  also  estimated  at  the  Oil  ridge  area 
confirming that seepage still occurs at this region. Seeps were estimated in the Bay of Campeche 
(lower right in Fig. 72 and Fig. 73) but these are, however, false detections caused by oil leakage 
from ships and platforms close to the Canterall oil seep area (Miranda et al., 2014). This has been 
discussed in more details in the discussions section of this paper. 
B. Relating seep location estimates to geological features on the seafloor
The results of the ASLE in MODE-R were verified using a human expert and seep location 
estimates were recalculated. This was conducted to ensure that the seep locations that are estimated 
are due to correctly detected slicks rather than false detections.. These seep locations estimates were 
then overlayed with 50m bathymetric data from the M67 cruise (Bohrmann et al., 2008) and SO174 
cruise (Bohrmann & Schenck 2004). This permitted us to detect the seabed feature corresponding to 
the estimated seep clusters thereby providing us with knowledge of which knolls and ridges are 
active  in  this  region.  Fig.  74  shows  the  ASLE  seeps  estimated  from  both  ENVISAT and 
RADARSAT datasets. The area covered and names of geological features shown in Fig. 74 is the 
same as in Ding et al. (2010). Our analyses show that seeps with higher detection percentages (> 
15%, gray and white in Fig. 74) were estimated at the precise summit of knolls and ridges which is 
in accordance with the theory described by MacDonald et al. (2004). 
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MacDonald et al.  (2004) and  Ding et al.  (2010)  have reported the presence of oil slicks 
observed from SAR images and the locations of large slicks and small slicks. However, these results 
were acquired by the Nigel Press Associates group (MacDonald et al., 2004) and the results and the 
studies involved are not available online. We were unable to acquire information regarding the SAR 
dataset used or the period of study of those publications and what criteria was used to decide if a 
detected slick was large or small. However, when we overlay our seep estimates on bathymetric 
maps, we can see that higher detection percentages (15% and greater) correspond to knolls and 
ridges on the seafloor and indicate proactive seep sites. Ding et al. (2010) reports that 'large slicks'  
are visible over most of the named knolls in the Chapopote area and most of the named ridges in the 
oil ridge area and the mid slope area. We observed seepage with higher detection percentages, of 
20% and greater, over the Chapopote Knoll (H2135 Fig. 74a), 2146 and 2156 in the Chapopote 
Area, Ridge 2112 in the oil ridge area. Seeps with higher detection percentages were not detected in 
the  Mid  slope  area.  An  interesting  observation  that  we  found  was  that  seeps  with  detection 
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percentages of 20% and greater were estimated at both ends of the Chapopote Knoll contrary to the 
earlier reported seepage at only the northern end of the Chapopote knoll indicating that Chapopote 
Knoll has begun seeping from both ends.
By overlaying all the detected slicks in the dataset as per the date of detection, we were able 
to do a temporal analyses of the seepage in the Campeche knolls. This also enabled us to observe 
sites of persistent seepage per year. Based on this temporal analysis, we observed that slicks were 
detected every year over the northern part of the Campeche Knolls indicating that seepage occurs 
ever year. This is consistent with what was reported in  MacDonald et al. (2004) and Ding et al., 
(2010) and indicates that this region is still active. We also observed that seepage does not seem to 
be persistent at the bottom ridges of the Campeche knolls. More slicks were also detected in the 
years 2009, 2010 and 2011. These are the years in which we have the best SAR image coverage, 
thus permitting the detection of higher number of slicks per year. It is important to note that slicks 
detections per year depends on the number of SAR images available. We discuss this in detail in the 
discussions section. 
Based on our observations of slick detections per year, we decided to focus on eight sites 
that showed consistent seepage throughout the years and the slicks emerging at these locations were 
studied in order to estimate the yearly seepage fluxes. These sites are shown in Fig. 74 and the sites 
have been named with the numbers from 1-8. The previously unidentified sites were named site 1, 
site 2, site 3, and site 8 while we use the known names for sites previously reported sites 4,5, 6 and 
7 i.e. Chapopote Knoll H2135, 2146, 2140, and the southern end of the Chapopote Knoll. Fig. 74 
shows all the slicks detected in our dataset of 61 images, estimated to emerge from these eight sites 
with the respective names of the sites shown alongside the slick detections. Fig. 75 shows each site  
with their respective slick detections. Each coloured polygon is a slick detected on a different day.
C. Estimation of seepage fluxes
The slick sizes, volume of oil within the slick as well as the seepage rates were calculated 
for eight sites. The area of the slick can be calculated by counting the number of pixels within a 
slick object and multiplying it with the pixel spacing of the SAR image. For ENVISAT IMP images, 
the pixel spacing is 12.5 m hence each pixel possesses an area of 156.25 m² or 0.00015 km². To 
calculate the minimum volume within the slick, we used the assumption that slicks have a uniform 
thickness of 0.1 μm corresponding to the minimum thickness of oil that can be detected by a SAR 
sensor (Garcia-Pineda et al., 2009). Hence a slick of area 1 km² contains 0.1 m³ or 1000 litres of oil.  
The seepage rates of the different sites were calculated by first estimating the drift velocities of oil 
and then dividing the quantity of oil per slick by the drift velocity. The spreading of oil is affected  
by wind and ocean surface currents.  Espedal (1999)  stated that oil drifts at 3% of the prevailing 
wind speeds at 15° to the right of the wind direction. The minimum and maximum wind speeds for 
detection of oil slicks from SAR images is known to be between 3 ms -1 and 10 ms-1 (Brekke & 
Solberg 2005). Hence, by assuming that the slicks in our dataset are detected at wind speeds within 
this  limit,  we can calculate  a  minimum and maximum drift  velocity  of  0.09 ms -1and 0.3 ms-1, 
respectively. Dividing the length of the detected slick (in km) by the minimum and maximum drift 
velocity gives us the minimum and maximum time required for the slick to reach its detected extent. 
Hence, we find the length of the slick and divide this by the minimum and maximum seepage per  
hour, to estimate the average seepage rates per year. The detected slicks, the quantity of oil within 
each slick and the  seepage rates  for  each  of  the eight  sites  is  discussed below. Table.  11 also 
presents the number of slicks detected per site, the annual seepage rate per site and the maximum 
and minimum detected slick areas.
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C.1 Site 1
No slick was observed in the year 2001 and 2002 and the maximum number of slicks were 
detected in the years 2004 and 2011. The largest slick is 132 km² in area (13 Aug. 2004 ENVISAT).  
With drift velocities of 0.09 ms-1 (0.34 km/h) and 0.3 ms-1(1.08 km/h), it would have taken between 
4 and 13 hours for this slick to have formed. The smallest slick is 14.56 km² in area (10 Oct. 2006  
RADARSAT-1) and is estimated to contain 1,456 litres of oil. The slicks were estimated to have a 
seepage rate of between 0.073 metric tonnes to 3.2 metric tonnes per hour. The seepage rate per 
year was calculated to be between 1,200 and 3,840 metric tonnes per year.
C.2 Site 2
Slicks were detected at site 2 only in 2004 and 2011, and the largest slick was detected on 10 
Oct 2011 with an area of 36 km² and a length of 12.7 km. The drift time was calculated to be  
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Figure 77: Slicks detected over the Chapopote Knoll, 2146 and 2140
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between 8 hours to 37 hours and the minimum and maximum seepage per year was calculated to be 
between 741 metric tonnes and 2,356 metric tonnes per year. 
C.3 Site 3
No slick was observed in the year 2003 and 2006 and the maximum number of slicks were 
detected in the year 2011. The largest slick is 48 km² in area, about 14 km in length and containing 
a minimum quantity of 4,826 litres of oil (27 Feb. 2005 ENVISAT). It would have taken between 
13 and 40 hours for this slick to have formed. The smallest slick is 18 km² in area (21 Oct. 2010  
ENVISAT). The seepage rate per year was calculated to be between 1,140 metric tonnes and 3622 
metric tonnes per year.
C.4 Chapopote Knoll
At the Chapopote Knoll (Fig. 77), the largest slick was detected on 19 September 2011 with 
an area of 103 km² and a length of 27 km, containing a minimum volume of 10,342 litres of oil. The 
drift  times  for  this  slick  was  estimated  to  be  between  25  and  80 hours  at  the  maximum and 
minimum drift velocities, respectively. The smallest slick with an area of 12.3 km² was detected on 
29 June 2004 (RADARSAT-1). The seepage rates per hour were estimated to be between 55 litres 
and 1,450 litres per hour and 1,279 metric tonnes and 4,063 metric tonnes per year (Table. 11).
C.5 Site 2146
The largest detected slick had an area of 91 km² (17 Sept. 2008) and the smallest detected 
slick was 18 km² in area. Seepage at site 2146 was not consistently detected as can be seen in Fig. 
77, and no slicks were detected for the years 2005 and 2006. The seepage rates per hour were 
estimated to be between 80 litres and 1,783 litres per hour and 1,247 metric tonnes and 3,964 metric 
tonnes per year (Table. 11).
C.6 Site 2140
Slicks were detected for all years except 2005 and 2006 (Fig. 77). The largest detected slick 
had an area of 57 km², and a length of 10.8 km while the smallest slick had an area of 18 km² and a  
length of 4.6 km. The maximum and minim drift times were 4 to 13 hours. The seepage rates were 
estimated to be between 999 and 3,172 metric tonnes per year. 
C.7 Southern end of the Chapopote knoll
Slicks were detected over the southern end of the Chapopote knoll for most of the years in 
the dataset (Fig. 78). The slicks emerging from this site were relatively large, averaging an area of 
36 km², the largest slick being 76 km² in area and 13 km in length (20 Oct. 2010 ENVISAT). The 
slick is estimated to have a drift time between 12 and 39 hours. The seepage rate was estimated to 
be between 1,116 and 3,537 metric tonnes per year (Table. 11). 
C.8 Site 8
Slicks  over  site  8  were  detected  only  between  the  years  2006-2008.  This  could  be  an 
indication that this part of the knoll began seeping only in the later part of the decade. The largest 
slick detected on 10 September 2008 by ENVISAT contains a slick area of 187 km² and a minimum 
oil volume of 18,717 litres of oil and a length of 20 km. It was estimated to have formed between 
18 and 58 hours. The seepage rate at site 8 was estimated to be between 1,893 and 6,015 metric 
tonnes per year. The seepage fluxes at this site are the largest among the eight studied sites.
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Figure 78: Slicks detected over the southern end of the Chapopote Knoll
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V. DISCUSSION
The ASLE was used to process ENVISAT and RADARSAT images for slick detection and 
the estimation of seepage fluxes.  The discussion is  divided into two sections.  The first  section 
discusses the results of the seep location estimates from the ASLE, and the second section discusses 
the slick detections and the seepage fluxes for the eight sites described earlier. 
A. Seep location estimates from the ASLE
The ASLE was used to process the 61 images of the southern Gulf of Mexico and the seep 
location estimates were extracted based on the slicks that were detected in the dataset and these are 
shown in Fig. 72 and Fig. 73. As can be seen, most of the seeps estimated with higher detection 
percentages are estimated in the northern part of the Campeche knolls. If we were to consider only 
the seep locations  estimated with detection percentages  of  15% or  more,  we can see that  they 
correspond  to  the  summits  of  the  diapirs  and  ridges  (Fig.  74).  This  corresponds  to  the  basic 
structure of the salt diapirism, where the seepage has been seen to occur at the summit (MacDonald 
et al., 2004). In Fig. 74, we observe that the seeps estimated with detection percentages of 15% and 
higher (grey and white), in both RADARSAT and ENVISAT images, seem to correspond to the 
summits of knolls, while the seep location estimates with lower detection percentages (black dots) 
are estimated away from the knolls. We suspect that these are seep clusters formed by images that  
contain slicks that may have drifted away from the feeding seep (older slicks). Hence, we conclude 
that  the  seep location  estimates  with  detection  percentages  of  15% or  greater  provide  positive 
indications of seepage. The ASLE results also estimated seep locations close to the shore in the 
Eastern Bay of Campeche. These seep locations were estimated in the RADARSAT-1 images with 
detection percentages of 20% or greater. The detected slicks correspond to oil leakage near the 
Canterall oil seep (Miranda et al., 2004). Seepage here occurs in the shallow waters and there are 
many offshore production facilities and ships in this regions. These are clearly visible in the SAR 
images, and are detected as oil slicks during automatic detection and seep location estimation. We 
have eliminated them during the manual verification process.
We would also like to point out that manual verification of the detected slicks with the 
human eye in order to extract slick polygons was only conducted for the slicks detected in MODE-
R. This is because too many slicks were detected in MODE-MR and it would have required a very 
large amount of time to manually look at each of the slicks in the 540 seep locations that were 
estimated. We felt that it would be more practical and time effective to manually eliminate false 
detections  from  the  slicks  detected  in  MODE-R.  However,  we  conclude  that  MODE-MR 
successfully detects the smaller oil slicks in the Gulf of Mexico and provides a good estimation of 
active seep locations and the seep location estimates with detection percentages higher than 15% 
indicate sites of prolific seepage.
B. Seepage fluxes in the Campeche knolls
We have calculated the seepage fluxes of eight sites in the Campeche knolls using the slicks 
detected by the ASLE in the ENVISAT and RADARSAT images. These were calculated under a 
few assumptions:
1. The detected slicks are assumed to have a mean thickness of 0.1 μm. Hence a 1 km² large slick 
will contain 0.1 m³ of oil (Garcia-Pineda et al. 2009).
2. The maximum and minimum drift velocities are 0.09 ms-1 and 0.3 ms-1, respectively, based on 
calculations mentioned earlier.
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Other uncertainties in our estimates emerge from the lack of SAR data in order to conduct a 
systematic temporal analysis of persistence of the seeps. As explained earlier, we have more SAR 
images for the latter years (2008-2011) and hence, more slick detection in these years. Hence, our 
estimates of seepage fluxes also are more accurate for these years. Slicks detected over seeps are 
largely dependent on the number of images available, and the lack of images and slick detections 
may indicate that the seep has ceased activity. Hence, the seepage fluxes provided in this study are 
meant to be taken as indications of prolific seepage, but are very rough estimates. This means that  
even though more slicks were detected in, e.g. 2010, it may not be an indication that the seep began 
active seepage in 2011. In fact, it is most likely a higher seepage was estimated due to the larger and 
better SAR coverage for this year promoting better slick detection. An ideal situation would be to 
have a similar number of images per year in order to have a better idea of how active a seep is on an 
annual basis. An example of the lack of SAR images is shown in Fig. 79 which shows the slicks 
detected over site 8. Slicks were only detected for the years 2008-2011. These are the years which 
we have better SAR coverage promoting higher slick detections. It may also indicate that site 8 
began seeping after 2008 but further analysis of the site during the other years must be conducted in 
order to confirm this notion. 
The seepage fluxes calculated from the detected slicks show that site 8 is estimated to have 
the largest seepage flux of around 6,000 metric tonnes of oil and Chapopote Knoll has the second 
largest seepage flux of around 4,000 metric tonnes. The seepage fluxes per year were calculated by 
averaging all  the  yearly seepage fluxes.  MacDonald et  al.  (1993) reported the lower bound of 
seepage in the northern Gulf of Mexico to be around 70,000 tonnes per year. However, MacDonald 
et al. (1998) later reported that a conservative estimate would reduce this seepage rate to 4,000 
tonnes  per  year. By extrapolating  this  value,  the  total  oil  seepage in  the  Gulf  of  Mexico  was 
estimated to be 140,000 tonnes of oil (Kvenvolden & Cooper 2003). At the Coal Oil point, a rough 
estimate of 520 to 8,300 tonnes of seepage was reported in 1970 which was updated in 1996 to 
7,800-8,900 tonnes of oil per year (Kvenvolden & Cooper 2003). The total annual seepage offshore 
California  was  estimated  to  be  17,000 tonnes  (Kvenvolden & Cooper  2003).  The total  annual 
seepage offshore North America is estimated to be about 160,000 tonnes, based on the seepage 
known in the northern part of the Gulf of Mexico and the western coast  (Kvenvolden & Cooper 
2003). Summing the annual minimum and maximum seepage fluxes of the eight identified seep 
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Figure 79: Detected slicks over the site 8
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sites of this study, we estimate a minimum seepage of 9,623 metric tonnes of oil and a maximum 
seepage of 30,569 tonnes per year from the Campeche knolls. Comparing these values to those of 
other known seeps, shows that our estimates is not very far from those of prolific seepage sites and 
are in the order of the known seepages in the northern Gulf of Mexico. 
 
VI. CONCLUSION
An assessment of the offshore seeps and seepage fluxes in the Campeche knolls has been 
conducted by utilising the Automatic Seep location Estimator on SAR images from ENVISAT and 
RADARSAT satellites. The results show the locations of many active seeps sites and proves that the 
ASLE is an invaluable tool for the detection and estimation of seep sites in the global oceans. Eight 
sites of active seepage were identified from the slicks detected in SAR images and the seepage 
fluxes were estimated for these sites. The results show that a minimum of around 9,600 metric 
tonnes and a maximum of around 30,500 tonnes of oil are estimated to seep from the Campeche 
knolls. Our upper estimate of 30,500 metric tonnes of oil seepage from the Campeche knolls fits  
within this range of 140,000 tonnes reported by Kvenvolden et at. (2003) because the seepage rates 
in the northern Gulf of Mexico is reported to be around 73,000 (MacDonald et al. 2003). While 
seepage fluxes from the seeps in the northern Gulf of Mexico are studied in detail, very little is 
known about the seepage rates of the Campeche Knolls. Hence, the seepage fluxes estimated in this 
study will provide a better estimate of the total crude oil in the Gulf of Mexico arising from natural 
seepage. Adding our new estimates of seepage in the Campeche knolls will increase the total crude 
oil input from natural sources considerably and provide a better estimation of the natural oil seepage 
into the North American waters.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Summary and conclusion
The three case studies which make up the main parts  of this  Ph.D.  thesis  are  meant  to 
provide a technique to detect offshore seeps and their seepage fluxes in a fast, highly efficient, and 
intelligent manner by using Synthetic Aperture Radar images. Synthetic Aperture Radars provide 
global coverage of the oceans in high horizontal resolution images that are weather and illumination 
independent. The availability of large amounts of historic SAR datasets, the presence of 5 active 
SAR satellites and the latest launch of Sentinel-1, a European Space Agency satellite that aims to 
provide free SAR data, shows that there will be no shortage in the availability of SAR data. To 
bridge the gap between this wide availability of data and the efficient and least time consuming 
method for the detection of offshore seepage was an automatic system that could detect oil slicks in  
SAR images and estimate the location of the feeding seep. The thesis concludes by providing a 
technique to bridge this gap with the creation of the Automatic Seep Location Estimator. During the 
course  of  this  Ph.D.  thesis,  this  system  was  designed,  optimised  and  compared  with  other 
algorithms and their results, and used to quantify seepage fluxes at estimated seep locations. The 
motivation behind this Ph.D. work was the lack of information regarding how much of natural oil 
seepage into global waters occurred, and the result of this thesis is a method to estimate the quantity 
of oil seeping into the global waters and where offshore seepage occurs. The main results of this 
thesis have been illustrated in Fig. 80.
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Figure 80: Illustration of the studies conducted in this thesis. The Automatic Seep Location 
Estimator (ASLE) was created which uses Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images to detect 
offshore oil slicks, map the locations of the feeding seep and quantify the seepage fluxes 
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The first part of the thesis, reported in the first study, was the creation of the Automatic Seep 
Location Estimator (ASLE). Since oil slicks appear dark in SAR images, this system is designed to 
first detect or segment out dark objects. An object classifier using a simple rule-based approach 
thereafter, successfully discriminates between slicks and look-alikes in SAR images. Once oil slicks 
have been detected in the SAR image, the ASLE estimates the location of the feeding seep by 
analysing the temporal recurrence of slicks in spatial clusters. The confidence in the seep location 
estimate was provided by a detection percentage which represents the number of slicks detected per 
cluster divided by the number of SAR images imaging that area. Once the algorithm was designed 
and implemented in Python, it was tested on a dataset of 178 ENVISAT images of the Black Sea. 
This  dataset  was previously  analysed  visually  and seep locations  were estimated using manual 
techniques after which they were verified by in-situ observations. Testing the ASLE on this dataset 
showed that the ASLE provided a simple, fast and efficient alternative to manual detection. The 
ASLE was able to process and detect slicks in single SAR images in 28 mins. The resulting seep 
location  estimates  detected  the  known  seeps  (from  manual  and  in-situ  methods)  with  higher 
detection  percentages.  The  results  showed  that  the  ASLE  seep  location  estimates  with  higher 
detection percentages (> 15%) provided a positive indication of offshore seepage, while the seep 
locations with lower percentages, indicated a possibility of seepage, but required further analysis. A 
lot of seep locations were estimated with lower detection percentages which promoted the idea of 
optimising the ASLE in order to reduce these false detections (second study). However, the major 
result of the first study was the successful creation of the ASLE, which is the first, fully automatic,  
offshore seep location algorithm. 
Thus,  the  second  study  aimed  at  optimising  the  ASLE  to  reduce  false  detections  and 
improve the results. By adding of wind information, a new version of the ASLE was designed that  
eliminated false detections in low and high wind regions and also detected slicks in ideal wind 
conditions. This new version was used to re-process 178 images of the Black sea and the results 
showed that the number of false detections were lesser. Thus, we conclude that the newer version of 
the ASLE which uses direct features and wind information provides more accurate results. We also 
conclude that eliminating slick detections in low and high wind regions is sufficient in shallower, 
calmer waters (like the Black Sea), whereas ideal wind detections were important for deeper oceans 
and more turbulent waters (like in the Gulf of Mexico). Comparing the ASLE results to the results 
from the semi-automatic  Texture Classifying Neural  Network algorithm showed that  the ASLE 
works better at detecting and discriminating between slicks and look-alikes in low wind regions 
compared to the TCNNA. Furthermore, the ASLE was able to detect active seep locations from 
RADARSAT images of the northern Gulf of Mexico.  The seep locations estimated with higher 
detection  percentage  (>  30%)  were  observed  to  correspond  to  the  locations  of  seeps  that  the 
TCNNA had estimated with higher detection percentages. The ASLE was also able to detect seep 
locations  that  the  TCNNA was not  able  to  locate.  This  study showed that  the  designed ASLE 
performs robustly  not  just  in the Black Sea and on ENVISAT images,  but also in  the Gulf  of 
Mexico on RADARSAT images and successfully detects known locations of active seepage.
The third study showed how the ASLE can be put to use for geophysical applications like 
the quantification of seepage fluxes. The southern Gulf of Mexico was used for the study and SAR 
images from both ENVISAT and RADARSAT were fed to the ASLE. The ASLE was then used to 
detect slicks in SAR images and estimate the location of the feeding seep. These seep location 
estimates were then overlayed on bathymetric maps from echosounders and the results of the ASLE 
were explained with their association to geological bathymetric features. An important result that 
emerged from this study was that the seep locations estimated by the ASLE corresponded to the 
summit of knolls and ridges seen in bathymetric data proving the accuracy of the ASLE in offshore 
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seepage estimation. By analysing the slicks detected by the ASLE, we were able to quantify the 
seepage fluxes from various seep sites. The result of this study showed that the Campeche knolls in 
the southern Gulf of Mexico is estimated to seep annually at a maximum rate of around 30,500 
tonnes and a minimum rate of around 9,600 metric tonnes. These estimates are in the order of the 
annual seepage reported in the northern Gulf of Mexico (73,000 metric tonnes). This shows that the 
ASLE can be used to detect slicks and map their seep locations, and also quantify seepage fluxes 
from the detected seep sites.
The three studies conducted within this thesis resulted in the answers to the questions that were 
initially raised:
1. Can offshore seeps be detected automatically from Synthetic Aperture Radar images?
The  work  concludes  that  the  existence  of  the  Automatic  Seep  Location  Estimator  proves  that 
offshore seepage can be detected from Synthetic Aperture Radar images in an automatic manner. 
The designed system employs a simple yet efficient and robust technique to detect and correctly 
classify oil slicks in SAR images and uses these slick detections to estimate the location of the 
feeding seep. This system was tested in the Black sea and validated with the results of both manual 
detection  by a  human operator  and in-situ  ground truth.  The results  show that  the  ASLE is  a  
promising tool for the estimation of offshore seepage. 
2.  How  does  automatic  oil  seep  location  estimation  compare  to  manually  estimated  seep 
location?
The work conducted in this study concludes that while automatic oil seep estimation was not able to 
detect all the slicks that the human expert could, it could detect some slicks that the human operator 
missed. The answer to this question is reported in the first study. The ASLE took 28 minutes to 
successfully detect oil slicks in one SAR image. The ASLE was also able to detect more persistently 
seeping seeps in the Black Sea with a higher detection percentage comparable to manual detection. 
3.  How  can  the  algorithm  be  optimised  to  eliminate  false  detections  and  how  does  the 
algorithm compare to other existing algorithm?
The work concludes with the result that the ASLE was optimised to incorporate wind information in 
order to reduce false detections caused by wind. The reduction in the seep location estimates is 
reported in the second study. It is important to note that the ASLE is the first fully automatic oil 
seep locating algorithm and hence for comparing results, a semi-automatic or manual algorithm 
must be chosen. When the ASLE results in the northern Gulf of Mexico were compared to the semi-
automatic  Texture-classifying  Neural  Network  Algorithm  (TCNNA),  the  results  show  that  the 
ASLE works better than the TCNNA in low wind regions and does not detect look-alikes caused by 
low wind. The ASLE was also able to detect slicks and estimate the locations of many active seeps 
in  the  northern  Gulf  of  Mexico.  Those  seep  locations  estimated  with  the  higher  detection 
percentages  were consistent  with the detection percentages of the TCNNA seep locations.  This 
proves  that  the  ASLE can detect  seep locations  as  efficiently  as  other  semi-automatic  oil  seep 
location algorithms. In fact, the ASLE was able to detect seepage at sites where the TCNNA did not 
detect seepage. 
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4. Can a quantitative and qualitative estimate of seepage fluxes be derived from the results of  
the automatic estimation of oil seep locations?
The final work conducted within this thesis concludes with seepage rates of eight identified seep 
locations in the Campeche Knolls, southern Gulf of Mexico. The SAR images of this region were 
processed with the ASLE and slicks were detected and clustered to estimate seep locations. We 
conclude that more seep locations were estimated in the northern part of the Campeche Knoll than 
in the southern, near shore region. The locations of the seep sites were analysed further and the 
detected slicks were used to quantify the seepage rates and fluxes of the some identified active seep 
sites. We conclude that there are eight sites of active seepage in the Campeche Knolls and a rough 
estimate of the maximum annual oil  seepage into the Gulf  of Mexico waters is  around 30,500 
metric tonnes per year and the minimum annual oil seepage is around 9,600 metric tonnes per year. 
The uncertainties in our estimates arise from the minimum and maximum drift velocities used. 
FUTURE RESEARCH AND OUTLOOK
The creation of the algorithm conducted within this thesis provides the means for many 
future applications. The algorithm is the first of its kind, and allows the possibility to detect slicks 
and estimate seepage sites and their fluxes in the global ocean. This means that the designed system 
can be used to estimate seepage fluxes all around the world oceans. Since April 2014, European 
Space Agency's Sentinel-1 satellite is in orbit around Earth producing fresh new and free SAR data 
of the global oceans. The combination of the ASLE and Sentinel-1's free data allows the unique 
opportunity to search the global oceans for offshore seeps and produce a better estimate of their 
seepage fluxes. This will provide a better understanding of how much of oil is being input into the 
global ocean from human activities. Since the location of many oil seeps are associated with the 
presence of gas and sometimes gas hydrates, locating these sites will  provide us indications of 
where possible greenhouse gas sources are located. By quantifying the gases emerging from these 
sites, a better estimate of the amount of natural greenhouse gases can also be accomplished, which 
will help us to understand the amount by which anthropogenic greenhouse gases sources must be 
reduced.
Apart  from the obvious  future work of  applying the algorithm to global  oceans for  the 
estimation of global seepage fluxes, we can also try to optimise the algorithm to provide more 
accurate estimates of seepage fluxes. This can be done by using precise wind information for the 
detected slicks in order to estimate the precise drifting times. This would provide more refined flux 
estimates. More information about the thickness of oil slicks in its natural environment will also 
help estimate the amount of oil more accurately. This can be conducted by in-situ observations of 
oil slicks. 
In terms of technical improvements, the algorithm can be optimised further to calculate the 
seepage fluxes of the estimated seep sites in an automated manner as well. The algorithm can also 
be converted into an interactive toolbox with various options like slick detection, seep location 
estimation and seep fluxes, and the algorithm can be made to run as per the requirements of the 
person using it. Presently it is a Python programme which limits its use only to Python users, but by 
creating a downloadable toolbox, this unique algorithm can reach hundreds or thousands of scientist 
thereby allowing the estimation of fluxes in a faster and more efficient manner.
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APPENDIX A. DATASET USED
a) ENVISAT Black Sea dataset
147
IMAGE NAME DATE OF ACQUISITION SENSOR MODE Comment
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20021122_080627_000000732011_00250_03811_8418.N1 20021122 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20030206_193538_000000732013_00343_04906_8419.N1 20030206 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20030320_191450_000000732014_00443_05507_8420.N1 20030320 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20030321_072623_000000732014_00450_05514_8421.N1 20030321 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20030427_080404_000000162015_00479_06044_0368.N1 20030427 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20030614_191234_000000732017_00171_06738_8422.N1 20030614 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20030620_192508_000000162017_00257_06824_1234.N1 20030620 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20030703_075748_000000162017_00436_07003_1264.N1 20030703 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20030915_073244_000000162019_00493_08062_1250.N1 20030915 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20031013_075216_000000162020_00393_08463_2961.N1 20031013 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20031013_075209_000000162020_00393_08463_0369.N1 20031013 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20031104_080041_000000162021_00207_08778_0370.N1 20031104 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20031105_072948_000000162021_00221_08792_0347.N1 20031105 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20031206_075540_000000162022_00164_09236_0743.N1 20031206 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20031229_073243_000000162022_00493_09565_0348.N1 20031229 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040110_075459_000000162023_00164_09737_0371.N1 20040110 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040119_081215_000000162023_00293_09866_0372.N1 20040119 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20040120_185814_000000732023_00314_09887_8431.N1 20040120 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040201_080340_000000162023_00479_10052_0373.N1 20040201 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040218_072949_000000162024_00221_10295_0349.N1 20040218 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040304_075750_000000162024_00436_10510_0374.N1 20040304 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040327_073529_000000162025_00264_10839_0350.N1 20040327 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040329_081217_000000162025_00293_10868_0375.N1 20040329 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040408_075749_000000162025_00436_11011_0361.N1 20040408 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20040411_080340_000000162025_00479_11054_0188.N1 20040411 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20040420_193838_000000732026_00114_11190_8423.N1 20040420 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20040516_080336_000000732026_00479_11555_8424.N1 20040516 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040519_080918_000000162027_00021_11598_1261.N1 20040519 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040526_074919_000000162027_00121_11698_1260.N1 20040526 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040602_072945_000000162027_00221_11798_1251.N1 20040602 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20040605_073459_000000732027_00264_11841_8425.N1 20040605 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20040614_075206_000000732027_00393_11970_8426.N1 20040614 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040617_075756_000000162027_00436_12013_1263.N1 20040617 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040620_080345_000000162027_00479_12056_1265.N1 20040620 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040626_193308_000000162028_00071_12149_1267.N1 20040626 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040703_191300_000000162028_00171_12249_1266.N1 20040703 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040706_080044_000000162028_00207_12285_1268.N1 20040706 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040709_192445_000000162028_00257_12335_1269.N1 20040709 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040716_190416_000000162028_00357_12435_1235.N1 20040716 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040722_191640_000000162028_00443_12521_1270.N1 20040722 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20040725_192140_000000162028_00486_12564_0740.N1 20040725 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040728_192806_000000162029_00028_12607_1240.N1 20040728 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040729_185544_000000162029_00042_12621_1252.N1 20040729 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20040731_193355_000000162029_00071_12650_1271.N1 20040731 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20041228_080040_000000162033_00207_14790_0190.N1 20041228 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20050113_075747_000000162033_00436_15019_0191.N1 20050113 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050119_080924_000000162034_00021_15105_0362.N1 20050119 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20050129_075536_000000162034_00164_15248_0735.N1 20050129 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
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ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050129_075458_000000162034_00164_15248_0376.N1 20050129 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050201_080043_000000162034_00207_15291_0377.N1 20050201 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050217_075748_000000162034_00436_15520_0378.N1 20050217 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050220_080340_000000162034_00479_15563_0379.N1 20050220 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20050315_074036_000000732035_00307_15892_8427.N1 20050315 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050328_073238_000000162035_00493_16078_0351.N1 20050328 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050331_073815_000000162036_00035_16121_0352.N1 20050331 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20050409_075501_000000162036_00164_16250_0192.N1 20050409 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA12005412_080046_000000162036_00207_16293_0189.N1 20050412 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20050412_080046_000000162036_00207_16293_0193.N1 20050412 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050413_073001_000000162036_00221_16307_0353.N1 20050413 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20050415_080640_000000162036_00250_16336_0194.N1 20050415 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050416_073531_000000162036_00264_16350_0354.N1 20050416 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20050615_190703_000000732038_00128_17216_8433.N1 20050615 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20050630_193554_000000732038_00343_17431_8432.N1 20050630 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050726_191932_000000162039_00214_17803_1272.N1 20050726 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050729_080643_000000162039_00250_17839_1273.N1 20050729 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050801_081301_000000152039_00293_17882_1257.N1 20050801 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050811_075743_000000162039_00436_18025_1274.N1 20050811 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050915_191638_000000162040_00443_18533_1275.N1 20050915 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20050909_074625_000000162040_00350_18440_2959.N1 20050909 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20051027_073820_000000162042_00035_19127_0341.N1 20051027 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20051111_192458_000000162042_00257_19349_0199.N1 20051111 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20051111_080639_000000162042_00250_19342_0195.N1 20051111 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20051127_080341_000000162042_00479_19571_0196.N1 20051127 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20051130_080924_000000162043_00021_19614_0197.N1 20051130 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20060114_075456_000000732044_00164_20258_8428.N1 20060114 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20060221_191904_000000162045_00214_20809_0198.N1 20060221 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20060527_081455_000000732048_00064_22162_8434.N1 20060527 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20060528_190115_000000162048_00085_22183_1237.N1 20060528 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20060603_075517_000000162048_00164_22262_1241.N1 20060603 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20060606_080042_000000162048_00207_22305_1242.N1 20060606 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20060609_192435_000000162048_00257_22355_1258.N1 20060609 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20060615_081753_000000732048_00336_22434_8435.N1 20060615 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20060715_073547_000000162049_00264_22863_1238.N1 20060715 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20061012_185545_000000162052_00042_24144_0343.N1 20061012 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20060718_185828_000000142049_00314_22913_1253.N1 20060718 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20060731_073244_000000162049_00493_23092_1254.N1 20060731 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20060822_074039_000000732050_00307_23407_8414.N1 20060822 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20061012_073724_000000732052_00035_24137_8415.N1 20061012 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070424_074034_000000732057_00307_26914_8436.N1 20070424 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070522_191858_000000732058_00214_27322_8437.N1 20070522 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070531_193606_000000732058_00343_27451_8438.N1 20070531 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070614_073740_000000732059_00035_27644_8450.N1 20070614 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070617_074305_000000732059_00078_27687_8440.N1 20070617 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20070801_072950_000000162060_00221_28331_1255.N1 20070801 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20070930_190139_000000162062_00085_29197_1256.N1 20070930 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20070430_075204_000000162057_00393_27000_0203.N1 20070430 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20070401_080334_000000162056_00479_26585_0200.N1 20070401 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20070414_075448_000000162057_00164_26771_0201.N1 20070414 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
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ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20070430_075159_000000152057_00393_27000_0202.N1 20070430 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20071120_074117_000000162063_00307_29920_0741.N1 20071120 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20070207_072945_000000162055_00221_25826_0342.N1 20070207 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20070713_072633_000000162059_00450_28059_2962.N1 20070713 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071003_190721_000000162062_00128_29240_0385.N1 20071003 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071010_072929_000000162062_00221_29333_0344.N1 20071010 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071019_074618_000000162062_00350_29462_2958.N1 20071019 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071022_191012_000000162062_00400_29512_0360.N1 20071022 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071029_073219_000000162062_00493_29605_0345.N1 20071029 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071101_073809_000000162063_00035_29648_0346.N1 20071101 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071120_185821_000000162063_00314_29927_0359.N1 20071120 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071123_190418_000000162063_00357_29970_0358.N1 20071123 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071209_190137_000000162064_00085_30199_0357.N1 20071209 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20071212_190719_000000162064_00128_30242_0356.N1 20071212 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20080211_073158_000000732065_00493_31108_8441.N1 20080211 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20080317_073246_000000162066_00493_31609_0736.N1 20080317 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20080329_075529_000000162067_00164_31781_0737.N1 20080329 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20080401_080036_000000162067_00207_31824_0204.N1 20080401 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20080405_073440_000000732067_00264_31881_8442.N1 20080405 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20080408_185827_000000162067_00314_31931_0355.N1 20080408 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20080417_191521_000000732067_00443_32060_8410.N1 20080417 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20080526_073244_000000162068_00493_32611_0738.N1 20080526 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20080607_075443_000000162069_00164_32783_1244.N1 20080607 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20080731_075737_000000152070_00436_33556_1239.N1 20080731 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20081006_075242_000000162072_00393_34515_0744.N1 20081006 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20081012_080332_000000162072_00479_34601_0205.N1 20081012 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20081028_080033_000000162073_00207_34830_0206.N1 20081028 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20081113_075738_000000162073_00436_35059_0207.N1 20081113 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20081120_185539_000000162074_00042_35166_0366.N1 20081120 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20081129_075447_000000162074_00164_35288_0380.N1 20081129 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20081202_080032_000000162074_00207_35331_0381.N1 20081202 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090116_190416_000000162075_00357_35982_0365.N1 20090116 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090125_080329_000000162075_00479_36104_0382.N1 20090125 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090207_075447_000000162076_00164_36290_0383.N1 20090207 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20090207_075525_000000162076_00164_36290_0742.N1 20090207 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090210_080032_000000162076_00207_36333_0384.N1 20090210 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090214_185251_000000162076_00271_36397_0364.N1 20090214 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090214_073517_000000162076_00264_36390_0363.N1 20090214 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090507_191519_000000732078_00443_37571_8411.N1 20090507 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090514_185542_000000162079_00042_37671_1236.N1 20090514 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090523_075444_000000162079_00164_37793_1245.N1 20090523 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090223_075204_000000162076_00393_36519_2963.N1 20090223 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090529_080624_000000162079_00250_37879_1246.N1 20090529 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090601_081200_000000162079_00293_37922_1259.N1 20090601 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090608_075129_000000162079_00393_38022_1247.N1 20090608 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090823_080334_000000162081_00479_39110_1248.N1 20090823 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090826_192744_000000162082_00028_39160_1249.N1 20090826 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20090924_075738_000000162082_00436_39568_1262.N1 20090924 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20100111_073224_000000162085_00493_41128_0367.N1 20100111 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20100130_073442_000000732086_00264_41400_8412.N1 20100130 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
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ASA_WSM_1PNIPA20110320_191138_000000733100_00344_47341_2383.N1 20110320 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20100322_073226_000000162087_00493_42130_0041.N1 20100322 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNIPA20110406_073338_000000733101_00150_47578_0497.N1 20110406 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20100426_073234_000000162088_00493_42631_0739.N1 20100426 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNIPA20110506_073410_000000733102_00150_48009_0491.N1 20110506 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNDPA20100524_190930_000000672089_00400_43039_0466.N1 20100524 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMM_1CNIPA20100606_074306_000000692090_00078_43218_0000.N1 20100606 ENVISAT IMM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20100616_072933_000000162090_00221_43361_0040.N1 20100616 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20110617_195037_000000733103_00330_48620_8413.N1 20110617 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNPDE20100625_074505_000000982090_00350_43490_1625.N1 20100625 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20100705_073148_000000732090_00493_43633_8416.N1 20100705 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMM_1CNIPA20100707_192507_000002472091_00028_43669_0000.N1 20100707 ENVISAT IMM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20100723_080645_000000162091_00250_43891_0019.N1 20100723 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20100727_074032_000000162091_00307_43948_2954.N1 20100727 ENVISAT IMP Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNIPA20100905_194101_000000732092_00386_44528_0792.N1 20100905 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNIPA20100913_073155_000000732092_00493_44635_0791.N1 20100913 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20101008_074557_000000732093_00350_44993_0902.N1 20101008 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMM_1PNPDE20101017_075226_000000532093_00479_45122_0914.N1 20101017 ENVISAT IMM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNPDE20101018_073138_000002202093_00493_45136_1066.N1 20101018 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNPDE20101020_080740_000001532094_00021_45165_1688.N1 20101020 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20101105_195857_000000733096_00129_45402_0903.N1 20101105 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20101114_192854_000000733096_00258_45531_8417.N1 20101114 ENVISAT WSM Provided in Feb.2012
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20110830_082225_000000733106_00093_49676_0904.N1 20110830 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20110903_073555_000000733106_00150_49733_0905.N1 20110903 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20110905_191734_000000733106_00186_49769_0912.N1 20110905 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20110911_074231_000000733106_00265_49848_0911.N1 20110911 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20110919_190424_000000733106_00387_49970_0906.N1 20110919 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20111002_081247_000000733107_00136_50150_0907.N1 20111002 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20111003_073658_000000163107_00150_50164_1232.N1 20111003 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20111005_191747_000000733107_00186_50200_0908.N1 20111005 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_IMP_1PNUPA20111006_072638_000000163107_00193_50207_1233.N1 20111006 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20111015_195130_000000733107_00330_50344_0909.N1 20111015 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20111017_072258_000000733107_00351_50365_0910.N1 20111017 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 22. Nov.2013
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20111022_073940_000000733107_00423_50437_0913.N1 20111022 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 25. Nov.2013
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IMAGE NAME DATE OF ACQUISITION SATELLITE MODE Comments
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20030620_041232_000000732017_00248_06815_3822.N1 20030620 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20031029_161818_000000732021_00126_08697_3818.N1 20031029 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20040227_161529_000000732024_00355_10429_1718.N1 20040227 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20040411_040937_000000732025_00477_11052_1714.N1 20040411 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20040507_161527_000000732026_00355_11431_1719.N1 20040507 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20040510_162126_000000732026_00398_11474_1720.N1 20040510 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20040813_041244_000000732029_00248_12827_1716.N1 20040813 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20050327_040949_000000732035_00477_16062_1717.N1 20050327 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20061118_042113_000000732053_00062_24665_1715.N1 20061118 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070908_160408_000000732061_00269_28880_3821.N1 20070908 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070910_041819_000000732061_00291_28902_3827.N1 20070910 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20070930_161231_000000732062_00083_29195_3823.N1 20070930 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20071003_161817_000000732062_00126_29238_3824.N1 20071003 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20071013_160405_000000732062_00269_29381_3825.N1 20071013 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20071019_161526_000000732062_00355_29467_3826.N1 20071019 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20080728_162057_000000732070_00398_33518_3830.N1 20080728 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20080910_041520_000000732072_00019_34141_3831.N1 20080910 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20080917_161816_000000732072_00126_34248_3819.N1 20080917 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20081022_161819_000000732073_00126_34749_3820.N1 20081022 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090517_161226_000000732079_00083_37712_3834.N1 20090517 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090725_042055_000000732081_00062_38693_3835.N1 20090725 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090811_160932_000000732081_00312_38943_3836.N1 20090811 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090814_161513_000000732081_00355_38986_3837.N1 20090814 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090827_160644_000000732082_00040_39172_3838.N1 20090827 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090829_042100_000000732082_00062_39194_3839.N1 20090829 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090914_041826_000000732082_00291_39423_3840.N1 20090914 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20090930_041515_000000732083_00019_39652_3841.N1 20090930 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20091001_160641_000000732083_00040_39673_3829.N1 20091001 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20091016_041224_000000732083_00248_39881_3828.N1 20091016 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_IMP_1PNDPA20100521_161621_000000162089_00355_42994_1593.N1 20100521 ENVISAT IMP Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20100730_161510_000000732091_00355_43996_1710.N1 20100730 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20100811_041510_000000732092_00019_44161_1711.N1 20100811 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20100812_160658_000000732092_00040_44182_1712.N1 20100812 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20100815_161226_000000732092_00083_44225_1707.N1 20100815 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20100827_041221_000000732092_00248_44390_3817.N1 20100827 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20100903_161515_000000732092_00355_44497_1709.N1 20100903 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20110919_161615_000000733106_00385_49968_1702.N1 20110919 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20110929_042942_000000733107_00091_50105_1703.N1 20110929 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20101008_161520_000000732093_00355_44998_3842.N1 20101008 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20111010_042626_000000733107_00249_50263_1713.N1 20111010 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20111011_160948_000000733107_00270_50284_1704.N1 20111011 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20101020_041504_000000732094_00019_45163_3832.N1 20101020 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PNUPA20101021_160612_000000732094_00040_45184_3833.N1 20101021 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20111027_162334_000000733108_00069_50514_1705.N1 20111027 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
ASA_WSM_1PTDPA20111030_161316_000000733108_00112_50557_1708.N1 20111030 ENVISAT WSM Ordered on 19 Sept 2014
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IMAGE NAME DATE OF ACQUISITION SATELLITE MODE Comments
Northern Gulf of Mexico
RSAT1_ASF_1998_01_17_00_05_26_-061689274_90.91W_27.58N_HH_C 19980117 RADARSAT-1 ST3 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2002_05_27_00_00_19_0075772819_90.93W_27.64N_HH_C 20020527 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2002_07_31_00_04_25_0081389065_91.98W_27.64N_HH_C 20020731 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2002_08_07_00_00_14_0081993614_90.93W_27.64N_HH_C 20020807 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2002_08_31_00_00_12_0084067212_90.93W_27.60N_HH_C 20020831 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2002_10_18_00_00_10_0088214410_90.93W_27.60N_HH_C 20021018 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2002_12_28_23_59_57_0094435197_90.92W_27.61N_HH_C 20021228 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2003_01_04_23_55_47_0095039747_89.88W_27.61N_HH_C 20030104 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2003_05_21_23_59_49_0106876789_90.93W_27.60N_HH_C 20030521 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2003_05_28_23_55_35_0107481335_89.89W_27.65N_HH_C 20030528 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2003_06_08_00_03_57_0108345837_91.97W_27.59N_HH_C 20030608 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2003_07_08_23_59_34_0111023974_90.84W_27.24N_HH_C 20030708 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2003_10_30_00_03_47_0120787427_91.99W_27.61N_HH_C 20031030 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_01_23_23_55_12_0128217312_89.90W_27.61N_HH_C 20040123 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_04_15_00_03_28_0135302608_91.99W_27.61N_HH_C 20040415 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_05_16_00_00_53_0137980853_91.34W_27.61N_HH_C 20040516 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_05_22_23_56_18_0138585378_90.19W_27.61N_HH_C 20040522 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_06_02_00_03_27_0139449807_92.00W_27.61N_HH_C 20040602 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_07_31_12_02_46_0144590566_90.24W_27.57N_HH_C 20040731 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_08_17_12_06_50_0146059610_90.55W_27.93N_HH_C 20040817 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_09_06_00_03_15_0147744195_91.98W_27.60N_HH_C 20040906 RADARSAT-1 ST2 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2004_09_10_12_06_48_0148133208_90.54W_27.94N_HH_C 20040910 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2005_09_19_11_58_07_0180446287_90.28W_27.54N_HH_C 20050919 RADARSAT-1 ST3 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2006_05_12_23_54_09_0200793249_90.54W_27.61N_HH_C 20060512 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2006_05_13_12_14_20_0200837660_92.54W_28.33N_HH_C 20060513 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2006_05_23_00_02_32_0201657752_90.97W_28.00N_HH_C 20060523 RADARSAT-1 ST3 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2006_05_24_11_53_23_0201786803_89.02W_28.34N_HH_C 20060524 RADARSAT-1 ST3 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2006_05_26_23_46_11_0202002371_88.82W_29.20N_HH_C 20060526 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2007_06_29_11_57_03_0236433423_88.20W_29.13N_HH_C 20070629 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
RSAT1_ASF_2007_07_02_12_10_05_0236693405_91.72W_27.53N_HH_C 20070712 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
IMAGE NAME DATE OF ACQUISITION SATELLITE MODE Comments
Southern Gulf of Mexico
R128447050G3S006.D 20010417 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R128447052G3S007.D 20010417 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R129819052G3S003.D 20010722 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R129840399G3S007.D 20010723 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R129840399G3S009.D 20010723 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R132463050G3S006.D 20020123 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R133592050G3S004.D 20020412 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R136014400G3S003.D 20020928 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R139766056G3S004.D 20030618 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R145154056G3S006.D 20040629 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R151471049G3S002.D 20050914 RADARSAT-1 SNB Received in July 2014
R154922395G1S036.D 20060513 RADARSAT-1 ST1 Received in July 2014
R156230061G3S005.D 20060813 RADARSAT-1 SWB Received in July 2014
R156273059G3S008.D 20060816 RADARSAT-1 SWB Received in July 2014
R156373060G3S009.D 20060823 RADARSAT-1 SWB Received in July 2014
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